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Datacasts Will
Change How You
Interact With Radio
by Leslie Stimson
The advent of multicasting and other
datacasting possibilities doesn't affect only
broadcasters. Receiver manufacturers as
well as their component suppliers are grappling with how to design new radios and
make it easy for consumers to access the
promised new features of HD Radio and
the RDS features of analog broadcasting.
These manufacturers want to make
sure the consumer's first experience is a
good one.
Some of the questions being bandied
about: How will consumers tune to asupplemental station? How will the "seek" or
"scan" functions change? How would stations let listeners know there are supplemental channels available, and how would
those station designations appear on the
faceplate of the radio?
Depending where their design/manufacturing cycles stand, receiver companies are
in various stages of discussing or finalizing these and other design considerations
as they prepare to go into production for
radios that would ship to retailers this
summer and fall.
Experts say features such as a "buy"
button won't be in the market for another
two years or so, for reasons less to do with
design and more with business and regulatory issues.
FCC approval?
For now, manufacturers that are bringing out their first HD Radios are wrestling
with
the
multicasting
feature.
Manufacturers contacted by Radio World
hope the FCC permanently approves the
option that abroadcaster may split its sigsee RECEIVERS. page 5
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We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio From A Solid Foundation
Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from arich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're
bringing abreath of fresh air and are-energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris
Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest and most comprehensive range of products, services
and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect harmony and focused on the
success of your business.
From our innovative products to our forward-looking services,
management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and
growth. So whether you're audience is aror.nd the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the
a-Twith the resources you need to succeed.
To learn more about the new Hams Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at
www.broadcast.hards.com.
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NEWSWATCH•

Dingell, Obey
Push for CPB Probe
WASHINGTON
Now it's the
Democrats who want the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting investigated.
Representatives John Dingell of
Michigan and David Obey of
Wisconsin, ranking minority members
of the committees that control funding
for public broadcasting, say they are
concerned about news reports suggesting the CPB is making "personnel and
funding decisions on the basis of political ideology."
The Washington Post reported the

lawmakers have written to CPB's inspector general asking for information about
the recent reported activities of CPB
Chairman Kenneth Tomlinson, a
Republican.
Among the activities piquing the interest of Dingell and Obey: Tomlinson's
reported hiring of aWhite House official
to write the guidelines for CPB's newly
established ombudsman's office; why
CPB President Kathleen Cox was suddenly replaced by former FCC Media
Bureau Chief Ken Ferree, aRepublican
who served under former Chairman
Michael Powell; why Tomlinson, without
his board's knowledge, reportedly hired a
consultant to monitor the PBS program

"Now With Bill Moyers" for antiRepublican content; and whether
Tomlinson was involved in obtaining
funding for and PBS distribution of programming produced by The Wall Street
Journal and conservative commentator
Tucker Carlson.
Dingell and Obey say CPB, by statute,
is prohibited from producing, scheduling
or distributing programming and that it
must act as ashield from political interference lest public confidence be undermined. Dingell and Obey pointed to what
they said was CPB's own research that
stated Americans believe public radio
and television content is "objective and
balanced."

Emmis Likely to
Spin Off TV
INDIANAPOLIS Emmis may sell its
16 TV stations and focus on its radio
holdings. The company has hired financial and legal advisers to help evaluate
alternatives for the company's TV assets.
Emmis said the result of the process
could be adecision to sell all or part of
its
television
holdings.
Emmis
President/Chairman/CEO Jeff Smulyan
said the company wants to lower its debt
and put itself in a better position for
growth.
"In order to reach their full potential,
our television stations need to be aligned
with acompany that is larger and more
singularly focused on the challenges of
American television," said Smulyan.

NPR to CPB:

CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

Maintain Firewall
Between Funding,
Politics
WASHINGTON The recent changes
within the Corporation of Public
Broadcasting have not gone unnoticed
within public radio. The NPR board has
passed aresolution urging CPB to maintain its statutory and historical role to act
as a "firewall between partisan politics
and public broadcasting."
NPR board member and CEO Kevin
Klose endorsed the resolution.
CPB has "dismissed its president and
CEO under uncertain conditions ... (and)
appointed two ombudsmen without consulting with the public broadcasting system, raising legitimate concerns of an institutionalized process for potential
See NEVVSWATCH, page 3
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Auction Procedures Debated
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON Critics of the way the
FCC awards FM construction permits say
the spectrum auction process is not fair to
smaller companies and doesn't do
enough to boost ownership diversity.
Several groups think the process is
sufficiently flawed to ask the commission
to reconsider auction rules before the
next sale of allotments in the FM broadcast service. Auction 62 is scheduled for
November.
At press time, the commission said it
is prepared to answer and reconsider
changes.
The FCC's auction system was first
used last fall when the commission
awarded 258 FM CPs to 110 bidders and
pumped $ 147.8 million worth of net revenue into FCC coffers. Prior to that, the
commission used acomparative hearing
process in deciding licensing cases,
which sometimes took years to resolve.
FM Auction 62 consists of 143 new
FM allotments and 30 unsold FM CPs
from last year's auction. It will be con-

•

Dale Ganske
ducted over the Internet with telephonic
bidding available.
Bidding credits debated
High reserve prices and an unfair bidding credit program are a "significant

NEWSWATCH•

NEVVSWATCH, continued from page 2

interference in content," the NPR board
stated in its non-binding resolution.
"Such a process within a funding
agency is fundamentally inconsistent
with the principles of ombudsmen in
reference to news organizations."
The NPR board resolved, " CPB
should follow statutory requirements
and do nothing to diminish the firewall between the federal funds appropriated by the Congress and the public broadcast programming it funds;
and CPB should follow statutory
requirements and refrain from interfering in constitutionally protected
content decisions."
Before making changes in funding
priorities, stated the board, CPB
should consult the public radio system
about its priorities "and defer to the
reasonable and legitimate choices of
broadcast professionals to build services of value within the local communities they serve."
NPR sent acopy of the document to
CPB, aspokeswoman for the network
confirmed.

Managers Buy Out
APT With VC
Backing
Audio compression company APT
has been sold in amanagement buyout
and has acquired an injection of new
capital. Terms were not disclosed.
Audio Processing Technology,
based in Northern Ireland, says it
secured equity and debt funding to
complete the buy from former owner
Solid State Logic. Equity was from
two venture capital companies as well
as Managing Director Noel McKenna
and Commercial Director Jon
McClintock, who had begun buyout
negotiations in January. Bank of

Ireland provided the debt funding.
"The deal will enable the company
to boost its sales and marketing activities and to continue to fund research
into new technologies that will benefit
its customer base," it stated in the
announcement.
APT is the developer of the apt-X
algorithm. It makes codecs and also
licenses its algorithm to others; it says
one of its growth businesses is licensing apt-X to the consumer industry for
use in wireless headphones and wireless rear speakers for home theatres.
McKenna said, " We will also be
tackling multichannel applications for
embedded audio into video and
increasing our licensing portfolio for
the professional and consumer audio
markets. These areas have huge potential." He said APT plans to add 10
employees in coming months.

CPB 's Tomlinson to

obstacle to many potential bidders," said
Dale Ganske, president of L. Topaz
Enterprises Inc. and a former radio station owner.
"The FCC's only objective is to maximize the dollar>. That's why they went to
this process," said Ganske, who successfully
bid on aFM CP in Roscoe, S.D., last year.
Ganske says the commission's New
Entrant Bidding Credit is particularly
unfair, because it considers each bidder's current interest in radio properties

and gives no consideration to abidder's
financial condition.
The bidding credit includes a 35
percent credit to winning bidders who
have no attributable interest in other
mass media and a 25 percent credit to
winning bidders who have attributable
interest in no more than three massmedia properties — all regardless of
financial need.
"You should be given credit based on
your financial condition or need. That
would level the field between small
companies and larger groups," Ganske
said.
Ganske argues those rules did not
prevent a few former successful radio
executives from receiving the credits
and winning CPs in numerous markets
in the previous auction.
"Randy Michaels does not need a
bidding credit," Ganske said. Michaels
is a former Clear Channel executive.
His company, Radioactive LLC, bid
successfully on 21 new CPs with net
bids totaling more than $ 8.5 million.
The company qualified for a35 percent
bidding credit.
Mark Van Bergh, a Washingtonbased communications attorney, said he
doesn't believe the procedure necessarily favored larger companies. However,
the high prices for channels did.
"Prices went way, way beyond what
anyone had envisioned. Small public
and commercial broadcasters just don't
See AUCTIONS, page 8
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The refined, revamped, and
reconstructed SCMS web site!
Many o4- you are cur -ently linked to the SCMS site and
it's important to us that your links stay with us!
We'd like to update you on the addresses of
a few of our new pages:

Dems: 'Bring It On'

Home/main page - www.scmsinc.com
WASHINGTON CPB Chairman
Kenneth Tomlinson replied to calls for
an investigation of CPB. In a statement, Tomlinson said: "Iwelcome the
call by Congressmen Dingell and
Obey for the inspector general to
examine issues related to my efforts to
encourage public broadcasters to take
more seriously the need that our current affairs line-up reflect objectivity
and balance."
He continued: "Ilook forward to
working with the inspector general and
with the Congress to clear up with
finality distortions in press reports and
elsewhere about our work to bring
more diversity to public broadcasting.
There would be no debate on this issue
if more programs on public television
reflected the high journalistic standards of the NewsHour With Jim
Lehrer. —
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WWV and the Minutiae of Time
In this issue Radio World offers a
summertime overview of new products
as introduced at the recent NAB2005
convention.
Our NAB2005 coverage over the past
half-dozen issues has included session
previews, aspecial product preview sup-

mentioned apublication that sounded
intriguing: "NIST Time and Frequency
Services" by Michael A. Lombardi, published by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, part of the
U.S. Department of Commerce. He
kindly sent me acopy.

Broadcast Format
VIalelephone ( 303)499 7111
Mot a Toll ,FreeNurnber,

Station ID
440

No

H7

1- Hour Mark

NI ST Reserved

Audio
Storm
,Inlormation

LOCATION
40 4049 0-N, 105 0727(r W
STANDARD BROADCAST FREQUENCIES
AND RADIATED POWER
2.5114Hz - 25kW
111147
10 kW

GPS

10 MHz • 10 kW
15 MHz - 10 kW

20 MHz

Reports

2.5 kW
NIST Reserved

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT
MST RADIO STATION WWV
2000 EAST COUNTY RD. 58
FORT COLLINS. CO 80524
nrstradlottboulderrustdov

Geoalens
•BEGINNING OF EACH HOUR IS IDENTIFIED BY 08
SECOND LONG, 1500 Hz TONE
• BEGINNING OF EACH MINUTE IDENTIFIED
BY OB SECOND LONG. 1000 Hz TONE.
•THE 29TH AND 59TH SECOND PULSES OF EACH
MINUTE ARE OMITTED

Station ID

30
Minutes

•440 Hz TONE IS OMITTED DURING FIRST
HOUR OF EACH DAY.

The WWV Broadcast Format From NIST Time and Frequency Services
plement, convention photos, news coverage and our "Cool Stuff" Awards. Such
in-depth coverage is appropriate given
the importance of the spring show to
industry decision makers and equipment
buyers; we're pleased to have the space
and the editorial staff to provide such a
comprehensive overview.
* * *
Ihaven't paused to look onto my
bookshelf in awhile. Here are two publications that have come across my desk.
Radio World reader Richard A. Porter
in Wood Dale, Ill., saw an article here
last year about WWV and called to
point out atypo in the story. In the
course of our phone conversation, he

This booklet will appeal to anyone
who has ever wondered how NIST provides time and frequency standards, how
the nation's clocks are synchronized,
what WWV or WWVH is, and how
computers are time- synched. The author
delves into atomic time, Coordinated
Universal Time, leap seconds, receiving
equipment, HF propagation and Internet
Time Service among many topics.
It is a72-page pamphlet with color
illustrations that was put out via the
Government Printing Office and most
recently revised in 2001. The GPO Web
site now lists it as out of print; but I
found aused copy listed online via
Amazon.com for about $ 15. The ISBN
is 0-16-051058-9.
There's good technical content; but

From the Editor

you don't need to be an engineer to
enjoy it. Idon't keep every book that I
mention; but I'm taking this little one
home and reading it front to back.
* * *
"A statistical and prose history of the
commercial radio industry covering the
last 30 years."
That's the ambitious goal of Jim
Duncan, former president of
Duncan's American Radio, for a
planned three-part series covering
what he considers the most important
era in radio's history. Volume One in
"An American Radio Trilogy, 1975 to
2004" is subtitled "The Markets."
Why analyze this particular slice
of time?
"There were so many trends and
cross currents during these 30 years,"
Duncan writes.
"The shift in audience from AM to
FM. The rise of the Wall Street supported entrepreneur and the corresponding decline in the family radio
company. Radio's development from
asecondary advertising medium into
ahuge $20 billion-per-year industry.
The deregulation of radio which has
forever changed the industry. Finally,
the events of the early 2000s, which
may possibly have marked the beginning of terrestrial commercial radio's
decline.
"I believe that it is within the realm of
possibility that traditional radio saw a
long-term peak in the year 2000," he
states. "This ' trilogy' will investigate
that possibility."
Volume One, which costs $ 195, is
almost entirely data. It's abig thumper
of apaperback, wider than it is tall, and
spiral-bound. It provides stats about
commercial radio in about 150 radio
markets, letting the reader compare and
contrast historical events in each market.
Here you'll find 12+ Metro Share
for each station, 12+ Cume Ratings,
market revenue, revenue changes, population, retail sales information, notable

Paul J. McLane
call-sign moves, lists of highest-billing
stations and so on. If you want to know
the top-billing stations in Akron in
1985, or are interested in why
Charleston, S.C., is a "difficult" radio
market, you'll enjoy this.
On its own, the volume is likely to be
used mostly as atool for researchers and
atrove for real radio geeks. Duncan
admits it's "alittle dry."
Volume Two is due in September,
Volume Three next year; and those will
be about half the price.
"Where the first volume keys on
individual market history, Volume
Two will focus on national trends in
revenue, audience and formats,"
Duncan told me in an e-mail.
"Volume Three will be all words, for
achange. It will be aprose analysis of
what happened since 1975 and what
were the causes. Then Iwill offer my
thoughts on the future of all types of
radio, but especially terrestrial."
Duncan is in aposition to make such
assessments after many years as aradio
analyst, historian and broadcaster board
member. He also holds several beliefs
that he states up front: that listeners are
going away; that current radio financial
and programming models are broken;
that areal growth spurt in radio revenue
is unlikely in the next decade; and that
radio has maltreated its listeners and
advertisers.
Visit www.duncansradiobooks. corn.
Got abook or publication you think
readers would enjoy knowing about? Tell
me at radioworld@ imaspub.com.

We Define Synergy
ERI can meet all of your broadcast needs, both RF and structural. Our
products, while diverse, come together to deliver more quality,
innovation, and value than the sum of their parts. The depth and
breadth of our antenna, filter and combiner, transmission line, and
broadcast tower products allow us to be Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions'".

syn-er•gy n. the working together of
two or more things, people, or
organizations, especially when the
result is greater than the sum of their
individual effects or capabilities.

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.
Your Single Source far Broadcast Solutions —

CtI I
Call Toll-free at 877 - ERI - LINE • Visit Online at www.eriinc.com
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Receivers
Continued from page 3

nal into multiple streams. Stations doing
so already have sought experimental
authorization to multicast.
To include that feature in HD Radios,
chipmakers planned for features such as
multicasting about ayear ago.
"We've made it apoint to let everyone
know it (multicasting ability) is astandard
part of the TI350 chip," said John Gardner,
product manager for digital radio for
Texas Instruments. The previous version,
the 300, processed HD Radio only. The
new DSP chip processes both analog and
digital, he said.
"One processor is less expensive. On a
lot of radios coming out there's no price
difference" to add multicasting, he said.
Other than the display and the Select
key, which is already embedded in the
radio, there's really nothing to add,
Gardner said.
Some HD Radios already in the market
can be upgraded to include multicasting
with asoftware change, he said. That's the
case with the Kenwood HDR100.
At first, several experts said, when tuning to a supplemental channel listeners
will see an icon or text display and click
on it to tune to the SAP.
"We're trying to keep it as close to how
you interact with the radio today," said
John Crisco, product line manager for
Polk Audio, which this fall plans to ship
the I- Sonic entertainment system, which
includes HD Radio and associated multicasting ability, as well as DVD and CD
players. It's also XM-ready.

Delphi has developed a tuner module for HD Radio on which it plans to
begin production in two months.
HD Radio receivers lock onto the analog signal first, while buffering the digital,
much as satellite digital radios do
(although in satellite radio there is no analog to hear first, so the user waits for afew
seconds for tuner acquisition).
Acquisition time for the digital signal
was estimated to take between 4 to 7
seconds for HD Radio, depending on
manufacturer.
For example, he said, "When you tune to
88.1, if they are HD, it will have an HD
logo. It will blink as it starts to lock into
digital and then come in solid once the signal is locked in." This would be true for the
main or supplemental channels, he said.
To tune to a SAP, the listener would
hit " tune up" or turn the dial to the
right. The next channels would be 88.11, 88.1-2 and so on.
A signal currently may be split four
ways, he said, including the main channel
and three supplemental channels.
Format-related issues
Receiver manufacturers also are taking
into account how stations might program
the extra channels, be they formats related
to the main digital channel or unrelated.

Radio World

Some broadcasters, for example, might
tie their channels together, such as apackage of new country, classic country and
bluegrass. Or the main channel might be
supplemented by the multicast content, such
as apackage of classic rock on the main
channel, artist interviews or other related
material on the first supplemental channel,
and traffic and weather on the second.
A different situation arises when the
station splits the channels into unrelated
formats, such as classic rock, news/talk
and local ethnic programming.
Manufacturers are keeping multicast
station designations simple in first-generation production as they wait to see how
stations brand their additional channels on
the air. Having ajock say "WCBS(FM)
HD- 1" is quite amouthful, for example.
Many stations are waiting to promote
their digital conversions until more digital
receivers are available; in interviews, manufacturers said they expected to ship product to stores from August to October.
"Kenwood chose to make each multicast channel adistinct ' station,' so that
tuning is intuitive," said Mike Bergman,
vice president of new digital technologies
at Kenwood USA. "Dial up the dial, and
you hit every main and supplemental
channel. Presets on supplemental channels
work as they do now."
With the Kenwood design, the user can
set apreset on HD- 1, another on HD-2
and flip back and forth. When the user
goes to either, there will be ashort delay
while digital is acquired. In the case of
FID-1, the user would hear the analog first,
then digital. In the case of HD-2, the user
sees the word " LINKING" or another
message for the first few seconds, before
the tuner acquires the digital audio,
Bergman said.
"Going from HD- 1to HD-2, or back,
after you first acquire the station's HD
Radio signal, will be very quick:' he said.
Boston Acoustics' approach is to use a
knob for tuning and to display the frequency digitally, with no scan function.
On the Recepter HD unit, when someone tunes to astation, say 88.5, the listener would see an HD indicator while the
receiver acquires the analog signal; some
7seconds later, it indicates that the digital
signal has been acquired.
Keeping It simple
The radio lines up the channels in
order; if there are multicast channels, "an
indicator lines them up in arow, such as,
88.5-1, 88.5-2:' said Stephen Shenefield,
senior director of product development,
Boston Acoustics.
"As you go up the dial and back, the
radio will remember what's going on,
puts it in a linear sequence that you're
accessing with aknob:' in order to keep
the process similar to traditional tuning,
he said.
Delphi has developed an OEM automotive tuner module for HD Radio on which
it plans to begin production in two
months. "That tuner module was designed
to interface with Ibiquity's system," said
Dr. Robert Schumacher, business line
executive for the Delphi division of Delco
Electronics Systems, who added that all
new Delphi radios are HD Radio-ready.
Delphi's vehicle customers are interested in the technology, he said, and once
vehicle manufacturers commit to putting
HD Radio in vehicles, the company could
get product to market quickly. "They're
interested and asking alot of questions."
Jeff Marrah, manager of receiver
technology for Delphi and co-chair of a
National Radio Systems Committee

5

task group on identifying supplemental
audio channels, said the group is looking at two approaches.
One is aso-called "layered" approach,
in which "you're on aspecific frequency
and there's alayer of streams behind that
frequency, such as HD- 1, HD-2. That's
what's out there today for products that
have supplemental audio."

Radio can provide abigger "pipe" into the
car than RDS, said Schumacher, as stations re-purpose the traffic information
they have and marry it with anavigation
system and HD Radio receiver.
The so-called "buy" button, often touted
as apossibility among IBOC proponents, is
likely ayear or two away, experts agree.
While the separate elements exist to

Polk Audio introduced the I-Sonic entertainment system at NAB. The audio
system includes an AM/FM and HD Radio tuner, a DVD/CD player and XM
Satellite Radio capability. It ships to retailers this fall.
Another proposal is to take the supplemental streams and lump them into aseparate band. The group is looking at the
pros and cons of each approach and will
report its findings .,to the DAB
Subcommittee, Marrah said.
And what of other potential datacasting
services for FID Radio?
Some stations could use asupplemental
channel as asubscription service for ondemand, real-time traffic and weather. HD

make the technology feasible, such as a
cell, satellite or Internet-linked back channel that communicates information from
the station back to the customer, abusiness
models needs to be in place to support the
additional necessary infrastructure.
Digital rights management also
would come into play with this model,
experts said, so that buyers would not
be able to redistribute digital music
they purchased. a
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BBC Sees License Fee Confirmed
by Lawrie Hallett
LONDON The U.K. government has
revealed plans for renewal of the BBC
Royal Charter.
The charter, reviewed every 10
years, has been the statutory basis for
BBC activities since soon after its formation in the 1920s. It is also the basis
for a license fee charged for reception
of television signals. While there is no
radio fee, funds from the television fee
— $230 for acolor TV, $77 for aB&W
set — are used to fund BBC Radio services.
The fee funds domestic BBC radio
output, including various analog and

digital, national and regional channels
as well as local radio services.
Approximately 20 percent of BBC
expenditures are radio-related.
Recent criticism
In fiscal 2003-04, BBC income
totaled about $ 6.8 billion, including
revenue from commercial activities and
government funds — paid by the U.K.
to fund international activities, including the BBC World Service. Of this,
about $ 5.1 billion came from the
license fee.
The BBC license fee will remain in
place for at least another decade,
according to Culture Minister Tessa

Jowell at the Department of Culture
Media and Sport. The figure for the fee
for the next charter period has yet to be
finalized, but is likely to deliver asimilar level of income to the BBC and to
keep pace with inflation, experts say.
While the license fee lives on, the
BBC Board of Governors does not. The
government decided to abolish this
part-regulatory, part-executive management body.
The Times of London recently
reported: "The reforms were generally
seen as a good outcome for the BBC,
which was badly shaken by arow with
the government over the Iraq war and
criticized in a subsequent review by

How to build the perfect console.

Lord Hutton. The governors were singled out in that report for failing to
respond to the complaints made by
Downing Street; and their chairman,
Gavyn Davies, was forced to resign."
Some members of the government
and rightist tabloids said the "Beeb" is
not sufficiently independent to adequately monitor and control corporation activities.
Two bodies will replace the Board of
Governors.
A BBC Trust will oversee the corporation, with responsibility for the
license fee and for making sure the
BBC fulfills its various public-service
obligations.
A new executive board, made up of
public appointees and civil servants,
will be responsible for delivering services, operating within aframework set
by the new BBC Trust, another public
body.
Sovereign body
According to the government, the
dual role of the governors as "cheer-

Start with aflexible routing system that can accommodate
all of your facility's audio distribution, along with intercom
functions, EC) and dynamics processing, profanity delays,
timers, and more. Next, select the right frame size for the
router's control surface. Populate the frame with the
number of faders you want, along with programmable
pushbuttons, countup/countdown timer controls, and
meter bridge with extra graphic displays. The result?
Your console, exactly as you want it, with the functionality
your talent craves and asleek design that complements
the studio perfectly.
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Tessa Jowell

Mosaic

Where art meets technology
• Multiple frame sizes allow configuration of systems
ranging from 2to 24 faders
• Support for 16-character source names, allowing you
to precisely identify asource rather than guessing
on unintelligible abbreviations
• Full color LCD screens on each module that provide
source information, meters, clocks, timers, delay
information, text messages and more
• Programmable backlight colors in ON/OFF buttons
alert users to operational conditions or separate
faders by source type
• Source selection, bus assigns and other controls with
each fader module make
operation easier and faster
/
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713.664.4470

1.800.231.5870

2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

www.logitekaudio.com
info@logitekaudio.com
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leader and regulator" does not sit easily
in apublic organization of the size and
complexity of the BBC.
Speaking about the Royal Charter,
Jowell said the BBC Trust and
Executive Board would provide "muchneeded daylight" between the two
roles.
"License fee payers need to know
who is speaking up for them," said
Jowell. "They need to know exactly
who is in charge, and they deserve to
know how important decisions are
made."
According to the government, the
Trust will act as a sovereign body that
may act independently of the government to keep members from being able
to unduly influence BBC reporting,
much as the Corporation for Public
broadcasting acts as a buffer between
Congress and public stations in the
United States. The Trust will have ultimate responsibility for the license fee.
Commercial rivals
The Executive Board will be responsible for day-to-day management,
developing program strategies, delivering services and taking financial and
operational decisions within the framework established by the Trust.
The director general or, at the discretion of the Trust, a non-executive, will
See BBC, page 7
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BBC
Continued from page 6
chair the board, which will contain a
significant minority of non-executives
who will support the executive members by acting as advisors.
The monarchy will appoint Trust
members, who will, in turn, appoint the
chair of the Executive Board. Trust
members must reflect the interests of a
wide range of communities, according
to the document laying out how the
entities will be structured.
Trust members will be expected to
understand and articulate the varying
interests of England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland, and to bring
expertise in areas including the broadcasting and media industries as well as
financial, legal and corporate matters.

Radio World

The problem for the BBC is that, in
an increasingly multichannel, multimedia world, an increasing number of

7

On the other hand, successive
attempts to come up with a realistic
alternative, without irreparably damag-

ating a "responsive, more accountable"
BBC able to deliver quality services.
Jowell said it is vital to preserve
BBC values, its global reach, its standards and its editorial independence.
"Our proposals, including keeping
the license fee and renewing the charter
for another 10 years, will enable it to
do just that," she said.
The BBC has been at the center of
other controversy in recent months. In
May, journalists and technical employees held a 24-hour strike to complain
about job cuts. on Monday which seriously disrupted live programming on
television and radio.
The BBC director general has
announced plans to cut about 20 percent of its workforce, or about 4,000
jobs. Further protests were planned,
Reuters reported..

L

icense fee payers need to know who is

speaking up for them.
— Tessa Jowell

viewers simply do not watch BBC
channels, making the obligation for all
television viewers to hold a license
increasingly difficult to justify.

ing the corporation, have failed.
According to Jowell, government proposals will ensure a "strong, independent BBC for the future" as well as cre-

GOT CALLERS?
STACIEM!
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were generally

No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.

seen as a good

STAC ( Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call-ins and phoners
with great sound, ease of operation and scalable configuration. Incorporating apair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio — even when conferencing up to four callers.

outcome for the
BBC, which was
badly shaken by a

The STAC system is available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CATS cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use
can master it in seconds.

row with the
government over
the Iraq war.
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The government has also commented
on BBC commercial activities.
Commercial station rivals have often
complained that the license fee allows
the BBC too much freedom to interfere
in the commercial space, damaging
business.
"We want to keep the BBC stiong,
while ensuring that it does not become
over- mighty in its dealings with the
wider market," said Jowell. "We need it
to be constrained when its interests collide with the commercial sector. It must
not be tempted to use the unique clout
the license fee gives it to step on the
toes of other broadcasters."
Government proposals will go out
for public comment and then form the
basis for the renewal of the Royal
Charter in 2007. The new charter will
run through 2016.
Even though the primary BBC
income source will be secure for another decade, the government has stated its
intention to review funding for the corporation before the next charter
expires.
Realistic alternative
There will be a specific review to
determine whether to introduce alternative sources — including subscription
fees for the reception of BBC services
— after 2016.
According to the government, the
BBC, like any public institution, needs
to adapt if it is to serve its audiences and
keep pace with changes in technology.
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Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
If you have acomputer, you've already got all the hardware
and software you need. Just log onto the internet using astandard web browser — NO SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL —
go to your STAC IP address, and you are there! STAC ' EM from
home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!
Cool features include:
STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
•Busy-All makes starting contests abreeze.
•
Auto-Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

STAC
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.corn • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devcns, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fox: 978-784-1717
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Auction
Continued from page 3

the resources to compete when
that happens," Van Bergh said.
Meanwhile, the Minority Media and
Telecommunications Council has asked
the FCC to study 2004's Auction 37 to
determine why minority firms faired
poorly. The group says arandom check
showed that gains in minority ownership from last year's auction were negligible, according to Executive Director
David Hoeing.
"The top three Auction 37 winners,
each of whom used bidding credits,
were wealthy non- minority career
broadcast executives," said the group.
Opponents of the simultaneous multiple-round auction claim the method
by which the FCC sets minimum opening bids is inaccurate.
According to comments filed with
the FCC by Mullaney Engineering Inc.,
which acted as abidding agent for several potential buyers during the previous auction, minimum opening bids
"are based, in part, on the number of
persons encompassed within apotential
coverage radius. However, in all cases,
it appears the FCC is assuming a perfect circle of coverage."
The commission says it considers the
type of service and class of facility
offered, market size, population covered by the proposed FM broadcast
facility and recent broadcast transactions in setting minimum opening bids
have

and reserve prices.
Mullaney Engineering executives
claim the " oversimplification will
result in the FCC's predicted population being higher or lower than it really
should be."
'Unfair'
Summit Media Broadcasting, which
owns several stations in Sutton, W.Va.,
found the bidding process to be "unfair
to smaller broadcasters" and "favoring
large bidders."
"The Simultaneous Multiple- Round
Auction Design favors the national
well-funded groups who have the ability to jump to a smaller-market channel
if they encounter a high bid in a
favored larger-market channel.
"This action creates a resting place
for large bidders till they see how their
preferred channel is doing. This may
also be the reason for so many auction
participants withdrawing their high bid
and the FCC having to take back channels," a Summit Media Broadcasting
senior executive wrote in aletter to the
agency.
"We are reviewing comments on various auction procedures such as auction
design, activity rules, round structure,
minimum opening bids and bid withdrawals," FCC Audio Division spokeswoman Lisa Scanlan said.
The FCC planned to respond to auction commenters in the next public
notice, called the Procedures Public
Notice, which was to be released by the
end of May, Scanlan said. "It will be responsive to the com-
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ments we received and announce the
procedures and minimum opening bids
for the upcoming auction," she said.
Most of the 30 leftover licenses from
Auction 37 were the result of withdrawn bids, Scanlan said. Penalties may
be incurred when bids are withdrawn.
According to FCC rules, "If a high
bidder withdraws or defaults after the
close of the auction, the high bidder is
required to make an interim payment
equal to 3percent of the net amount of
the withdrawn bid. The amount will be
deducted from any upfront payments or
down payments.
"If, in asubsequent auction, the winning bid amount for that license is less
than the bidder's withdrawn bid
amount, the bidder will be required to
make a final bid withdrawal payment
equal to either the difference between
the bidder's withdrawn bid amount and
CI'
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the subsequent net winning bid."
Those withdrawals drew the attention of several commenters, who claim
some existing broadcasters could have
used the tactic to keep new broadcasters out of certain markets.
"There may have been some gamesmanship going on in certain markets,"
said Van Bergh. "It's interesting when a
group bids millions and then withdraws
the high bid after five rounds pass by
and the other competition is no longer
able to bid on the CP. It's speculation,
but surely the commission would be
concerned about it."
Van Bergh, who represented several
public broadcasters in Auction 37, said
he expects some "minor tweaking" of
the auction's process before this fall.
Scanlan said three parties defaulted on
their payment obligations for construc-
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Built with dual hot-swappable 600 Watt
RF modules capable of 150% modulation,
X- 1000B can bring that major market sound
to your radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations, X- 1000B
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free.
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Omnia 6EXi

The Ultimate Upgrade.
Omnia-6 is the standard by which all other processors are measured. In the
last few years, thousands of leading stations in the world's top markets have
upgraded to Omnia. In fact, Omnia-6 has been so successful that some
competitors have just given up; others are mere shadows of their former selves.

So why do broadcasters love Omnia-6? The sound. The clean, pure,
crystal-clear sound ( bone-shakingly loud, if you want) that's become the choice
of # 1- rated stations in New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Paris, London, Rome,
Sydney and Beijing. The other guys tried to match its winning sound... and
failed. So they've settled instead for trying to copy its innovative features.

Features that Omnia pioneered — like dual, simultaneous processing paths for
HD RadioTm and conventional FM at no extra cost. The world's first non-aliasing
digital clipping system, with composite clipping for the ultimate in competitive
loudness. The high- precision Multi- Band Look-Ahead Limiter ( invented by

o

Omnia) for perfect HD Radio processing. The six- band limiter for conventional
FM, with adjustable crossovers for surgically- precise control over your
signature sound. An integrated Dorrough' " Loudness Meter. And of course,
the groundbreaking 96 kHz, 24- bit platform that delivers full 20 kHz bandwidth
for HD Radio broadcasts. Always innovating.

Which is why the new Omnia-6-EXi makes perfect sense. With integral
HD Radio Diversity Delay that helps digital broadcasters eliminate anaiog
connectons to the HD exciter, ensuring independent analog and digital program
streams. And the exclusive new LoIMD Clipper that actually suppresses
intermodulation distortion to deliver audio that's cleaner, clearer and more
detailed than ever — no matter how aggressive your processing. ( If you already

On

nta

Telos Company

own an Omnia-6, don't worry — there's a low-cost upgrade to give your
processor full-fledged Omnia-6EXi power.)

A lot of muscle? You bet. No wonder the competition is running scared.

OmniaAudio.com

Orrirria is a registered trademark of TLS Corp. HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corp. Dorrough and Loudness Meter are trademarks of Dorrough Electronics Inc.
0 2005, TLS Ccrp. All rigl-ts reserved.
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AP to Drop All-News Radio
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON The Associated Press
Broadcast division plans to drop its AP AllNews Radio service in mid-July and also
scale back its sports coverage.
The AP cited low demand as the reason
for the change.
AP All-News Radio is a live, 24-hour
news and information streaming feed
designed and produced by AP broadcast
news to make it easy for radio stations to
offer continuous news programming. AP
All-News Radio is delivered via satellite
and Internet.
AP launched AP All- News Radio in
1994 as a24-hour-a-day packaged radio
newscast. ANR allows stations to insert
local news and advertising into the format.
"Declining demand and changing needs
made All-News Radio less relevant than it
was when launched over adecade ago,"
said Director of Marketing and
Communications Roger Lockhart. "It did
not sustain the growth needed to continue."
Approximately 48 affiliates are carrying
the product, AP said. The spokesman
declined to say how many stations carried
the service at its peak; the AP does not
release such figures.
Despite the elimination of All- News
Radio, no layoffs at the AP Broadcast
News Center in Washington are expected,

Lockhart said.
"We will redeploy people across different services. We had anumber of people
contributing to (All-News Radio) and we
will find ways to (use) them," Lockhart
said.
He said the move allows AP to enhance
existing online audio services like its
"Prime Cuts" and "Soundbank" audio cut
services.
Lockhart said AP will emphasize "a
long-term growth strategy that allows us to
develop amore flexible audio network and
better meet demand in the marketplace.
"The marketplace for us is becoming
more multi-media and more integrated.
With the expected media consolidation,
we'll see more of the need for clients to
receive audio, wire and video. The Internet
is certainly abig part of our long-term strategy. Our business climate overall remains
very good," Lockhart said.
Traditional news offerings, including AP
Network News and AP Online, are unaffected, Lockhart said. However, AP's sports
department also will be scaled back in July.
"Sports will remain apart of the AP
Network News product. However, less of a
demand will result in fewer people working
in the sports department. At this time we do
not expect cutbacks. We will re-deploy
some of those employees:' Lockhart said,
declining to give specific numbers of work-

ers that would be affected.
News/talk programming consultant
Holland Cooke said that originally, it was
consolidation that led to the need for anetwork 24/7 news format, because owners
wondered what to do with the AM stations
they were acquiring.
Now, he said, ANR affiliates will be left
with few options for 24/7 news/talk programming.
"There is really nothing else out there.
The marketplace is talking and AP saw the
signs that this was not working. Iwould
imagine they will try to accommodate
some of those affiliates with other AP
offerings."
"The influx of sports radio also has hurt
the demand for an all-news service. Sports
has alittle more sizzle to it from apromotion standpoint," Cooke said.
Cooke believes AP All News Radio was
not an expensive proposition for the network "since they have all of the news product in-house already. You just repurpose it."
Radio-Television News Directors
Association President Barbara Cochran
said, "All-news stations are thriving in
NEWS

WATCH

Adelstein: Clean Up

many markets. However, successful radio is
very local. People are looking for local
information, especially news."
Cochran speculated that AP likely can
serve the majority of its affiliates better by
cutting ANR and spreading its resources
across its multiple services.
"AP is avery well-respected news organization. All-News Radio was avery good
product. Ithink it's only natural that they
probably examined the marketplace and
figured they were better moving in adifferent direction. Idon't think it's an indication
that fewer people are interested in the
news:' Cochran said.
BIA Financial Network, a media
research firm, estimates nearly 900 commercial stations are predominantly allnews, compared to nearly 700 in 1996, said
Mark Fratik, vice president at BIA
Financial Network.
"Even though the number of predominantly news stations has gone up since
1996, numerous broadcast groups have
cut news room budgets substantially.
There is alot of expense associated with
an all-news operation," Fratik said.
More than 4,500 radio stations in the
U.S. subscribe to various Associated
Press products, including text, audio and
online services.*
saying it violates the sponsor ID rule.
"Listeners are left wondering if the onair personalities really liked the product,
or whether the station was paid to promote it," Adelstein, aDemocrat, said.

'Bottomless Pit'
Instant Access to In- Depth Media Information and Market Data
Critical for M&A, Expansion and Competitive Analysis

WASHINGTON FCC Commissione
Jonathan Adelstein looked into payola
when he joined the agency two years ago
Now, he said in a speech to the Media
Institute, "Ihave discovered abottomless
pit of commercialism in today's media
into which even icons we hold sacred are
sinking and becoming sullied."
He referred to so-called video new
releases, in which aspokesperson is pai
for an endorsement or material is provided by the government. TV stations
should disclose the source of this material, he said, describing it as payola. He
also called for radio to clean up the practice of DJs endorsing products on- air,

Project to Drive 5.1
Content, Demand
LOS ANGELES Coding Technologies
10 other companies formed an
Internet Surround Music Project to promote the creation and distribution of 5.1
music online. The project aims to provide
a way for artists to get surround sound
music heard and to encourage more
artists to produce content in surround.
Members of the project include
America Online's Winamp media player;
Cakewalk; recording artist Richard
Devine; and Minnetonka Software.
and

Control Solutions
Integrated Television, Radio and Newspaper Media Intelligence
Comprehensive.
Updated daily, Media Access
Pro TM is the most comprehensive
resource for revenues, ratings,
circulation, ownership,
transactions, demographics,
technical stats, contacts,
coverage maps, and more.

Cross- Media.
The only business

Trusted.
MEDIA Access

application that provides

upon daily by the nation's top

afully integrated view
of markets, ownership,

media companies, investment
and lending institutions,

revenues and coverage.
MEDIA Access ProTm

Whether examining one or more
properties, owners, markets or
media, more than 1,000 fields
of data can be easily extracted
for any type of analysis.

allows you to compare
cross- media data on one
screen and visualize
coverage for multiple
industries on the
same map.

ProTM

is relied

brokers, law firms, research
-analysts and consultants,
government agencies,

analysis on the media industry.

eo

• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interlace
• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis

Call for an Online
Demonstration Today

:CESSI R

• programmable control by date and time

press for competitive and
comparative information and

the Media Industry

800.331.5086
or email: info@bia.com
wwvv.bia.com

• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control

service providers, industry
organizations and trade

Improve Your Ability to Expand, Compete, Advise or Invest in

MEDIA

Model RFC-1/B Remote Facilites Controller
•control transmiter from any telephone

• accessory package for RFC- 1/B

netwiek
Media Intellmence and Investment Resources

« Sine Systems „

MO,

615.228.3500
www.sinesystems.com

SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD
-91111•1

EVENTIDE !3D600 BROADCAST
• DELAY
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Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
you - air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obsceniity delay and
have asolution for stations large and small that provides up
to 8C seconds of the highest quality revenue and licenseprotecting delay.
Or new HD compatible BD600, 24- bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBUI, and provides up to 80 seconds o memory —
twice as much as other delays. There are ful y adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make ashort comment without being heard on air.

%AMP "0
.ZERC

11111
SNEEZE

or
rà i
-e
u u.

DP

L-

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch- down system,
and an exclusive fas: entry- and- exit feature which allows
s:arting abroadcast with the delay already built up to asafe
amount and eliding i with a rapid -ed_ction Df delay.
For HD, the BD600 3ffers MicroPrecisio -,Delay -m mode
which al ows up to 10 secohds orf delay to be ad usted in
real time in 100inahosecondl incremert3. This is L.seful for
synchronizing analog and dicital signals whiile on- ar, without
audible artifacts, to maintair a seamless user experience.
Whatever your size, Whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of you -air and the foundation of your
business withol an! Event de Broadcast Delay in your rack.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

Eventide
One Alsan Way. _ ittle Ferry, NJ 0764.= te1.201.641.1200 www.eve-tide.ccom
Eventide is a registered tradem3rk and MicroPrecisicr Delay is atradem3rk of Evertide Irc. C2005 Ev.entide Irc.
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And the company used several booth kiosks to
Just in time for summer; this special section of Radio World offers an overview of new gear
introduced at the recent NAB2005 convention. " Cool Stuff" winners appeared last issue.

demonstrate aspects of its product lines, including
its Split-Level Combining method; turnkey program

Suppliers, if your company showed a product that we missed, send e-mail to
radiowarld@imaspub.com so we can tell readers in afuture issue.

capabilities, reflected in recent big projects in
Romania and Afghanistan; and its new Internet pur-

Contributors to this section include Paul McLane, Leslie Stimson, Kelly Brooks, Marguerite
Clark. Tv Ford, Scott Frbash, Harold Hallilcainen, Paul Kaminski and Tom Osenkowskv.

chasing initiative, Premier Customer eCommerce,

Harris Emphasizes
Digital and 'Renewed

which uses Neural Audio

Focus' on Radio

3400 or www.broadeast.harris.com.

technology.

Continental Throws

But still the people that

its Hat in the

are coming are the ones

In other business, it
had

purchased

HD Radio Ring

100

Harris Corp. demonstrated its new Flexstar

Audemat-Aztec FMI380

of HD Radio products at NAB. The demo simulat-

RDS encoders, part of

ed an end- to-end platform for enabling digital

the second phase in that

broadcasting with services such as supplementary

broadcaster's RDS roll-

showed its 816HD Transmitter, which earned a

audio and data.

out, following purchase

"Cool Stuff' nod. The company says the user

Continental. now an lhiquity licensee,

The company said the demo also showed

of encoders at 192 of its

need only add an IBOC signal generator and an

top 50 market FM sta-

HD Radio license from Ibiquity. The approach

the radio business." It said its experience in sup-

tions in 2004.
Harris added to its

Hams ZCD 10

digital line of consoles with the Harris PR&E

lators, tower mods or other add-ons. This is a

Radio rollout.

StereoMixer digital, part of the VistaMax

single- tube unit Owners of recent 816R FM

positioned as acost-effective board for smaller

transmitters may be able to upgrade.

FM transmitter, the upcoming Rexstar exciter, and
an HDI-100 importer and HDE-100 exporter.

markets.

The company also told attendees about its

This show also was Harris' first demo of Digital

recent sale back to Ventas Capital and the

which multiplexes HD audio and data services into

Radio Mondiale in the United States. DRM is a

restoration of the Continental name to the com-

acompact bitstream.

nonproprietary digital AM radio system that

pany, formerly part of DRS Technologies.

Separately, the company said more than 65 percent of NPR stations had chosen IBOC transmitters

promises near-FM quality sound plus the capacity
to integrate data and text.

Also new at the company is Don Spragg. who
joined Continental as engineering product manag-

from Harris during the first three rounds of HD

Harris exhibited its 3DX-50 AM transmitter,

er. He has worked at HOB World Radio, Crown

Radio conversions. At NAB Harris also showcased

emphasizing its use for international and domestic

International and most recently Harris Broadcast

its support of NPR's multicaeing Tomorrow Radio

applications. It said the model is in 75 installations

as director of Radio RF Products and Programs

Project.

in 10 countries and provides an upgrade path to

And it disp:ayed its NeuSta line, including the

DRM and HD Radio standards.

— Kim Winking
Marketing Communications
Broadcast Electronics

uses the eient's existing RF system and does not
require separate antenna, IBOC combiner, circu-

translates to a similar commitment of the HD
The Flexstar demo included aZ8HD solid-state

that we need to talk to, so
it works for us."

"Harris' fresh perspective and renewed focus on
porting peak demand of the HDTV implementation

"Attendance has been
affected by consolidation.

Radio Audio Conditioner,

said Clear Channel Radio
The Broadcast Communications Divis on of

Compiled by Scott Fybush
and Jackie Broo.

which is at https://pretnierharris.comfbmadcastl
Contact the company in Ohio at (513) 459-

new UltraLink Digital

Overheard at NAB

Contact the company in Texas at (214) 38/7161 or www.contelec.cont.

"We calmed some people
down. - Mike Black of WEOS(FM) in
Geneva, N.Y., one of several public
radio managers conducting early
training on the ContentDepot system
during the Public Radio Engineering
Conference. One of the big issues:
the "mini-MR" connector on the back
of the new ContentDepot receiver.

Audio processing for FM, multiple HD
Radio programs and 5.1 Surround?

Several vendors will be offering
cables to connect the mini-XLR to
standard audio connections.

"We've noticed that people
Yes, it can process your main
FM, main HD and up to two
supplemental HD channels

Yes, ir encodes 5.1-Channel Surround,
compatible with FM, HD and
ruions of consumer decoders TODAY

Yes, it has all the
multiband processing
functionality you expect.

are coming and wanting
ciLotes. They are very
serious at this show. They
looked around and came
to some decisions."
— Jackie Lockhart
Vice President of Marketing
Prophet Systems

Yes, these is aheadphone
connector behind this door.

Yes, that is acomposite
spectrum analyzer. Really.
(and there's ascope too)

Yes, the user interface is
simple to learn and use.
(and of course there is ablue light)

"Five DOLLARS? 1-71 ?"

Yes, yes and yes!
fhP Linear Acoustic ALROMAX-HDFM
354 North Prina Street, Lancaster P4 17e3, LISA 8813-292-3 17 ovorlinearacousticiorn
zoos Linear Aremir ! ix NU ties resered. AERONIM- WPM and desigtatist company *go am trademarks
of briar Acoustic Inc 514S® and :be Clerk Surround* logo are registered trademarks of 511S Labs, .. nr.
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LINEAR

ACOUSTIC
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— The more or less universal
reaction to the floor price for a hot
dog at the steids on the North Hall
floor. At $ 3.25, soda and bottled
water were acomparative steal.

The routing switcher gets anew twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)
Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just afew signals — sometimes afew hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are aconvenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy arouter that costs
more than his dream car? Unlikely.
If you need arouting switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet- based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is atrue network.
Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat-6. Imagine the
simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.

Scalable, flexible, reliable.., pick any three.

Are you still using PC sound cards?

An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

Even the best sound cards are compromised

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that
well for larger ones. Here's
Routers are OK... but a
network à so much more
modern. With Ada, your
ins and outs are next to the
audio, where they belong.
No frœne, no canin no sweat.

poor headroom, and other

where an expandable

•

network really shines.

Axia IP-Audio Driver for
Windows® on your workstations and connect

Cat-6cable and an Ethernet switch, and

directly to the Axia audio network using their

you've got a64x64 routing switcher. And you

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

can easily add more I/O whenever and

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound cards and

wherever you need it. Build a128x128 sys-

cash you'll save.
•—
•

— • __
•0• • • • • • •

Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,
so you need to buy preamps. With Axia you get

change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come

Put anode in each studio, right next to the mics,

in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog
flavors. Put abatch of Nodes on each end
of aCat-6run, and BAM! abi-directional

Cat-6cable. And did we mention that each Mic

and afiber link for extra- long

outputs for headphones?

runs between studios —

Nice bonus.

or between buildings.

With alittle help from our friends.

Would you like some control with that?

A networked audio system doesn't just

:

network. For instance, you'll find built-in

it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC®

and are making new products that reap those

Axia is already working
with some great companies. Like Enco Systems.
Prophet Systems. Scott
Studios. Radio Systems.
Balsys Technology Group.
and of course Telos
and Omnia. Check
AxiaAudio.com/partners/
to find out who's next.

e

There are plenty of ways to control your Axia

replace atraditional router — it improves upon

BALSYS
I
.1•••••••••

software for Windows gives you central

benefits. Working with our
partners, Axia Audio is
bringing new thinking and
ideas to audio distribution, machine control,

An Axia digital audio
snake can carry hundreds
of channels of digital audio
on one skinny CAT-6cable.
We know you're not going
to miss soldering all that

multi-channel snake. Use media converters

Node has eight stereo line

Scott

Nobody loves cable snakes.

finding the pair you want when there's a

ultra-low- noise preamps with Phantom power.

multiple mic channels to the network on asingle

rodeo.

Put your snake on adiet.

Besides soldering ajillion connectors, just try

to keep mic cables nice and tight, then send

ENco

There's abetter way to get
audio out of your PC. No
more consumer grade V."
connectors - with Axia
your digital audio stays
clean and pristine.

console input modules). Just think of all the

bone and the sky's the limit.

where your mics are.

e• • • > 100/1000

the hardware they usually feed ( like router or

tem... or 1024x1024.., use aGigabit fiber back-

Put an Axia Microphone
Node next to your mies and
send preamplified audio
anywhere you need it. over
Ethernet — with no line
loss or signal degradation.

gremlins. Instead, load the

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

Put your preamps

Livewire

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

control of every audio path in
•
•

•

your plant. Router Selector
nodes allow quick local

source selection, and intelligent studio control

Program Associated Data ( PAD), and even

surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

wiring convenience.

Control freaks of the world,
rejoice: intelligent Axia
mixing surfaces give talent
complete control of their
nor-king environment.
Reconfigure studios instantly
and assign often-used
sources just where they're
most useful.

source in your networked facility.

lt "This sounds expensive."Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,
patch bays, multi- pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring — not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.
Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio.com for details.
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Burk G-Link
Expands G-Bus

audio channels over HD Radio took place using
its IDi 20 importer, shown, at WFAE(FM) in
Charlotte, N.C.

June 22, 2005

tion-wide play while recording.

done by copying and pasting segments into anew

Contact the company in Illinois at (217) 2249600 or www.bdcast.com.

At the show, BE, Beasley and Ibiquity preBurk Technology showed its G-Link G- Bus

sented what they called the first public demo of

Expansion Series, which earned a "Cool Stuff"

HD Radio multicasting on acommercial station,

Award. The products can be plugged into new and

KSTJ(FM) on 102.7 MHz in Las Vegas.

existing GSC3000 systems and include models AC-

sound file, or by creating an "edit list" that stores
edited audio files for playback. This "virtual track"
mode supports up to 99 edits. An optional wired

Audemat-Aztec
Shows a Touch
Of Silver

4 ( shown) and AC-8Power Strip Controllers for
remote management of 120V inputs such as HVAC

remote control mounts on an external microphone
to put controls and indicators in front of the reporter.
The rack- mount PMD570 records MP3, MP2,
WAV and BWF files to CompactFlash cards with
sample rates of 16 to 48 kHz. An RS-232 interface
permits control from aPC.

appliances, lighting, computers, etc.; GT-4 four-

Contact the company in Illinois at ( 630) 741-

input remote temperature monitoring unit; and OX-

BE showed areconfigured HD Radio line

Audemat-Aztec introduced two products for

128 for controlling off-the-shelf X10 brand automa-

that integrates exporter and signal generation

the HD Radio market and afamily of gear for

tion products.

into one unit so customers can move HD origi-

smaller stations.

nation to the studio. "This makes it possible for

NAVIBOC, shown, is amobile metering unit

broadcasters to move up to secondgen data and

for coverage analysis of HD and FM signals. It

multiple program services without adding yet

includes aGPS receiver for automatic mapping

another box to the chain," aspokeswoman said.

overlay.

0330

or

visit

HYPERLINK " www.

dm-holding.com"www.dm-holding.com.

Pristine Tells What's
In the Black Box

"Broadcasters who have implemented or ordered
Also new are AutoPilot 3Custom Views, which
provide more flexibility in viewing and managing

BE HD Radio systems will be offered alow-cost

Pristine Systems said its Blackbox Digital

upgrade path."

Audio Logger, Monitor and Alert System helps

an unlimited number of ARC- 16 sites. Users can

BE also demo'ed end-to-end HD Radio sur-

manage compliance, proof, audit, programming

select individual channels to display on the PC

round sound originating from an AudioVault

and engineering needs. It records audio from 16

interface, and they can draw from as many sites as

audio system and through an HD Radio trans-

stereo AM, FM and TV stations at avariety of

needed to create adrill-down approach to fault res-

mission chain, including its XPi 10 HD Radio

sample rates. Blackbox records the entire pro-

olution, amap-based geographic view for multiple

data exporter and FXi 60 digital FM exciter.

grams along with " mic open" markers.

sites or acustomized interface for operation-specif-

Surround formats represented included SRS

Skimming is performed during playback by

ic work flows or procedures. Also new is an e-mail

Circle Surround, Neural Audio and Dolby Labs'

clicking to jump between the markers.

alarm notification utility.

Pro Logic II. lelos Systems also showed sur-

Goldeneagle HD is amonitoring unit for perma-

round implementations using an AudioVault and

nent monitoring of HD and FM signals as well as

FXi digital FM exciter.

PAD and RBDS data. An embedded spectrum ana-

And Lynx 5.1 has anew Virtual Channels
feature, allowing users to create new remote control channels derived from conditions on one or
more existing channels. The channels provide a

Three broadcasters won Boston Acoustics
HD Radio receivers awarded by BE during the

lyzer is available as an option to monitor power of
the sidebands and other parameters. It has aWeb

quick reference for the broadcaster to verify con-

show. BE also announced aseries of sessions for

server and SMTP server for alarm notification as

ditions at multiple sites or to check on critical

consulting engineers focusing on HD Radio and

well as touchpad screen. Installed on the transmit-

processes that rely on pieces of equipment work-

synchronous FM.

ing together.

BE showed adata product line resulting from

Contact the company in Massachusetts at
(978)486-0086 or www.burk.com.

BE Shows 'Second-

ting site, it can be used as aremote control unit by
adding 16 digital inputs, 16 metering channels and

its acquisition of The Radio Experience, includ-

16 relays outputs. It will be available in an AM ver-

ing anew RDS generator and monitor line; soft-

sion as well.
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A Virtual Radio interface allows switching
between stations during playback. The Blackbox

ware applications for basic RDS text and

The company also announced its economical

advanced data over FM, HD Radio and the Net;

Silver line. The Silver mobile FM meter comes

also records RF Signal Strength and has an extensive alarm system that provides alerts that can play

and amonthly service for enhancing listenership

with external GPS receiver, FM antenna and PC

aWAV file through the station PA system, send a

Gen' HD Radio Line;

through the Web that includes CD cover graph-

software. It can perform an RF campaign of asin-

serial command to aswitcher or modem, dial a

ics, e- commerce and search engines for song

gle station and analyze FM and RDS sub-carriers.

pager or phone, send an e-mail message, issue a

Data and Surround

inquiries. All are compatible with AudioVault. A

Data can be exported to MapPoint PC software

DOS command to acomputer and/or use ITL to

new text data interface lets text be parsed from

using the serial cable.

control lamps or warning devices.

AVAir and formatted for display on RBDS or
Broadcast Electronics was at NAB with a

HD Radio radios or streamed.

range of offerings related to data, secondary pro-

The Silver dynamic RDS encoder integrates

Applications include using the recorder for

developments such as Scrolling PS and includes

podcasting, time shifting, repeat- record and promo recorder.

And BE showed anew software version for

a serial cable RS-232-USB to connect the

the AudioVault, V9.0, that includes 37 enhance-

encoder to the PC. Software includes aconfigu-

Also new, SmartPromo is an intelligent

It said its new importer line is capable of not

ments including atext data interface and new

ration wizard, automatic calculation of the PI

automation software within Pristine's CDS 32

one but multiple Secondary Program Services;

failsafe features. Features include dual network

code, command interpreter for connection to

system that assembles the right previously

and it said the first live test of two supplemental

support and server failover and more flexible sta-

automation software and labelling.

recorded VOs and music bites for any number of

gram services and digital.

Contact the company in Florida at (305) 2493110 or www.audemat-aztec.com.

songs coming up for airplay, automatically creating aVO promo tease.
Contact Pristine Systems in California at

IncInrtif

Marantz Records to
CF In Field and Rack

delay or simply have a buildup of digital latency, talent can't listen to the
processed air signal. Instead, their feed is probably direct from the console.

EV Is a Bit BLUE.

D&M Professional introduced the PMD660 digi-

In acollaborative effort with B. L. U. E.

tal audio recorder for use in the field. A "Cool Stuff"

Microphones, ElectroVoice brought two new

winner, it records 44.1 or 48 kHz WAV files to

cardioid studio mics to market.

CompactFlash media cards. It can also record MP3

No, this product doesn't remove naughty words, but if you do run a profanity

(800)795-7234 or visit www.pristinesys.com.

The Cardinal is acardioid condenser with

in mono at 64 kbps or stereo at 128 kbps. Using a1

Class A electronics for both voice and instru-

GB card, the PMD660, shown, can record over an

ment. The Raven, shown, is adynamic mic for

hour of stereo or 3hours of mono uncompressed

vocal or instrument use. Both mics use a3/4-

audio. With MP3 encoding, over 17 hours of stereo

inch diaphragm and are constructed from brass

or almost 36 hours of mono will fit on

acard.

Compared to the air sound, this can seem weak, dull and lifeless.
Our Model 255 Triband Spectral Loading

processor has zero delay and can

deliver a dense, tight, and punchy ' broadcast' sound to headphones and
control room speakers... a sound you can't achieve with a general-purpose
"utility compressor." Other 255 applications include the program feed to
telephone hybrids and IFB processing.
Give talent and other house feeds a sound that's closer to your air sound.
See your preferred equipment supplier for a demo of the
255 in your monitor channel.

In

I
ncevcen lc s
1305 Fair Ave • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
www.inovon.com
TEL: (831) 458-0552
•
e-mail:
•(831)458-0554
FAX:
info@inovon.com

Model 255 - $2100
Visit www.inovon.com
for full technical details

and wood. ElectroVoice is distributing B. L.U.E.
The PM1)660 has built-in stereo microphones
and XLR connectors with phantom power for external condenser microphones. Field editing can be

mics worldwide except for the U.S. and Japan.
Contact the company in Minnesota at (800)
392-3497 or visit www.electrovoice.com.

Radio World
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Bext FLX Tx Series

Belar Taking Orders

Combines Amps,

On HD Radio

Exciters
Bext was at NAB2005 with its FLX FM series

15

require prefiltering to remove HD Radio side-

pany says has the desired tube characteristics

bands. The new unit provides two filtered analog

without shortcomings of conventional tube

composite outputs for driving these monitors.

designs like heat, fragility, sonic variability,

Contact the company in Pennsylvania at

Monitor

short life and high frequency roll-off.

(610)687-6660 or visit www.belar.com.

The Belar FMHD-1 is an HD Radio monitor

of transmitters, which include stereo generators and

that decodes the digital and analog FM signals

audio limiters in two RU. The company says engi-

and displays status, data, time alignment and

neers do not have to worry about exciters, ampli-

configuration info, as well as audio metering and

fiers, stereo generators and audio limiters as sepa-

RF/audio spectrums.

le.. _131_o•••• /
bi—

Aphex 207D

Its MicLim circuitry makes it suitable as a
front end for digital recorders. An insert loop is

Adds AES/EBU

provided for adding dynamics or effects processing prior to conversion. The mic and instrument

rate items. Each power level can be purchased for

The unit, 2RU high, has acolor LCD dis-

Aphex Systems showed the Model 207D two-

inputs offer up to 65 dB of continuously variable

use as an amplifier or, with the addition of aslide-

play and rotary encoder. It supports monitoring

channel tube microphone/instrument preamplifi-

gain. Switchable 48 Volt phantom with ramp-up

in Exciter module, as afull FM transmitter.

The series is available in power levels of 350,
650, 1000 and 1300 watts. Units can be combined

multiple audio streams and simultaneous moni-

er with digital outputs. The company says the

feature is provided, as well as adelayed turn-on

toring of two streams with an optional second

207D takes its Model 207 and adds AES/EBU

circuit for speaker protection.

plug-in HD decoder. The eight user-assignable

and S/PDIF digital outputs for direct digital con-

Aphex also debuted its Model 230 Master

analog audio outputs and three assignable opti-

nection throughout the signal chain, with up to

Voice Channel, which combines preamplifica-

cal AES/EBU outputs provide support for

96 kHz sampling rates. It also adds Word Clock

tion, dynamics processing and psychoacoustics;

applications such as 5.1 surround and multicas-

I/O for digital clocking synchronization.

it earned aRadio World "Cool Stuff" Award.

ti ng .

The 207D uses Reflected Plate Amplifier

Older wideband analog FM monitors may

Contact Aphex in California at (818) 767-

technology, avacuum tube circuit that the com-

2929 or visit www.aphex.com.

to achieve up to 20 kW. Front-panel USB ports
allow computer interface for remote control and
status reporting capability.
Also on display was the FLX 5000 compact FM
transmitter, now in power levels or 5, 10 and 20 kW.
Dual/redundant exciters with auto-changeover are
available as an option. The Lex 30 FM transmitter
was updated and is joined by the Lex 50 and Lex
100, which Bext touts as a 100-watt FM transmitter/exciter that fits in one rack space.
Bext also demonstrated FMeXtra, an approach
to putting out digital signals over the analog carrier,
in the XD- 1Radio Encoder. Broadcasters learned
how to add digital stereo, multiple audio channels
and digital data up to 128 kbps to the existing ana-

•

log broadcast.
Contact Bext in San Diego at (619)239-8462 or
visit www.bext.com.

•

RCS Upgrades
te,ervir

With . NET Platform
RCS announced aswitch to adevelopment plat-

realea.

form integrating specialized development tools.
The company says anew breed of products will be
featured to enable rapid software development and
shorter timeline of systems rollout, including anew
music scheduler, promo scheduler, digital automation system and RCS Traffic System.
"Because of the ... Rapid Application Development features of Microsoft's .NET, C# and asp.net,
RCS is making this upgrade!' said Dr. Ted Nygreen,
RCS vice president/general manger and CTO.
"Over the next year, RCS will transition its software programs to this new development platform.
We are excited about the long-term improvement in
productivity!' RCS is aMicrosoft Certified Partner.
Contact RCS in New York at ( 914)428-4600 or
visit www.rcsworks.com.

BSI Archives Audio
With SkimmerPlus
While the FCC has not imposed the proposed

"AudioVAULT Version 9.0
is Ready To Go!"
With twenty years of engineering experience between them, Kim and Lori
know when software is ready for delivery. Heading up our AudioVAULT
test department, they put every aspect of Version 9.0 through the most
rigorous evaluation, so you're assured this version of AudioVAULT is as
reliable and robust as its predecessors. Among the more than three dozen
enhancements are dual network support for redundancy, server failover
without program interruption and more flexible station-wide play while
recording. And as is always the case with AudioVAULT, your pager is less
likely to go off at night—thanks to Kim and Lori.

audio logging requirement, Broadcast Software
International's SkimmerPlus could be used to fulfill
that requirement. SkimmerPlus records high-quality

• •

uncompressed audio files along with archive quality
compressed files. It can be used to continuously log
programming, record specific programs based on a

Program Generation &

Data Generation &
I

I

Trans

rl

Wansinissiun

timed schedule or record based on an external nigger ("skimming"). For station clusters, SkimmerPlus
records multiple program streams. Users can use a
Web browser to play the logged audio through an
included server. Users can be granted or denied
access to the system through assignable permissions.
SkimmerPlus also can be used to delay programs for later broadcast. It includes e-mail and
FTP connectivity and runs under Windows 2000 or
XP Professional.
Contact the company in Oregon at (541) 3388588 or visit www.bsiusa.com.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, RO. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: ( 217) 224-9600 • Fax: ( 217) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com
Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
HD Radio is aregistered trademark of iBiguity Digital Corporation.
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Nautel XR Series

Overheard at NAB

Offers HD Radio
Implementation

Compiled by Scott Fybush and
Jackie Broo.

Nautel debuted its XR series of AM digital

"A wonderful experience,

learned a great deal from

while the transmitter stays on the air; and dual

events) are too limiting, and
you can't go to all the
seminars and workshops
and get to see everything

tion amplifier to send the mixed signals to up to

Contact Crown Broadcast in Indiana at
(866)262-8972 or www.crownbroadcast.com.

three exciters or STLs.
The supplier also exhibited its CDS300 and
302 series composite switcher distribution sys-

FM Optimod Line

tems, which can now be ordered with the C'I'D- 1
module that provides apair of AES3 digital outputs for use with digital exciter inputs or IBOC.

Expands

(The CTD-I is available as an add-on to existing
CDS 300/302 switchers.)

Orban/CRL unveiled a new flagship FM
processor, the Optimod-FM 8500, shown.

And the company showed its AES-302 twoinput digital audio switcher that can provide

DDS exciters and modulation encoders that

The company said it incorporates the fea-

automatic or manual switching to an alternate

take over when aproblem is detected, provid-

tures of the 8400, and adds several to help sta-

digital audio path upon loss of signal, user-

ing

defined error flags or silence sense. The AES-

XR

tions using HD Radio, Eureka- I47 or netcast-

transmitters also feature

redundancy.

ing. It uses 64- bit sampling, allowing for an

302 is available with AES, S/PDIF or optical

redundant cooling fans.

audio bandwidth of 20 kHz ( compared to 15

digital audio interfaces.

preset

kHz in earlier models), and its circuitry now

scheduler lets operators

has twice the DSP processing power. The 8500

The

power

specify schedules for

ships with approximately 20 factory-designed

changes to power and

presets and can be customized with aone- but-

modulation

ton "Less- More" control. The processor was a

settings,

Contact Broadcast Devices in New York at
(914)737-5032 or www.broadcast-devices.com.

Symetrix 6200

Radio World "Cool Stuff' Winner.

Is Shipping

operation. Reserve pow— Ronald Reeves

Allegheny East Conference
Pine Forge, Pa.

-We've

modules that can be removed and replaced

allowing for unattended

on the floor."

and/or RBDS signals and athree-output distribu-

translators in remote locations.

Features include plug- and- play HD Radio

I've attended five seminars I

days that are allotted ( for

monitoring, alerting and fault reporting for

transmitters, available in 12, 25 and 50 kW.
implementation; load sharing, hot-pluggable

them. Unfortunately, the

June 22, 2005

just beer smashed.

er overcomes antenna
system

losses,

Symetrix displayed the AirTools 6200 Digital

and

allows aggressive signal processing and high

Voice Processor, which can be controlled from

levels of asymmetrical modulation for more

the front panel or via Windows PC. It uses two

sideband energy and a stronger signal. The

audio pathways, operable independently or as a

reserve power also enables simultaneous trans-

stereo pair, low latency and 256 program loca-

mission of AM digital and analog service.

tions.

It has just been an excellent

The company says the XR transmitters

Orban/CRL also showed the Optimod-FM

According to Jim Latimer, director of sales,

require no manual tuning or adjustment, and

8400 Signature Series, which incorporates 10

"The 6200 builds on its classic predecessors, the

show. I've hardly had time

the fault- tolerant design can maintain opera-

new presets designed for European stations

528, 528E and 628. Features include low-pass,

to get out of the booth. Our

tion despite problems that can occur in an

and a newly designed purple front panel that

high-pass and shelving filters, de-esser, down-

antenna system.

includes the signature of Orban founder

ward expander, comp-limiter/AGC-leveler, four-

sales guys are struggling to

Additionally, Nautel announced an HD

Robert Orban. And the supplier is now ship-

band parametric EQ and voice symmetry. PC

Radio data importer to support Secondary

ping the Optimod-FM 5300, the first Optimod

control is possible via secure RS- 232, Ethernet
or USB."

Program Service applications such as NPR's

processor to put both five- and two- band pro-

Tomorrow Radio. It is encoded and multi-

cessing in IRU package; it's designed for

— Andy Calvanese

plexed with secondary audio PAD, and sent to

users with modest budgets.

Vice President

the Nautel NE IBOC HD radio signal genera-

keep up with paperwork."

Wheatstone

tor over an Ethernet connection, allowing

Contact Nautel in Maine at ( 902) 823-2233

"IBOC -able."
—

or visit www.nautel.com.

Dave Hultsman, coining an NAB
neologism to describe how recent

Crown Broadcast

Continental analog FM transmitter

Powers Up With

models can be adapted to handle

FM4000

HD Radio.

This has been a good
crowd. They are asking

Contact Orban/CRL in California at (510)
351-3500 or www.orban.com.

programs from asingle location. Any of the 256
available programs may be loaded manually or

broadcasters to split their HD Radio data
between SPS and Main Program Services.

An engineer may control multiple 6200s
remotely, changing parameters or save/recall

internally by predetermined schedule using the

Sicon 8 Is Talking
Remote Control

internal clock or the user's ESE time code reference.
Contact the company in Washington at (425)
778-7728 or visit www.airtoolsaudio.com.

From CircuitWerkes
Bird Improves
CircuitWerkes introduced its Sicon 8dial- up

Broadcast

talking transmitter remote control.

Power Monitor Line

Known for lower- powered transmitters and
translators, Crown Broadcast is expanding to

Bird Technologies Group's BMPE broadcast

higher- powered FM offerings with the intro-

power monitor monitors VSWR and power via

duction of the FM4000 4 kW FM broadcast

good questions. There is a

transmitter.

heightened awareness on

shown,

The

FM4000,

Ethernet or RS-232. A Web interface provides
on-screen, real-time displays and history of pow-

audio pass- through via balanced inputs. It fea-

er, VSWR and alarms.

two

tures acell-phone audio interface to allow use in

Standard

PA2000 2 kW power

areas where phone lines are not available, as

Bird elements

amplifiers, two PS2000

well as afree Windows interface and an optional

have

looking for multiple

power

X10 interface for control over existing electrical

replaced

wiring.

new direction-

solutions."

controller. It has eight

The Sicon 8allows users to record their own

al couplers;

hot-swappable 500- watt

audio status messages, allowing it to operate in

RF detection

power modules, allow-

any language; it also comes programmed with

was moved to

ing service to be per-

English and optional Spanish announcements.

the HD side. People are

— Bill Gould
Mosely Broadcast

uses

The Sicon 8 provides metering, status and
control for eight channels of data, as well as

supplies,

an

FM250 exciter and a

formed with minimal
loss in output power.

'This gives us a chance to
meet 25 years worth of

Beern Company

within

by

the

control box.
The company says this offers wider dynamic
range for power measurement, lower noise, tem-

able in two cabinet configurations, including a

perature stability and higher accuracy.

Composite

"short cabinet" that measures only 45 x 24 x

For IBOC, spectral regrowth can be measured

Distribution by

by aspectrum analyzer from an additional third

Broadcast Devices

put of acombiner, before an antenna, on areject

SIS Translator Monitor 2000, a monitoring

Broadcast Devices showed its CMP-300

and select the calibration point frequency in the

and control system that allows users to man-

composite mixer distribution system, pictured,

pounds.
—Judy Saxberg

335-6555 or www.circuitwerkes.com.

The FM4000 is avail-

28-1/2 inches and weighs less than 700

friends."

Contact CircuitWerkes in Florida at (352)

been

Crown says the 4 kW transmitter will be
the base unit for 6, 8and 10 kW units.
Crown will also provide access to the AIR-

load and after an analog or digital transmitter.
The BPM-E also allows the user to configure

age translator networks from acentral location
via satellite and Internet connections. The

port. The BMPE is normally placed at the out-

•

15.

è4è vilks

AIRSIS Vision Web- based monitoring service

field, via software. In replacement applications
one spare can be programmed to replace any
number or other units regardless of frequencies.
Contact Bird Technologies Group in Ohio at

operates through Orbcomm's low-earth orbit-

which provides three balanced or unbalanced

(866)

ing satellite network to provide near-real time

inputs to accept composite stereo, subcarrier

electronic.com.

695-4569

or

visit

www.bird-

Rac io World
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Armstrong Tx

A-T Has Cardioid

Debuts Portable

Condenser

Broadband Antenna

Audio- Technic a

17

The AT2020 comes with a pivoting,

port an Ethernet channel at 300 kbps alongside

threaded stand mount. It requires 48V phan-

a 44.1 kHz sampled AES digital stereo pair

tom power, which may be provided by amix-

and ultimately fit them into a 300 kHz STL

er/console or a separate, in- line source.

channel.

Output is via alow- impedance, 3-pin XLRM-

debuted the AT2020

type connector.

The FMA-2VBP from Armstrong Transmitter is

Cardioid Condenser

a2kW vertical broadband portable FM antenna. It

Microphone, which

(330)

is packaged in astandard hard-shell shotgun case

the company says has

technica.com.

for shipping, easing emergency shipment.

a new

The company says the broadband design and 2

or

visit

www.audio-

tivity to multipath. ' Hitless' switching enables
real-time space diversity antenna systems to
combat instantaneous multipath fading on

rugged, making it useful for remote and pro-

tions an expedited method to get back on the air in

duction use.

Moseley Has
Hitless At-Bat

The AT2020 uses a

Multiple bay versions with branch-fed harness
Features include broadband 88-108 MHz; brass
construction and 7/8-inch input to each bay.
Contact Annstrong Transmitter in New York at
(315)673-1269 or visit www.annstrongtx.com.

AutoSwitch,
StudioDrive-USB
Henry Engineering says the AutoSwitch audio

microwave paths that commonly occurs in spring
and fall."
Moseley's paper offered a "hitless" switched
transfer panel that completes aspace diversity

low- mass diaphragm

Moseley Broadcast officials presented a

protected STL link, which enables reliable link

and a fixed cardioid

paper, "Hitless Space Diversity STL Enables

implementation at 128 QAM. The paper can be

polar pattern. Features

IP+Audio in Narrow STL Bands," as part of the

downloaded from the company's Web site; click

include aflat, extended frequency response ( 20-

Broadcast Engineering Conference at the NAB.

on Downloads, then White Papers.

20,000 Hz), high SPL handling capability ( 144
dB) and awide dynamic range ( 124 dB).

Henry Shows

"As QAM rates are increased, also is the sensi-

design. The mie is

kW input power capability make the FMA-2VBP

and power divider are available.

high efficiency, e.g. 128 QAM," Moseley stated.

proprietary

suitable as an emergency antenna, as it gives staminimum time with areasonable signal.

Contact Audio-Technica U.S. in Ohio at
686-2600

"This requirement is only possible with latest-generation digital STLs operating with very

The company says HD Radio poses achallenge to STLs, requiring the ability to trans-

Contact the company in California at (805)
968-9621 or www.moseleysb.com.

How to outwit, out-maneuver and
out-perform your competition.

switcher and silence sensor solves the problem of
DJ "headphone echo" caused by digital audio processing. AutoSwitch switches the headphones to a
local undelayed source when the mie is on, to eliminate echo and flanging effect caused by latency
delays in processors. AutoSwitch can be used to
monitor an audio source, and switch to abackup if
the main source fails or loses achannel.
The StudioDrive integrated PC audio system is
now available with aUSB interface option, which
allows it to be used with alaptop or computer without asound card. StudioDrive-USB adds the mixing, monitoring and control functions of abroadcast

Every Automation Company says
they do Voice Tracking, WANcasting,
Satellite Feeds, the basics.
But, does everyone support:
V HD Radio ( High Definition)
SPS (Secondary Program Service)

console, creating an integrated, PC-based studio. It

• PAC ( Program Associated Data)

is suitable for live broadcasting, mobile audio edit-

• RDS/Datacasting

ing, remote broadcasts, radio automation or as an
emergency studio.
Henry

Engineering

also

featured

its

MultiPhones distributed headphones system, which
earned aRadio World "Cool Stuff" Award.

• Digital Logging
• Audio over IP (e.g. RTSP)
Streaming/Content Insertion

Contact the company in California at (626) 3553656 or visit www.henryeng.com.

Sure we know automation, but our expertise just starts there.

Tieline Commander
Line Grows

What Solutions Are You Looking For?
"Our radio program is

Tieline's Commander G3 rackmount codec
combines achoice of POTS, ISDN, GSM and EP

syndicated nationally and

codees within an 11 x6 digital cross point audio

we're on seven days aweek,

router and digital audio mixer.

which means we needed a
system that was not only

The company offers several products under the
Commander name. The TLR300 1RU Commander
codee chassis features front status indicator LEDs
only; the TLG3GUI software control interface is a

stable but also flexible. Ifeel
like lie seen everything in
the wDrld of music and radio

PC software package that emulates ahardware

but I've never worked wit/ - asystem that's more

screen/control interface and can control the TLR300

creative than Prophet's NexGen. The only mistake

over LAN, USB or serial connections
The TLR303 2RU hardware control interface,
shown, can replace the LED front panel on the
TLR300 by attaching to the front of the 1RU rackmount; or it can be installed in adifferent area and

you can make with this system is not using it."
John Tesh
The TeshMedia Gra. p

linked to the raclunount via the controlled area network and audio connectors on each unit.
Tieline touts the Commander G3's DSP platform and Expansion Slot, which enable stereo 15
kHz over analog POTS links, plus up to 20 kHz
stereo over ISDN and IP streaming networks and
7.5 to 15 kHz over GSM networks.
The company also displayed the 16 x9i
Mix G3
mixer, which it describes as adigital mixer, audio
router and

pars, ISDN, GSM audio codee system.

Contact Tieline in Indianapolis at (317) 8458000 or visit www.tieline.com.

Work Smart!
Buy Prophet.

When you ask the right
questions, do you get
the right answers?
It takes more than technology to build a
station. It requires individuals with acommon
vision, working as ateam. The strength of any
team rests not only in its people, but in the
companies they work with. That's why our
focus is on the strong relationships we build
with our clients. Our expert team of
developers and engineers go beyond the
basics to help you design the perfect
broadcast solution for your station, whether
you're looking for customized broadcast
software, turnkey systems
or modular software options.
We even make it easy for
you to research and buy at
YOUR convenience, with
PROPHET SYSTEMS
our One Stop Online Shop!
1-877-774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

Yesterday's traditions, today's technology, tomorrow's innovations.
Technology doesn't have to be complicated.

Radio World
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ROL Has Serial
Control, Audio
Power Amps

Eugene Novacek, president of ENCO said,
"DADS with SQL meets an important need for

June 22, 2005

Contact the company in Ontario at ( 515)
824-3220 or visit www.valcom-guelph.com.

our large television and radio customers to integrate scripts, playlists, as- played information
and audio libraries into their enterprise- wide

costs $ 100/month.
Contact Arrakis in Colorado at (
970) 4610730, or www.arralcis-systems.com.

dMarc Broadcasting

data infrastructure."

Debuts Revenue

Radio Design Labs has added two serial

Tools

interface boxes to its line of products. These
interface are designed to allow computer control

Comrex Access Uses
Wired, Non-Wired
Circuits

(through RS- 232) of their various products, but
could also control other devices.

At NAB, dMarc debuted two sales tools for
broadcasters.

The SYS-CS1 controls all 32 switching functions of the RDL System 84 audio switching

The Access audio codec from Comrex fea-

RevenueSuite is aservice for Scott Studios

tures BRIC technology, which enables broad-

matrix. It also provides

and Maestro customers that allows astation to

casters to use various Internet access points to

eight 0-10VDC out-

fill available inventory with spots delivered via a

broadcast real-time audio.

He said the importance of enterprise- level

secure, encrypted connection. The station's

or other equipment.

information management has grown as broad-

Traffic Manager tags unsold avails, which can

Finally, the SYS-CSI

casters have moved to large clusters, incorporat-

then be dynamically filled with no intervention

can read eight sets of

ed more remote operation and relied on multiple

or reporting by the station.

contact

closures.

programming sources. By supporting SQL, he

The company says Access provides voice-

Control and status are

said, DADS allows rich data analysis, data min-

quality connections over IP connections, and

presented on an RS-

ing, data security and maintenance benefits in

uses wired circuits such as DSL, cable, POTS

232 port for connec-

radio studio environments.

and Frame, as well as wireless circuits like Wi-

puts to control VCAs

tion to acomputer.
Similarly, the RU2-

Contact the company in Michigan at (
248)

Fi, IXRTT, EDGE and 3G data networks. It is

827-4440 or visit www.enco.com.

available as araclunount or portable unit.

CS1 converts an RS232 port to eight 0-10VDC outputs and eight status inputs.
Also new: two audio power amplifier modules that output 20W RMS. The amplifiers

Additionally, Access offers a stereo mode
that enables performance when used on managed

Valcom Offers Short
AM Antennas

include compressors that take effect as the

data networks.
dMarc also introduced SmartBarter, apro-

"Access ... works reliably over most data net-

gram whereby stations or groups can upgrade

works, including the public Internet," said Kris

Scott Studios or Maestro systems by abarter

Bobo, vice president. "Using the public Internet to

amplifiers approach clipping to prevent audible

Valcom introduced a94- foot center- loaded

arrangement employing the RevenueSuite ser-

deliver real-time audio could represent cost sav-

distortion. The FP-PA20, shown, has an 8ohm

fiberglass antenna for AM broadcast use. These

vice that communicates with the dMarc Data

ings and convenience for remote audio delivery!"

output, while the FP-PA20A has 70V and 100V

antennas are used throughout the world for ship-

Center by simple installation of the Comm

outputs for distributed sound systems.

and land- based broadcasting. In the United

Module.

Contact the company in Arizona at (800)
281-2683 or visit www.rdlnet.com.

Contact Comrex in Massachusetts at ( 978)
84-1776 or visit www.conuex.com.

States, they generally find use in 'FCC Special

The module also permits dMarc Tech Support

Temporary Authority operation while a full-

to analyze systems in real time by gathering crit-

sized antenna is built or repaired.

ical system information.

Acoustic Builds

The company points out that short AM anten-

"RevenueSuite allows astation to generate

nas suffer from driving points with high capaci-

revenue from otherwise unsold inventory while

DADS Support

tive reactance and low radiation resistance. The

preserving the rate card integrity and confiden-

high reactance can be cancelled with an inductor

tiality. Spots are sold on amarket and overall lis-

Acoustic Systems offers modular panels that

Of SOL

at the base (a "loading coil"), but the low radia-

tener basis. Stations have the right to audition

allow design and construction of modern studios.

tion resistance remains. The low radiation resis-

and reject any spots in advance thus allowing

The company says prefabricated room mod-

tance increases ground system and matching unit

complete control," said Executive VP Chad

ules often can provide equivalent and more pre-

Meisinger.

dictable acoustical results, at lower cost and with

ENCO Announces

ENCO Systems announced support of SQL-

losses since high currents are required to put

based database management platforms in its

power into the radiation resistance. Valcom uses

DADS digital audio delivery product family.

center loading in its antennas, increasing the

DAD5's SQL option lets broadcasters integrate audio libraries with enterprise-level systems.

dMarc also introduced enhancements to the
Maestro version 3.3 software.

radiation resistance at the base for more efficient
coupling into the antenna.

Contact the company in Texas at (888) 4387688 or visit www.dmarc.net.

With SQL, DADS data and audio cut libraries are

A variety of antenna lengths are available.

stored in and controlled by enterprise systems

Each consists of abase section and atop section

such as Microsoft's SQL Server 2000.

that includes the loading coil.

quicker installation, than conventional construction. These methods can make the difference,
placing state-of-the-art facilities within reach.
The company, based in Texas, has done acoustic
and special application work since 1971. Its onsite

Arrakis Has New
Consoles, WAN

You can measure...
with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.

With Modular

Service

National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program-certified laboratory is used for analysis
and improvements to its own products as well as
independent testing for other companies.
Contact the company in Texas at (512) 4441961 or www.acousticsystems.com.

Arrakis debuted two economical digital con-

Eventide Sees

soles, the 10- fader XMix- 10 and 14-fader XMix14.

HD Radio Use

The smaller- footprint consoles accept analog

For B13600

as well as AES/EBU and S/PDIF sources.
Digital inputs auto-conform incoming 32, 44.1
and 48 kHz sample rates to an internal sample
rate of 32-bit/48 kHz.

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater
degree of measurement than ever before...You can measure
S/N below 90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You
can

measure separations of better than

70

dB,

You

can

measure frequency response to better than 0.25

dB,

You

can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much
more... Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make
these measurements a dream.

ESELAR

Eventide launched the BD600 Broadcast

XMix-14 has 12 analog inputs and 10 AES3

Delay, which provides two channels of 24- bit

digital inputs mappable to 14 fader positions via

AES/EBU digital input or true differential ana-

aDB-9 and PC interface. Remote- select switch-

log input/output and up to 80 seconds of delay

es on two six-position banks can be configured

time.

the same way. Mix- minus is included. P&G
faders and EOA switches can be field- replaced.
Audio and logic circuits are on the same internal
connnector for each input.
The Arrakis Connected Radio system is a
wide- area network service that allows audio,

The BD600 offers segmented delay dumps,
sneeze button and numerical front display.

schedule, log and text distribution among multi-

Ray Maxwell, VP of sales and marketing,

ple stations, station personnel, remotes, program

said, "The BD600 has a unique HD Radio

originators and remote talent nationwide for

application. The MicroPrecision delay mode

$49/month. The station provides a PC with

allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjust-

wideband Internet access at each site.

ed in one- microsecond increments to synchro-

The company's Digilink Xtreme automation

nize the analog and digital audio for seamless

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • PO. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
(610) 687-5550 • FAX ( 610) 687-2986 • WWW.BELAR.COM

includes software for the on-air computer includ-

transition. Delay is adjustable on air and

ing asuite of additional software programs for

ramped in and out with clean transitions with

Call, write or FAX for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors

the station ( X- Edit, X-Sched, Digilink Free for

no audible artifacts."

training). It works with leading audio produc-

41111111111L__

tion, traffic and music scheduling software and

Contact the company in New Jersey at (201)
641-1200 or visit www.eventide.com.
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Eimac to Debut
Triode for FM

for surround- sound broadcasting. It was shown
in the SRS Labs booth.
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APT Adds Codecs,
Has New Owners

Broadcast

.

.......

Audio Processing Technology Ltd. displayed several hardware and software imple-

The Eimac division of CPI says it is in the

mentations for its apt- X audio data compression algorithm. One was the new WorldNet

final stages of development on an air-cooled triode for FM broadcast service.

Manufacturer Linear Acoustic says the unit

Oslo, shown.

provides separate multiband processing for up to

A modular, multiple channel audio codec, it

two supplementary audio channels. The radio

transports audio and data over digital networks

processor also enables stations to deliver 5.1 sur-

such as TI, El, TCP/IP and ISDN. System

out from Solid State Logic. The purchasers are

round content that can be decoded by available

architecture is flexible to allow customization

two venture capital firms plus Managing

surround decoders, including Circle Surround,

and expansion, says the company.

Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby PLI!, DTS Neo 6 and
Harman Logic 7.
The unit features audio processing meters on

Director Noel McKenna and Commercial

APT unveiled an expanded feature set on
the WorldNet Rio. In addition to Standard and

buyout in May, following four months of nego-

Enhanced apt- X algorithms, it incorporates

tiations with England-based SSL.

the display's top level and acomposite spectrum

MPEG Layers II and III for compatibility with

analysis on the bottom.

other codecs.

Contact the company in New York at (212)
315-9551 or www.linearacoustic.com.

Director Jon McClintock. APT announced the

According to McClintock, the move will
allow APT to "significantly expand."

The company also announced that venture
capital investment enabled amanagement buy-

Contact APT in Northern Ireland at
011-44-28-9037-1110 or www.aptx.com.

The new tube, marked 3CX30,000A7, is
intended for 40 kW in class C. Its cooler uses
Eimac's ripple- fin technology and incorporates
the high- output, high- mu grid from the

New Nautel 50 kW
AV Transmitter

3CW40,000A7 water-cooled triode already
delivered to some customers.
Contact Eimac in California at (650) 5921221 or visit www.cpii.com.

El2UtEl

Wattchman

et

Goes Digital
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The Coaxial Dynamics 81095 Wattchman
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power monitor/alarm has two liquid crystal displays that show forward and reflected power.
The unit also directly reads VSWR.

a

Small, simple,
field proven.

Should the RF load fail, resulting in excessive
reflected power, the Wattchman will sound an
audible alarm and open atransmitter interlock
within 15 milliseconds to avoid further damage

XR50
50 kW AM Digital Transmitter

to the load and transmission line.
The Wattchman includes amplified DC outputs and aremote reset input to interface with a
remote control system.
Contact the company in Ohio at (440) 2431100 or visit www.coaxial.com.

Sabre Updates
Catalog

Quick Specs
• Extra headroom for hybrid HD Radio
and full power AM

its Sabre Site Solutions product catalog, which
includes arange of products from pre-engineered lightweight towers to tower components
and accessories.
The tower section of the catalog includes
detailed charts that provide wind speeds, foundation designs and member sizes for each size and
type of tower offered.
Contact the company in Iowa at ( 712) 2586690 or www.sabre.com.

Aeromax-HDFM Is
By Linear Acoustic

troubleshooting and system monitoring easy.

AM transmitter provides proven reliability

The XR50 is also designed to allow extended

at an affordable price, and supports both

periods of unattended operation, making it a

HD Radio - and DRM. The XR50 is over-

good choice for remote or unmanned sites.

• Plug-and-play integration with Nautel's

engineered to provide many years of

NE IBOC HD Radio signal generator

trouble-free service, even under harsh

•

140% positive peak modulation

• 8,000 peak reflected watts, 1.5:1 VSWR
at 50 kW, 100% modulation

Sahre Towers promoted the third edition of

The fourth generation of Nautel's 50 kW

• Eight load sharing, hot-pluggable power
modules combine to deliver up to 60 kW
• Dual DDS exciters with automatic
changeover
• Compact design (53" W x72.5" H x41" D)
is ideal for tight spaces

The XR50's fault tolerant design even
accommodates problems that occur in the

operating conditions.

antenna system. It requires no manual

Power modules are hot-pluggable and

tuning or adjustment, even with an antenna

can be removed and replaced without any

mismatch of up to 1.5:1 VSWR at 50 kW with

interruption in service. For even greater
redundancy, the XR50 includes acomplete
standby DDS exciter and modulation encoder
that automatically takes over when it detects
aproblem.

100% modulation.
With over 84% efficiency and low
maintenance costs, the XR50 is extremely
cost effective to own and operate. And its
compact rack (53" W x72.5" H x41" D) is

The 240 x60 LCD graphical user interface,

ideal for sites with limited space.

advanced alarm system, 128-event log and
on-board real-time clock make operation,

• Internal transformer (mounted horizontally)
• New 12 kW and 25 kW XR transmitters
also available

Radio

.6
tOrm

Contact Nautel for details.
Phone: ( 207) 947.8200 Fax: (207) 947.3693
infognautel.com www.nautel.com
HO Radio ts atrademark of iffiquity Digital Corp. All Pets reserved

The Aeromax-HDFM Multichannel Digital
Processor provides multiband processing for FM
and HD Radio, plus 5.1-channel SRS encoding
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V-Soft Adds
SRTM Data

GSM auto detect module. This complements its

through an SNMP adaptor or its own power man-

Available in 3 dB, 4.77 dB and 6.0 dB mid- level

ISDN and POTS auto answering modes making it

agement software.

combining as well as 10 dB, the HDR-SC3 has a

versatile for worldwide use," said Sales Manager

digital signal injector and by-pass switch. During

Michael Morris.

injector failure, the switches allow either transmitter

V- Soft debuted 3 arc second Shuttle Radar

The Scoop E-Z also has two mic/line inputs,

Topography Mission data integration into its Probe

48/12 phantom mic power, compressor/limiter, bat-

3.0 software.

tery or external power, lightweight, backlit LCD

According to President Doug Vernier, "SRTM

to be directed to the main or standby antenna while
the other is switched to the dummy load.
a.

display and built in keypad.

jH

•ar

659-0555 or visit www.ataaudio.com

ERI Features

coverage prediction. We have SRTM data for the
United States, Mexico, Central and South America.
the Caribbean and the lower two thirds of Canada"

Contact Dielectric in Maine at (800) 341-9678
or visit www.dielectric.com.

Contact the company in New Jersey at ( 973)

data includes buildings, mountains and other topographic features, permitting very accurate signal

June 22, 2005

Rackable UPS Can
Go on the Road
Superior Electric introduced aseries of 19-inch
rack-mount UPS for mobile applications.
Based on the SEG series, new models include
ruggedized battery pack modules that the company
says withstand severe vibration and shock from

Staco also debuted the UniStar IIILA Series sin-

Dual- Input Antenna

gle-phase online UPS, which features protection
over awide input voltage range at an affordable

Electronics Research displayed aline of stand-

price. And it displayed the Firstline CPS power

off mounting poles for both omnidirectional and

management system, which it says fills a gap

directional FM and TV antennas. The production

between UPS systems and traditional power condi-

version of the ER! Lynx Series Dual- Input FM

tioners.

Antenna, which provides a low- loss method to

Contact the company in Ohio at (866)266-1191
or visit www.stacoenergy.com.

combine and transmit simulcast analog and IBOC
FM signals, was featured.

road and travel conditions. Director of Sales Mike
Miga

said,

"These

new

models

are

V-Soft also introduced an on-channel booster

ideal for use

analysis module for Probe v3.0 that displays time

with genera-

delay with interactive operation, allowing the user

tors as output

Clear Channel
Satellite Exhibits

to specify delay and observe the results on screen,

frequency (50

'the satellite division of America's largest owner

thus minimizing main/booster overlap interference.

or 60 Hz) is

of radio stations exhibited at the NAB show, pro-

An additional new Probe 3.0 module integrates

generated

moting an array of solutions to backhaul, uplink and

2000 census MSA and urban area boundaries along

internally by

downlink issues.

with new high-resolution state and county bound-

the

aries.

Therefore, any generator frequency variations %.% ill

Contact the company at (800)743-3684 or II vi
www.v-soft.com.

TransLanTech, BW
Team for a Sequel
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UPS.

not cause the UPS to operate from its batteries."

ER! displayed SHPX and MPX Series Rototiller

Models are available in 120 and 230 VAC inputs

FM antennas, and the 1080 Series Master FM

and in power sizes of 1, 2and 3kVA. All support

Antenna. The company also featured RF compo-

the addition of optional external battery/charger

nent products, including the Dura-Patch and

packs.

QuickPatch coaxial patch panels, motorized coaxial

Contact the company in Connecticut at (860)

and waveguide switches and directional couplers.

585-4552 or visit www.superiorelectric.com.

The company also released its 7.0 version of its FM
and TV antenna planning system software.

TransLan fech Sound displayed its new

Radio Systems

Ariane Sequel multiband digital audio leveler.
Manufactured by Broadcast Warehouse in
collaboration with TransLanTech Sound, the

Boards Go Digital

Sequel follows in the footsteps of its analog predecessor, the Ariane Stereo Leveler.

Contact ER! in Indiana at (812) 925-6000 or
The XtremeSat mobile antenna was of interest
for managers and engineers planning last-minute
remotes. Clear Channel Satellite also offers uplink
and downlink equipment for rent or sale; it offers

Radio Systems exhibited the Millenium Digital

shared (multiple channel per carrier) and indepen-

"The Ariane Sequel has adigital audio path,

series of consoles, featuring analog or digital input

dent (single channel per carrier) spectrum space on

optional matrix mode, stereo or independent

and sample rate conversion on each channel, analog

an annual or as-needed basis.

mono mode, TCP/IP, RS-232 or contact closure

or AES/EBU digital outputs, 32-bit resolution and

remote control and functions seamlessly as a

up to 10 programmable mix-minus outputs and 10

preprocessor to any audio processor," said co-

extra auxiliary output busses.

Contact the company in Colorado at (800) 3458728 or visit www.clearchannelsatellite.com.

owner David Reaves.
The

Sequel

is

built

upon

visit www.eriinc.com.

Mager Gets a Rise
Out of Custom
Mager Systems was on the NAB floor with
suites and photos of its custom cabinetry work.

Antennas,

Broadcast

Warehouse DSP-X technology and targets

Combiners Top

broadcast, production and mastering applications

Dielectric Lineup

where audio levels of an unknown quantity need
to become known. Features include savable user
presets, analog and AES/EBU inputs/outputs,
peak and RMS input/metering and upgradable
firmware.
Contact TransLanTech in New York at (212)
222-0330 or visit www.translantech.com.

Scoop E-Z Has GSM
Module Option

Dielectric's RF Scout is asingle- line VSWR
Daniel Braverman, president of Radio Systems,

monitoring system that monitors forward and

said, "All previous Radio Systems RS and

reflected power, calculates true VSWR and alarms

Millenium series consoles are fully upgradeable to

locally or remotely during overpower conditions. It

Millenium Digital. The Millenium Digital also has

also measures line pressure and line temperature.

RS-232 interface to third party equipment and CRT

It's RS-232 and Web accessible via FTP, HTTP or

companion metering/timer and setup display."

Telnet.

The company expects to begin shipping the console this month.
Contact the company in New Jersey at (856)

ATA Audio promoted the Scoop E-Z portable

467-8000 or visit www.radiosystems.com.

audio/codec mixer for live broadcasts.
The Scoop E-Z is intended for applications such
as live broadcasts, two-way interviews, talk shows,

Staco UniStar Sx Is

sports and news broadcasts, wireless remotes and

Online UPS

remote contributions to studio discussions.
"The Scoop E-Z is now available with atri band

The DCR-XS high- power FM side- mount
Staco Energy Products offers the UniStar Sx
Series, shown, anew single-phase online UPS prod-

antenna, shown, previously made of brass and
bronze, is now available in stainless steel.

On display was an example of the company's

uct that isolates and conditions incoming power

The company promoted the DFC-500 low-pow-

ability to do special projects: atalent rack mod-

before it is distributed to protected equipment. The

er ( 5 kW) constant impedance combiner, its HDR

ule that disappears down into the tabletop when

company says this eliminates the manual resets

Dibrid Combiner and DCR-M Series with radome,

not in use. The motorized module, designed for a

required of digital equipment in unprotected cir-

acircularly polarized broadband array with apower

Mager customer, can be raised or lowered via a

cuits.

rating of 18 kW per section, stackable to 16 sec-

wireless remote control.

The series is available in tower and rack-mounts

tions.

and in sizes from 700 VA to 3,000 VA. Unistar Sx

The HDR-SC3 Switcher Combiner combines

offers remote monitoring and diagnostic capabilities

FM analog and digital signals for HD Radio .

Mager Kizziah demonstrates in the photos.
Contact the company in Arizona at ( 623)
780-0045 or www.magersystems.com.

Thank You!
The entire crew at Heil Sound Ltd. are
very proud and honored to receive the
prestigious " Cool Stuff" award for the
Heil PR-40

John Casey assoc.publisher Radio World and Paul
McLane editor in chief/US Radio World present
Bob Heil with the " Cool Stull" award.

Now it's officially time
to get rid of those old
mics and get aPR-40
There's still room in the box.
Ebay is aregistered trademark of Ebity,

Radio World
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Overheard at NAB

Musicam USA

June 22, 2005

gle device.

Upgrades Software

previously announced as eight, 12 or 16 faders.

The technology makes it possible to integrate
radio automation applications and audio trans-

Contact Klotz Digital America in Georgia at
(678) 966-9900 or visit www.klotzdigital.com.

port over IP networks within ascalable, manageCompiled by Scott Fybush and

Music:am USA told attendees about software
upgrades for its NetStar, RoadStar, SuperLink

Jackie Broo.

Contact ( 703) 875-9100 in Virginia

and 500. Both are capable of bidirectional stereo
audio over IP via Ethernet, and ISDN operation,

other way around."

Delay, MPEG Iand 2 Layers 2 and 3, G.722,

ESE Knows

support for MPEG 4 AAC, MPEG 4 AAC-Low

networks of sufficient capacity).

Pir-OOOOO
up

group's show floor at the Hilton is
smaller than it used to be, he says

Sierra Automated Systems came to NAB
with Rubicon SL, aconsole control surface for
smaller- market stations or less-demanding studios. Like the Rubicon, it offers integration

New master clocks and time displays high-

with the SAS 32KD digital audio router/mixer

lighted ESE's offerings. The company intro-

and SAS Connected Digital Network, and

duced the ES-185U/NTP Master Clock/Time

stand-alone operation with upgraded RIOLink

Code Generator and NTP ( Network Time

mixer/router.

Protocol) Server. The unit can synchronize net-

PUIS

work time, and displays that time through the

news managers dont feel

11•,

new NTP time display.

r•-""

,
•• °

dwarfed by the much larger

Vegas Convention Center.

Network Time

G.711 and PCM uncompressed audio ( over IP

Although acknowledging that his

gathering next door at the Las

Rubicon

NetStar has two rack- mount models, the 300

NABORTNDA, not the

— RTNDA Chairman Bob Priddy.

SAS Has Smaller

(II

www.digigram.com.

and TEAM products.

"I like to think of it more as

able and integrated system.

NetStar now supports multicast and contains

LI IS 118 88 II II MA'âlft
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avariety of new custom setup options. RoadStar
is aportable four-channel mixer supporting the

The Master Clock can be configured and

same algorithms and new features as the

upgraded through supplied software and USB

m

t
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NetStar; both are pictured. RoadStar operates

connection (configures set-up features). ESE

"The big development for

over IP or ISDN.

also introduced the 700 series line of program-

Features of Rubicon include microphone and

us was ContentDepot,

SuperLink is arack-mount Sil and audio/data

mable event controllers, which allow users to set

effects processing, EQ, leveling and compres-

gateway that can connect to TI, El, ISDN, X.21

up simple automation of events. These units can

sion and de-essing, optional LCD display for

and V.35 transmission networks. It can stream

be programmed with akeypad or PC.

metering, clock and timer. Intercom and talkback

where NPR will be

audio over LAN, WAN, DSL or ATM. Audio
may be received over T1 or El and streamed via

distributing all our new

322-2136 or visit www.ese-web.com.

transmission sysiem consisting of seven hot-

based system, either

swappable modules capable of sending/receiving

strearring files for live or

and TEAM now support the J.42 algorithm and

six stereo or 12 mono program feeds. SuperLink

files for later playback. A
lot of us are looking to

MPEG 3, G.722, J.41 and J.57.

upgrade, we've got digital

739-5600 or visit www.musicamusa.com

The UAX220, shown, is aUSB audio intertions. It uses USB 1.1 and is suitable for broad-

picking up now that we

which links multiple frames via fiber, using a
dual counter rotating ring. It provides static and

JK Audio's PBXport digital hybrid, shown,
into aPBX phone system while maintaining sep-

dynamic sharing of up to 750 channels.
Contact the company in California at (818)
840-6749 or www.sasaudio.com

DaySequerra
Monitors HD
With M4, M2

encing through the existing PBX phone system
without echo and feedback.
PBXport provides connections for a micro-

DaySequerra, part of the ATI Group, introduced two monitors for HD Radio broadcasters.

cast journalists and audio engineers requiring a

phone, headphones, mixer, telephone handset

The M4 is a rack- mount HD Radio tuner

plug-and-play device for multiple computer sys-

and the user's telephone set. The company says

for monitoring of AM, FM and HD broadcast

tems.

the echo canceller algorithm achieves separation

signals. The tuner features synthesized push-

without setup or sending anoise burst down the

button tuning for the AM and FM bands, bal-

line. PBXport retails for $825.

anced analog audio outputs and atransformer-

Features include 2/2 balanced analog I/0s on
Neutrik XLR connectors, 24-bit/48-kHz perfor-

"Enthusiasm has been

750 Audio Network Interface for the 32KD,

caller's voice, allowing full-duplex voice conferface for broadcast and other pro audio applica-

Chief Engineer

alone router and mixer; and it exhibited the ANI-

eill111111111Mh

Into USB

this is the perfect

WUVVRAX/yoming Public Radio

a32 x32 router and with Rubicon SL as astand-

aration between their voice and the caller. The

Digigram Plugs

coming : n from NPR, and

1m Hereford

The company showed the RIOLink remote

balanced XLR output jack contains only the

on the transmitter, digital

studio facilities."

Digital Hybrids
allows users to send mie- or line- level signals

Contact the company in New Jersey at ( 732)

opportunity for upgrading

.JK Audio Has

multiple sample rates and data rates for PCM
(uncompressed) linear audio, as well as MPEG 2,

integrate with SAS' intercom system.
I/O mixer/router, which operates stand-alone as

SuperLink. TEAM is aT1 and El multiplex

programming on a file-

—

Contact the company in California at (310)

mance, I/4- inch Neutrik headphone output, with

JK Audio also debuted Innkeeper 2, atwo-

a dedicated output stage for low- impedance

line, rack- mount digital hybrid, which features

fluorescent display shows station data such as

headphones. The UAX220 offers zero- latency

Auto-Answer/Auto-Disconnect for use in IFB

channel, HD MPS and multicasting informa-

direct monitoring.

and monitoring applications. It retails for

tion.

see racbos coming out."

isolated AES3 audio output. Its vacuum

$1,495.
Contact JK Audio in Illinois at (815) 786-

— Jeff Jury

CO
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2929 or visit www.jkaudio.com.
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Klotz Adds

Ibiquity Digital

Octo-Bus
"It's good to be here.

Digital Network

Actually, it's good to be
anywhere outside my home."
—

Jim Taricani. WJAR(TV)

Providence reporter, speaking at
RTNDAs kickoff breakfast days after a
judge released him from four
months of home confinement for

videotape that helped uncover a City
Hall corruption scandal.

(percentage modulation) and demodulated
audio levels. A vacuum fluorescent display
shows station data such as channel, HD MPS

The computer automatically recognizes the

Klotz says its new digital audio network, the

and multicasting information. The M2.I ver-

UAX220 as aUSB audio-compliant device, ren-

Octo-Bus, carries audio in real-time, control data

sion, shown, adds analog monitoring capabili-

dering

and power over Cat-5cables.

it immediately operational

with

ties such as injection levels for stereo pilot,

DirectSound, Core Audio and Linux ALSA

"The synchronous bus protocol allows trans-

stereo subcarrier and SCA subcarriers; it also

management. No specific driver installation is

mission of up to eight simultaneous channels of

adds indications of synchronous AM noise and

necessary.

bi-directional digital audio including control

multipath. A rear output is provided for exter-

data and system monitoring without any audible

nal subcarrier decoding.

ASIO management is possible via athird-party ASIO-to-USB audio interface. Software based
on Digigram np SDK can manage the UAX220
through the Virtual PCX audio engine.

refusing to reveal the source of a

The M2.0 Modulation Monitor adds 58- segment LED displays for carrier modulation level

Volume and monitoring buttons on the device
,.•nable fast, intuitive control.

latency," it said.

The M2.2 option adds anetworking port and

The network can be configured in astar or

aPC-based application that permits remote con-

daisy-chained setup without routers or hubs.

trol and display of most of the front-panel capa-

Klotz said it also allows users to expand their

bilities of the monitor along with the addition of

Klotz Digital Vadis platforms.

HD measurements such as BER and display of

The company also promoted its eXaudi

Separately, the company said its new Aeon

XIP882, which combines audio processing, rout-

on-air console is available with updated software

ing, coding/decoding and IP streaming in asin-

and can be obtained in a20- fader version. It was

multicasting and PADS data.
Contact the company in New Jersey at (856)
719-9900 or visit www.daysequerra.com.
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STAC
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BSW EXCLUSIVE!!)— I
1
1

Savings!

Comrex STAC (Studio Telephone Access Center)

STAC12

The Comrex Studio Telephone Access Center (STAC) puts you in control of your talk shows, call- ins md
phoners with great sound, ease of operation and ascalable configuration. STAC incorporates apair of
Comrex high-performance digital hybrids with automatic audio level control. The result is amore naturalsounding telephone audio, even when conferencing multiple callers. Acompact, rackmount
mainframe houses the hybrids, the multi-line controller and all telephone and audio connections
The STAC6 is a6-line system; the STAC12 is a12- line system. Right now, BSW has two incredible
special deals: Buy aSTAC system and get an extra control surface for 1/2 price, or upsize your
control surface from 6to 12 for FREE! Call for details. Hurry, offers expire June 30th, 2005.

•

FEATURES:

Get More STAC
From Comrex
& BSW!

•Studio/Producer Mode caller management
•Screener Mode simplifies screening and queuing
•Web browser call screening and control
•Automatically answers calls with custom message and puts them on hold
•Buttons designate next caller on air and activate external recorder or delay
•Front panel LEDs indicate level status
•XLR Send input; XLR Caller 1and 2outputs
•
Two stereo mini headphone jacks
•Aux DB-9 control output, momentary or latching
STAC6
STAC12
STAC6C 5
STAC12C5
STACEK

6- line phone system
12- line phone system
Additional control surface for STAC6
Additional control surface for STAC12
STAC6 to STAC12 expansion kit

List
List
List
List
List

$ 3,200.00
$ 3900.00
$ 600.00
$ 90000
$900.00

STAC6

ono% Ian »

Me
WI101111tLIIIL M

Buy aSTAC system and
get an extra control :
•
surface
for 1/2 price, or :
.
upsize your control surface:
from 6to 12 for FREE!
B1 • •

...

Protect your programming with the top selling delay from Eventide. The Eventide BD500-401 features
40 seconds of delay along with their patented automatic catch-up circuitry so your listeners won't
miss athing. Auser-definable function to divide the total available delay time into several discrete
segments protects against multiple obscenities that occur in succession. Get the BD500-401 at the
lowest price of $ 2,779. While supplies last! Now is the time to pick up the phone and call BSW.
FEATURES:

•40 seconds delay time; exact digital readout of delay
•Cough button momentarily edits audio
•Quick- read bar graph to instantly confirm delay time left
•RS-232 port and dry contacts for remote control
•Balanced XLR analog I/O and AES/EBU digital I/O

Eventide
BD500-401

I

............

Deluxe Fender
PA System
Package!!

REDUCED PRICE!!

Eventide Broadcast Audio Delay

•
•
•

List $ 3,395.00

LowestPrice only $2,779!

the Passport Deluxe
PD250 satotally selfcontained portable sound
system complete with a
self- powered 6-channel
mixer and 2speaker arrays
co-developed with BOSE
for amazing, theatre-quality
soundlTheRD250 features 250
watts at 8ohms, digital reverb
with remote bypass, send/return
jacks, all at only 55 pounds!

ILW's excluqve monster package includes four microphones
complete with cables and windscreens, two Fender heavy-duty
speaker stands, two microphone boom stands with their owr bag,
and two additional straight mic stands. Agreat deal at BSW!!

CD Players Don't Get Any More PRO Than This...
•pm
zs

PD250PACKAGE List $ 1,55 5.00

LowestPrice only $899!

TASCAPol

CD- 01U Professio

The new Tascam CD-01U Pro is aprofessional slot-loading CD player designed to fit in 1RU, wim balanced XLR arialog, TASCA
RCA analog and digital outputs. This compact professional model will save room in your broadcast equipment rark. Also avalable is an
affordable unbalanced version - the CD-01U. Both players have an RS-232 control port availab,e for orogemmirg with AMX and Crestron
systems. They also feature MP3 playback, 20-second shock protection and pitch controls for flexible perfcfmance. Order today!
CD01 UPRO w/XLR out List $ 699.00

LowestPrice only $599!

This venerable Electro Voice dynamic on-air mic is
afavorite of broadcasters worldwide. Its patented,
Variable- Ddesign is famous for eliminating bassboosting proximity effect when close miking and its
bass roll-off switch helps to shape low-end response.
Frequency response is 45 Hz- 18 kHz.The RE20's
suspension shockmount is the 309A (sold separately
and required to mount the
FREE pop filter). And
peaking of the FREE pop
filter, you'll get the popular
PoplessVACRE20 with your
order (a $ 52 value), now
through June 30th. Cool!

only $399!!
309A List $ 178.00 $
99°'

LowestPrice only$499!

JBL Powered Monitors

FREE Pop Filter with EV RE20!

RE20 List $ 798.00

CD01 U wo/XLR out List $ 5g9.00

FREE!
Popless
Pop Filter
for the RE201

JBL's Linear Spatial Reference studio
monitors are advanceo, high-enc
listening devices, with Differential Drive
technology and dynanic brakinc for
extended low frequency reqoonse
and low power compression; titanium
composite high frequency devices; and
carbon fiber composite baffles for low
cabinet resonance. The LSR6325P offers 50/100
watts biamplification with a5.25 woofer in
compact and affordable urit. Order today.
LSR6325P List $ 399.00 each.
01$ CALL : 1 800 426 8434

Bmadast Tech rip # 502

In cetenrining mirket indicatoos for your inancial
andysis snows, atickertape is oie way to go.Mle've
hat better luck wkh th ,!Magic Sght Bal. is a&
ano this M-knowkig
oracle deliers its sage advice!

I
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Digigram
UAX220
USB
Audio
Interface
The UAX222, has been spec.fically designed for broadcast and
other demanding ID.° audio applications. It features 2/2 high.Quality balamced analog I/Cs, aheadphone output, zero- latency
direct monitoring and LJSB Audio compliance (it's powered
tnrough USES). I,upported systems: Windows XP, Mac OS X, Linux.
IJAX220

List $4,$5.oc

only $439!
SENNINIEISER

5-Pack Headphones!!
Five Sennheiseri-ID202 headphones for $ 89.00? We're not kidding!
These durable, sealed- ear 'headphones provide crisp bass response
and good isolatior. Powerrul neodymium magnets offer high sound
levels with 181-1z- 1B kl-z frequency response. Impedance 3: ohms.
BSW has sold over 10,000 of these popular headphones!
HD202PKG

List $ 149.75

5for only $89!!

Lowest Prices on everything at www.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping

Knowledgeable Staff

BMW stocksa huge warehouse of products. If we have it in stock, we'll ship
it the same day. Just order by 7:00 PM Eastern Time.

Ott sales professionals have real-world broadca,tand studio expe 1L•
ofbr evert help with your equipment purchase. RW_OE2105

Shipping on Web ordersever $189

LwitestPrice

Fora limited time,allweb orders oret S189get KEE ground senile'
" to the contiguous 43 states. Excludes heavy ce oversized items.

1-800-42643434
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AEQ Has DR- 100

Recordings are made using its internal or
external mics, or the user's own mic. A built-in

Portable Field

receiver enables recording of FM stations. AEQ

Prophet NexGen 101
Has Packages for

says music is recorded at CD quality.

Recorder

June 22, 2005

Satellite Mode

The unit's Remote File Transfer Module

high-energy morning shows. Audio elements
can be created or played outside of the log for
random access or auto- play, and artist/song
title information can be sent.

enables the user to accomplish apoint-to-point connec-

Prophet Systems Innovations says its

field

tion on aPOTS line for file

NexGen 101 software packages are designed

recorder, aiming at journal-

transfer, when using the RS-

to run a single radio station. Software pack-

ism and broadcast applica-

232 port in combination with

ages are sold ala carte, allowing broadcasters

tions. The user can operate

an external modem. If this

to purchase what is necessary, with the option

it with one hand and view

connection is interrupted,

to add features as the station grows.

the information on a large

transfer is resumed at the

screen.

point of interruption.

AEQ debuted its DR- 100
handheld

digital

The core license runs astation in automated or live assist modes. It is required on

The Single- Source Satellite Package

The DR- 100 records in

The DR- 100 also includes an

NexGen 101 workstations and includes the

enables stations to run in satellite mode and

G.72_3, suitable for voice

audio editor for cutting, copy-

ability to create and execute logs, basic audio

automatically record satellite feeds, with auto-

recording and maximizes

ing and pasting. Accessories

element production, day of the week clock

matic switching on and off of asatellite source

the storage capacity, or

include acarrying case, stereo

templates and audio backup/load utilities.

to allow local spot insertion and time and temp

Modules can be added to create multiple

announcements in staff voices.

MP2, apopular compression for broadcasting
that allows accurate editing; it also serves as an
MP3 player and recorder.

line cable, USB cable and headphones.
Contact AEQ in Florida at (866)817-9745 or
visit www.aeq.es.

workstation configurations.
The Live Control Package is useful for

The Multi-Source Satellite Package is similar to the Single- Source package but allows
the station to run in satellite mode with up to
three satellite inputs and automatically record
satellite feeds. Additional packages include
Scheduler101 and VoiceTRAC.
Contact Prophet Systems Innovations in
Nebraska at (877) 774-1010 or visit www.nexgen101.com.

Dataworld Moves
Transmitters With
Mouse Click
FM Explorer, Dataworld's online visual FM
allocation toolkit, lets you play "what if' in
FM interference studies.
The toolkit maps station contours, interference free clear areas, prohibited overlap, international conflicts, and section 73.215 shortspaced areas. Eliminate a station, change its
class, channel or location and watch the interference map change. The online analysis package is available by the hour, day, or month.
Contact the company in Maryland at (301)
652-8822 or visit www.dataworld.com.

Logitek Debuts
Mosaic
The Mosaic series of digital consoles from
Logitek Electronic Systems uses drop-in modules
that permit users to purchase console configurations to meet their needs, the company says.
Mosaic consoles are router-based, acting as control
surfaces for the Logitek Audio Engine.

•ale

oft%

Sabre offers acomplete line of towers, monopoles

to an 84" face solid leg knock down tower. Sabre

and tower components. In the tower industry for

has atower for nearly all broadcast applications.

more than 25 years, Sabre towers are engineered

Committed to customer service, Sabre offers

with experience. Offering everything in guyed

quality products at competitive prices with the

towers from a 12" face tubular lightweight tower

shortest lead times.

'
SS

Features include multiple frame sizes, allowing
configuration of consoles ranging from four to 24
faders. At least one color LCD screen on each
module gives users meters, clocks, timers, delay
information, text from the Audio Engine, downloaded bitmaps and other features.
The Fader Module consists of two P+G faders
with color-changeable On/Off switches; color LCD
creen that indicates input, effects and metering for
each fader, talkback and Cue switches; multi-use
function controls that permit input selection as well
as access to bus assignments, input assignments,

Communications
Corporation "

EQ and dynamics; direct access to five mix busses
(additional busses available), and an input selector
switch.

800-369-6690 • www.sabrecom.com
2101 Murray Street •

PO Box 658 •

Sioux City, IA 51104

A monitor module and softkey module are
available.
Contact Logitek in Texas at (800) 231-5870 or
visit www.logitekaudio.com.

888 BSI-USA1 ( 888-274-8721) info@bsiusa.com

Professional Audio Skimming & Logging Software

SKIMMERPLUS

o

SkimmerPlus is a highly versitile tool for audio skimming
and / or long-form audio logging of multiple audic sources.
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Features lrclude:
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a Built-in email connectivity

Starting at
_
$399 ....,.........,.
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a Support for various audio CODECS
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Record prograns in segments for delayed broadcasts

a Simultaneously record compressed & uncompressed files
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• Capable of recording multiple sources with a single Audio Science soundcard

AUDIOSCIENCE
4

ASI audio cards seamlessly integrate with SkimmerPlus

• tV any of the cards have on- board MP2 and MP3 playback,
in addition to supporting various audio file types through
scftware CODECs
• Digital or analog audio, even on the same card
e Pass through and record capabi ities

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile BSI software is.

Test and try before you buy!
..41111146

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97401
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) info@bsiusa.com
Para el español, llamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6300 fchavez@ornmedianet.com
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Overheard at NAB
Compiled by Scott Fybush and

Dorrough Shows
Stereo AES Digital

June 22, 2005

further transmission.
826-2603 or visit www.modsci.com.

'Manufacturers are

Contact the company in Delaware at (302)

Videoquip

Jackie Broo.
Dorrough Electronics announced two radio-

Telos/Omnia/Axia

Mixes It Up

Tout Element,

test and measurement equipment. The I
2-AES
Digital Loudness Meter is astereo AES/EBU

presenting a better
product. They seem to be,
for a lack of better word,
concerned about quality
now, as in the past they let

processing

It shares the same visual "arc" format as most of

Videoquip's booth.

Analog/Digital control. The RW-100 gives phase

balance from any of three input sources (bal-

figurations supporting four to 32 faders. Features

indications, provides an overs counter, gives abit

anced analog, AES Ior AES2).

stream corruption warning ( for AES digital
around "0") for setting reference levels. The RW-

998-2824 or visit www.dorrough.com.

1114191.4.4b

channels to amain and monitor channel, and has a
programmable cue function which can assign cue
to either the headphone or monitor outputs. The

Ward-Beck Puts
Digital Metering
In Rack

"People are sincerely
looking for options; and

ADM- 1A AES/EBU Signal Processor routes, mixes, switches and ducks (audio over) two digital
(AES3) inputs to two configurable digital outputs.
The company announced third-quarter availability for its AVU-8 High-Resolution 8Channel
AES3 VU/PPM Meter.
Contact the company in Ontario at ( 416)

A project for the Korean Broadcasting System

293-1042 or visit www.videoquip.com

headlined Ward-Beck's offerings for radio broad-

have a blister on each foot

casters at NAB.

and Iwill need to buy a

System, shown, puts 24 balanced AES/EBU digital

The RLM24 Multiple Digital Audio Meter
audio signals in a2RU package. Each of the 24

Senior Project Manager
Burst Communications

information at the same time. Each meter pair has a
silence sensor, which activates an internal alarm
and lights aflashing LED. The silence threshold is
adjustable. The unit has redundant removable pow-

"I bring four people. If we

out of this, we're good."

or 5.1 surround programming. It also recently

Offers New FM Line

the Axia system and that it had signed Pristine

Superior Broadcast Products exhibited FM

demo of non-matrixed 5.1 surround for FM HD

— Robert Prasil
Owner
ldavend Broadcasting

series transmitters.

Ward- Beck also demo'ed its AMS8-1 and
Systems. They connect four digital audio outputs
and, through eight LED Bar graphs, monitor signal
activity. The AMS8-1 allows operators to listen to

supposed to be made."
— A TV engineer, examining
Chuck Pharis' exhibit of vintage TV

line is frequency agile and can be delivered in pow-

crete 5.1 surround using the Element. The signal

er levels from 1800 to 30,000 watts. The company

was passed over a BE Big Pipe STL to the

also showed its existing line of FM exciters, FME

Telos/Omnia booth and encoded for surround by

FM transmitters, its FMD series of Broadband cir-

Fraunhofer I1S software, processed with an

cular polarized antennas and FMA High Power

Omnia-6EXi HD+FM processor, and broadcast

Broadband antennas.

on an HD Radio channel using aBE exciter. A

AudioScience
Takes CobraNet
Modular

27 years, showed off a 1947 RCA

AudioScience's ASI2416 is a [ nodular 1RU

Both provide an AES signal output from aPCM

CobraNet interface, part of a family of

input, acopy of adecoded AES signal (if the input

CobraNet products for audio networking in

is aDolby signal) and an analog copy on aDB-25

radio. It can be populated with four function-

connector.

specific modules, allowing up to 32 channels of

Contact the company in Toronto at (800) 771-

TK-30A camera.

Omnia-6 EXi for FM and Omnia-5 EXi for AM
and FM. The company said a Diversity Delay
method simplifies and protects the broadcast signal of HD Radio for AM and FM, and an
advanced new clipper design engineered to help
Contact the company in Ohio at (216) 2417225 or visit www.telos-systems.com.

OMT Automates
Podcasting

2556 or visit www.ward-beck.com.

App for Sidekick

for those upgrading to HD Radio including the

eliminate intermodulation distortion.

2adds asubwoofer and expanded LED displays.

ModSci Eyes IBOC

Visteon car radio modified by Fraunhofer decoded the over- the-air signal for 5.1 loudspeakers.
And Omnia announced a line of processors

cameras and other gear. Pharis,
who retired from ABC recently after

Radio. Audio was fed from the Axia booth with
an ENCO DADPro32 system and mixed in dis-

the audio signal through four speakers; the AMS8-

"Now that's how knobs are

Systems as another Axia partner.

Company President Jimmie Joynt says the new

er supplies. It has the potential to add logging capa-

AMS8-2 Eight Channel Audio Meter/Monitor

announced that WOR(AM) in New York is using

Telos, Omnia, Axia and Fraunhofer offered a

3326 or visit www.superiorbroadcast.com.
bility for advanced troubleshooting and diagnosis.

The company said it is the first radio console

Superior Broadcast

Contact the company in Texas at (800) 279-

can bring back four ( ideas)

and customizable show options.
that can be configured to run either stereo audio

stereo bar graph displays shows VU and peak

— Torn Norman

include modular design, multiple mix- minuses,
phone and codec control, one-touch record mode

The ADM- 8, shown, mixes four AES3 input

Contact the company in California at (818)

new pair of shoes."

Surround and HD
Axia Audio debuted the Element Modular

cal format.

they have money. Ithink I

at

Studio Control Surface, shown, available in con-

100 becomes the RW-200 when ordered in averti-

Knoxville, Tenn

displayed

AVU-24 High- Resolution 2/4 Channel

think that HD has turned

WiJOG(FM)

were

VU/PPM Meter displays audio level, phase and

meters), peak hold, and expanded mode (. 1dB

— M,ke Murrell

devices

Dorrough also introduced the RW-100 remote

quality go downhill. But I

that around."

New digital audio mixing, monitoring and

meter, compatible with 96 kb, 110/75 ohm inputs.
the company's other meters.

it to be used with automation applications.
324-5333 or www.audioscience.com.

Loudness Meter
friendly additions to its line of audio metering and

become an extension of the ASI6416, allowing

Contact the company in New Jersey at (800)

OMT Technologies is promoting use of its
analog or AES/EBU I/O and 64 relay- based
OPIO outputs and 64 optoisolated inputs.
Each module has an interchangeable connector portion that may be configured with a

Modulation Sciences showed its Sidekick

pluggable terminal block, StudioHub or astan-

iMediaLogger as a "solution to recording, packaging and transmitting content for radio broadcasters that want to offer podcasts."
Its iMediaLogger, it said, provides stations
the means to podcast a show at any time.

Model SCA- I
86 subcarrier generator and dis-

dard 50- pin connector interface compatible

Broadcasters can record and upload aPodcast

cussed an innovative use for FM subcarriers devel-

with AudioScience sound cards. Modules

automatically to any Web site or FTP site in a

oped by one of its customers.

include the ASI1401 Analog Module with four

variety of file formats and show lengths.

President Judy Mueller said "One of the engi-

stereo balanced inputs and outputs, ASI1402

Listeners subscribe and download the podcast
content to adigital music player through the Net.

neering managers from amajor station owner in

AES/EBU Module with four AES/EBU I/O and

the Orlando market came up with the idea to use

the ASI1403 OPIO Module with 16 relay out-

the audio subcarrier for backhaul in an IBOC digital environment."

puts and 16 optoisolated inputs.

OMT also introduced the iMedialmport
Module for its iMediaTouch digital audio and

The base unit features 16 channels of

broadcast system. The module imports station

The Sidekick uses acrystal-controlled oscil-

CobraNet I/O and aTexas Instruments 32- bit

content from sources including third-party multi-

lator to ensure frequency stability in its generator

track editing tools, newsroom applications, FTP

circuitry. The unit has its own modulation moni-

floating point DSP that allows complex switching/mixing and broadcast features such as tone

tor, integrated audio processor and transmitter

decoding. A graphics display on the front

Using the "Cart Chunk" and id3 Tagging sys-

tuning aid; it includes afeature that allows users

shows peak meters and network status.

tems, users of iMedialmport can have content

to loop the composite output of astereo genera-

The unit can operate in a tethered mode,

tor or SIL through the unit, which automatically

connected to an ASI6416 CobraNet sound card

mixes the subcarrier into the composite mix for

with an Ethernet crossover cable; its features

sites, network folders and NPR's ContentDepot.

placed and titled into an iMediaTouch system.
Contact OMT in Canada at (204) 786-3994
or visit www.imediatouch.com.

June
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Wheatstone Has
Gen-6; Adds
Audio Processors
Wheatstone added the Generation Six,
shown, to its line of router- based control surfaces. It integrates with the Bridge Digital Audio

Contact the company in California at ( 800)
332-3393 or www.omnirax.com.

Shively Has New

mance in the smallest possible package, and are

data encoder. A Windows interface and USB

said to be compatible with all HD Radio combining

connectivity are provided so that stations can

techniques and ideal for broadcasters with low-

put RDS service flags, IDs and text messages

power requirements and space limitations. New

on the air.

hybrid designs enhance compactness while providing improved VSWR specifications, Shively said.

Hybrid, Filter

And Model 5600 digital injectors combine

Designs

digital and analog streams for HD Radio high-

Router and allows system-wide access to astation's on- and off-air audio resources via Cat-5

27

Model 2600 interdigital bandpass filters

or fiber optic cable. Features include Ethernet

were part of the emphasis by Shively, which said

protocol, VDIP configuration, XY controllers,

the filters offer virtually the same performance

eight-character controller displays, and more

as 2500 Series resonant cavity designs but at a

Aux sends and Preset options.

fraction of the size.
Also on display were Model 2630 interdigital
branched combiners; the supplier said these provide
the performance of equivalent resonant cavity-style

Also promoted were the upcoming Model 631

and mid-level combining strategies. Injectors are

FM Rebroadcast (Translator) Receiver, shown, a

available for 6, 7, 8, 9and 10 dB coupling; each

redesign of the company's Model 630. It offers

covers the entire FM band.

synthesized tuning with secure locking; compas-

Contact the company in Maine at (207) 6473327 or www.shively.com.

ite/MPX and demodulated stereo audio outputs;
wide/narrow IF bandwidth selection to reject adjacent-channel interference; and local and remote

lnovonics Freshens
RDS, Receiver Line

alarms for low signal, loss of audio and excessive
multipath.
And the company plans soon to begin shipping
the Model 713 RDS/RBDS Full-Function Encoder
with TCP/IP, scrolling and static text.

combines, but take up less than one-third the space.
Also on the space-efficient theme, Model 2640 are

Inovonics exhibited its 702 RDS/RBDS

interdigital balanced modules that provide perfor-

Mini Encoder, asecond-generation basic radio

Contact the company in California at (831)
458-0552 or www.inovon.com.

The company unveiled aline of single-rack
space audio processors, which earned "Cool
Stuff' honors. The two-channel/stereo audio
processor provides analog/digital inputs and outputs, four-band parametric EQ, three-band compressor and tunable filters along with overall
AGC, limiting and expansion. Settings can be
stored and replayed as password-protected pre-

FletwenueSuite7om

earC

sets. The display includes input, output and gain
reduction meters. Remote monitoring and operational control is possible using Ethernet-enabled
GUI software. The Web site is www.vorsis.com.
Audioarts Engineering enhanced its R-55e
analog air console. Features include illuminated
LED switches and a flip- up meterbridge for
access to 1/0 connectors and logic programming
dipswitches.

After you close the logs,
we start selling.

Also, the new D-75 audio mixer is amodular
digital board for small to medium markets. It has

RevenueSuite'm is a new proprietary media

four stereo busses, dual-domain outputs, sample

solution that continues to generate station

rate conversion on digital inputs and inter-

revenues even after your regular sales force has

changeable input module daughter cards for AtoD field switches. Features include ahinged

left for the day. And only dMarc offers it

meterbridge, new LED meter displays with fullscale digital peak plus VU metering, LED- lit

Added to your Scott SS32 or Maestro digital

switching and an automatic timer, machine inter-

automation systems ( which if you don't already

face and clock.

have, you should!), RevenueSutte fills any inventory

Contact the company in North Carolina at
(252)638-7000 or www.wheatstone.com.

opportunities remaining once your logs are closed
It operates automatically, without administration

Innova Is New

by your managers, without manual trafficking or

Omnirax Line

management of carts. The only impact to you is
new profits added to your bottom line

Omnirax offered asuite of its pro broadcast

Even better, RevenueSuite functions without

studio furniture and discussed its ability to modify existing models or create custom furniture to

compromising your local rate card, spot revenue

the user's specifications.

or local sales In other words, it's a Win-Win-Win
for you, your station, and your bottom line
RevenueSuite Maximize the value of your

Installs in minutes!

inventory— cash you'd otherwise never see

Receive on- demand
paid spots starting
immediately!

The company now offers the Innova line of

Call Toll Free

nents with custos shapes to fit particular

Seat Sedide Maestro

requirements. It debuted in January at Infinity

SCOTT STUDIL. AND MAESTRO ARE PRODLL

furniture, which combines modular compo-

LINL

in San Francisco facility, an eight- room suite
of on-air and production studios. This line of
furniture is the result of acreative collaboration between Omnirax and Phil Lerza, the chief
engineer for KFRC(AM/FM), KBAY(FM) and
KYCY(AM).

DIAGNOSTICS

I

DATASERVICES

MARC

1-888-438-7268

e arc

www.dmarc.net

RevenueSuite@dMarc.net

SARBANES-OXLEY

I
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Bargains You'll Find on the Web
by John Bisset
Thank you readers for telling Radio
World how useful our online archived
Workbench articles have been to you.
If you want aquick reference from a
previous column, check what our editor
has archived at www.rwonline.com and
click on Workbench. We've had several

Just as the Web offers reference data for
engineers, it has also provided links to
some great products.
Southern Broadcasting Engineering
Manager Randy Kerbawy sent in such a
link to share. It's adesoldering tool manufactured by Tenma (
11;ww.tenma.com) and
sold by MCM Electronics (
www.mcminonecom).

Fig. I: A reader found this handy desoldering tool for under $ 15.
DOEs supplement their monthly newsletters to their chiefs with tips they've found
here. RW is glad to provide this resource.
Thanks again for your positive comments.
* **

tool has been on for awhile. But despite
the heat, it just keeps on working.
Years ago, Iconvinced aGM to let me
buy a $375 desoldering tool, the cheapest Icould find at the time. We were
modifying a bunch of PC boards; given
the work at hand, the expense wa§ justified. But at the price of the Tenma model, it's worth having these desoldering

* * *
Randy also found an interesting item at
the local electrical supply shop in Beckley,
W.Va. Take alook at the web site for Elk
Products, www.elkproducts.com. You'll find
several items of interest to the broadcast
engineer; one that will really catch your
attention is asix-pack of relays, part number 912B-6.
The circuit board holds six 12 or 24 volt
relays, complete with LED indicators. The
relays have Form C contacts, rated at 10

Fig. 2: Ken Sleeman uses adigital camera to help get inside the transmitter.

The tool is MCM part 21-8240. The best
part is that it costs just $ 14.95.
Randy has used this solder sucker for
some time and says it works well. It also
does adecent job on double-sided boards.
The only drawback he's found is that the
plunger tends to get fairly warm after the

tools both in the shop and the toolbox.
amps. Randy suggests this board will make
Thanks, Randy, for sharing this budget- agood relay interface between aremote
conscious timesaver.
control and atransmitter, when interfacing
If you're still using solder wick or a to older rigs.
manual plunger-type desoldering tool, it's
Elk Products also supplies phone-line
time to upgrade. You'll be amazed at the
surge protectors, power supplies, sirens,
improvement in your efficiency.
See OUCH. OUCH., page 29

ONE product1WO so utions!
It's AUTOS WITCH, an automatic audio switcher!

AUTOSWIT
AMMO SWITCdER - SILENCE

AutoSwitch eliminates that annoying " digital echo" in
DJ headphones by switching the headphones from
Air to Local audio when the mic is on.
It's also an automatic silence sensor, and can
switch your audio to a backup source if the
main source fails.
Now in stock at all Henry dealers.
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Ouch. Ouch. DRM Proponents Showcase System
Continued from page 28

and phone-line monitors that could find
their way into aradio station.
Randy ICerbawy can be reached at engineering@l03circom.

by Scott Fybush

Don Messer of the IBB had to remind
participants that, for all the talk of
Ibiquity's HD Radio system, there are
other formats for digital radio in active
use around the world.
* * *
"I'm the only one not talking about
HD Radio today."
At the BGS Expo in Dayton, held acouHe was speaking this spring at apreple of days before the Dayton Hamfest, I
sentation on digital radio during the
had the opportunity to talk to 80 engineers
about transmitter site maintenance issues.
Broadcast Engineering Conference of
A points brought up by one of the attenNAB2005. Messer's topic was the status
of the international Digital Radio
dees was the use of digital cameras in the
world of transmitter sites.
Mondiale standard.
Tim Guentz, aregional engineer with
While DRM testing thus far has
NRG Media, expanded on this. He uses his
focused largely on international broaddigital camera to take alook at things in
places his head won't go, like up the tube
chimney of an Continental 816R transmitter (to look at the doorknob cap and HV
cable that live up there).
Another advantage to the digital camera
is that if he can't aim the camera, rim just
snaps pictures until he gets the one with a
good image. It sure beats taking atube cavity apart.
Another use is in taking pictures to send
to the transmitter field service department.
Fig. 2shows ashot used by Ken Sleeman,
transmitter site supervisor for Bonneville in
Washington. The photos also help paint a
picture for management as to what went
wrong. Thanks to Tim Guentz, who is at
tguentz@waittradio.com, and Ken
Sleeman, at ksleeman@bicdc.com.
* * *
We'll wrap up this issue with aphoto of a
great gift for that special person in your life.

casting, both in the shortwave bands and
on high-powered mediumwave transmitters in Europe and Asia, Messer said the
DRM family of standards soon will be
expanded to include frequencies above
30 MHz.
That encompasses not only the familiar 88-108 MHz FM band, but also the
Eastern European FM band in the 60
MHz range and the Japanese FM dial
from 76-90 MHz.
Messer, director of the International
Broadcasting Bureau's Spectrum
Management Division, updated engineers
on the progress of worldwide tests of
DRM, which have taken place in Canada,
Mexico, Brazil, New Zealand, China,

India, Iran, Kuwait and many European
nations.
Among the more promising tests,
Messer said, were those in Mexico and
Brazil, where the little-used upper reaches of the shortwave spectrum were
employed to test the use of DRM transmissions to carry multiple low-bandwidth
spoken- word programs on a single 10
kHz channel.
"There is an opportunity for many,
many new local stations" through the use
of DRM in that spectrum, Messer said.
Even across the broad expanses of a
country as large as Brazil, Messer said,
the use of DRM on shortwave could
See DRM, page 30

Coast to coast.
Border to border.
Broadcasters in markets large
and small are switching to the
elegant Rubicon family of console control surfaces from Sierra
Automated Systems.
In return, Rubicon's power,
adaptability, and easy-to- use
controls are turning on hundreds
of Dis, operators, engineers and
programmers across America.
Rubicon, and the versatile new
Rubicon SL, are the primary
user interface of a proprietary
system of audio routing, mixing,
distribution, intercom, IFB, and
automation that we call the
Connected Digital
Network: .
At the
network's
hub is the
32KD
digital
router/
mixer,
the proven
performer
in many
hundreds of radio, network, and
film installations around the world.
RIOLink remote I/O router/
mixer now provides stand-alone
or backup mixing in addition to

Fig. 3: A gift idea for that co-worker
who eats nails for breakfast.
We've all worked with them. You know;
the one who's never satisfied with the audio,
or who doesn't understand that tubes do
eventually need to be replaced, or the deadbeat contract client who won't pay his bill.
No Web address where you can order this
— yet. Stay tuned.
John Bisset has worked as achief engineer and contract engineer for more than
30 years. He is the northeast regional sales
manager for Broadcast Electronics. Reach
him
at ( 571)
217-9386,
or
jbisset@bdcast.com.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit.

e

interconnection from the studio to
the central 32KD.
To learn more about why so
many broadcasters are switching
to Rubicon and the Connected
Digital Network, give us acall or
drop us an email.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

1.818.840.6749

radio©sasoudio.com
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The Value of Here and Now

The Big Picture

Terrestrial Radio's Future Relies on the

voice-tracked in advance, for example
— radio is delivered as it is heard. This
Leveraging of Its Unique Attributes
has been considered an encumbrance,
Yet counting on this possibility is not a especially in an age that so values onby Skip Pizzi
prudent course for broadcasters. Instead,
demand media, but it will actually
radio should move proactively to ensure
remain an asset, at least for some
Like all traditional media, radio is
such an outcome by strengthening the
(arguable, many) listeners, some
being threatened by new competition.
areas that are most difficult for newcom(arguably, most) of the time.
ers to challenge.
Sure, it's great to program your own
The market for audio services is rife with
nextgen services, but radio has weathTalking to existing listeners — either
playlist on apersonal music player; but if
via focus groups, or by more informal
ered such onslaughts on numerous occayou ever want to feel connected to the rest
sions in its long history.
methods — is agreat way to understand
of the planet by an audio source, radio is
the way to do it. Even abroadcast-delivered jukebox music service with recorded
liners as its only continuity has more of a
sense of connection to other humans than
does a local storage device. This is the
basis of "Now value" — the sense that
C very sound heard by a listener happens
something created by others is happening
at this very moment, and the listener is
while that listener is located
hearing it as it happens.
somewhere, at some time.
Add aDJ's voice, whether live or not,
and you gain even more credible "nowness." Punctuating the service with news
(even recorded announcements of
upcoming events) adds more still. Any
What makes this time different is the
these strengths. While the finer points of
reference to time helps, and of course,
sheer number of potential competitors
this analysis may differ among stations,
actual live services, from morning zoos
simultaneously — and we haven't seen the
certain broad strokes are likely to apply
to news/talk to sportscasts, are the best of
last of them yet. Complicating this further
to the entirety of terrestrial radio.
all in this respect. Every element of
is the timing, happening just as radio
Applying these lessons well may mean
apparent real-time creation of the service
deploys its own nextgen improvements.
the difference between continued success
increases its Now value, and gives listenand eventual serious decline or failure in
ers astronger connection to the pulse of
Outflanked?
the years ahead.
life outside themselves.
There may be asort of safety in numAny radio service — which in the
bers here. The very fact that so many sepNow hear this
United States today includes those
arate start-ups are challenging radio for
One of these general traits is what I delivered both terrestrially and by
its listeners' eartime may be ablessing in
call "Now value." It is the key differensatellite — can provide this value. Even
disguise. This is the so-called "solution
tiator between radio and most other
the most hardened iPod user cannot fulby dilution," by which no new entrant
audio sources available today, in that
ly abstain from such services, and will
can gain critical mass, and they all evenradio is listened to with special considon occasion still turn to them when a
tually go away, leaving radio essentially
eration of the current time. Even it is
connection to the outside world in real
as it was in terms of market share.
produced otherwise — recorded or
time is desired.

DRM
Continued from page 29

allow abroadcaster to blanket the nation
with as few as three or four transmitters.
On the medium- wave spectrum,
Messer said tests have ranged from huge
700
kW
transmitters
in
the
Mediterranean to a "single- frequency
network" in Berlin that covered the city
with just three 100-watt transmitters synchronized on one channel.
"That's 300 watts to cover 5 million
people," Messer said.
Helping to make that possible is
DRM's performance at very low signal
levels and in high- noise conditions.
Messer presented the results of a study
conducted from analog and DRM transmissions on agovernment transmitter in
Skopje, Macedonia, in which analog AM
transmissions at 1200 kW were compared with 700 kW DRM transmissions
in one of the less robust modes offered by
the DRM standards.
Using a test van that traveled across
Macedonia and neighboring Greece and
Italy, researchers found that the AM
transmissions were listenable only when
the signal-to-noise ratio exceeded 30 dB
and the received field strength of the
transmissions exceeded 60 dBuV/m.
By contrast, Messer said, DRM reception remained reliable down to 20 dB S/N
and 45 dBu of signal.
"The dominant variable was signal-tonoise ratio," Messer said. "If it's better

than 20 (dB) you're OK, less and you're
in trouble:'
Receivers
Messer's observations were echoed by
session attendee John Rodenbarger of
Purdue University in Indiana. He uses a
software-based decoder to listen to DRM
tests on shortwave from several transmitters.
Rodenbarger said his reception of

Every sound heard by alistener happens while that listener is located somewhere, at some time. The connectedness
provided by Now value can be even further strengthened in some cases by
adding locally specific references or
information, or "Here value."
This is something that terrestrial radio
can do well practically all the time, and
which has definite appeal to listeners.
Politically, this is called "localism," but
that term generally refers to coverage of
local issues. This is only asingle component of Here value. Simple references to
area venues — even in commercial messages — can provide as much Here value
to a terrestrial radio service as a local
news story does.
Satellite radio has recognized this, as
evidenced by recent trends toward adding
major-market traffic and weather. These
increase both Here and Now value for
these services, but terrestrial radio can do
this for awider range of content, in every
market it serves. (Terrestrial radio should
consider the added value of such full-time
weather and traffic services, however,
which could be implemented as low-bit
rate supplemental audio services via
much like monophonic FM in a 150 kHz
IBOC.)
channel," he said.
Connecting listeners to their world, on
While several shortwave broadcasters
both macro and micro levels, is an
have begun offering DRM transmissions
attribute of terrestrial radio that is diffion a regular basis, receiver availability
cult to contest. Terrestrial broadcasters
remains an issue for DRM as it does for
should bear this in mind as they shore up
all digital radio systems.
their defenses against mounting competiMesser said several manufacturers plan
tion. Listeners may wander, but they can
to introduce low-cost DRM receivers at a always come home to radio if it retains
major European consumer electronics
its unique appeal.
show this fall, including portable models
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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n the medium-wave spectrum, Messer

said tests have ranged from 700 kW

transmitters in the Mediterranean to a
single-frequency network in Berlin that
covered the city with three 100-watt
transmitters synched on one channel.

DRM signals from the Radio Nederland
transmitter on Bonaire in the Caribbean
is good to about 21-22 dB of signal-tonoise ratio, considerably better than in
analog mode.
"When these (DRM) signals mute, the
AM stinks," Rodenbarger said.
Messer said audio quality on the DRM
transmissions was noticeably better than
on AM as well. "The quality is very

by Skip Pizzi

that will receive standard AM and FM as
well as DRM and the Eureka- 147 digital
system in use in Canada and Europe, all
for atarget price of about 100 Euros.
And he said tests of the DRM system
will continue.
"You can expect an increase of 20 to
40 percent or more in the next year or so,
independent of whether people buy
receivers," Messer said.*

How to
Submit Letters
Radio World welcomes your point
of view on any topic related to the
U.S. radio broadcast industry.
Letters should be 100 to 300 words
long; the shorter the letter, the better
chance it will be published in full. We
reserve the right to edit material for
space. Longer commentaries are welcome but may not reach print as
quickly.
Include your name, address and
contact information, as well as your
job title and company if appropriate.
Send letters via e-mail to
radioworld@imaspub.com, with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail
to Reader's Forum, Radio World, P.O.
Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
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been posting these on our Web site for
years now, for access using aRealPlayer:
Now we are offering these same feeds as
podcast downloads.
"The other is a specific newscast,
which Iwrite and produce for late afternoon download. It's awrap of the day's
main headlines, plus some weather,
sports, and an entertainment feature from
our sister station Z104."
How is podcasting performing for
WTOP?
"It's still avery young technology, and
avery small part of our station's online

A New Outlet Channel at Little Cost
Broadcasters Appear Cautious About Podcasting;
Here Are Tales From Three Early Adopters
by James Careless
Despite all the buzz that podcasting
has generated, only a handful of U.S.
radio broadcasters are offering downloadable podcasts on their Web sites.
st •
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So who are these brave few broadcasters? Here's afew snapshots of them.
Unlike most U.S. broadcasters,
Seattle's KOMO 1000 was quick to start
podcasting.
"We began our podcasts aweek after

rpm"
4

consumer tips, " Boeing News,"
"Microsoft News," KOMO sports and
Mariners news.
"We're anews station, so we don't do
long-form programming," Orchard said.
This makes it easy for KOMO 1000 to
select podcast items, both because of
their length and lack of royalty- due
music.
As for listener response? Orchard
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KOMO 1000 NEWS OFFERS PODCAST
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KOMO 1000 News is pleased to now offer our listeners a Podcast stream. N,
That's OK. Its a new way to hear some of the fascinating stories we off(
you need is an iPod, iTunes, and a computer with Internet connection. In ad
a small piece of software that reads our Podcast stream. Check the links be
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On your Mac or PC, you install this software that reads Podcast RSS feeds.
set up properly, and ours certainly is, they will download audio and put it d

KOMO TV

'Tunes then synchs up with your iPod and boom. You have the story on your
to listen.

- nlerners news

Learn more
U-0.rvao rnci

V

jjQjjiC

News updates for train and
bus commuters!
< Sack

You can easily set it up to check our Podcast feed as often as you like. So,
checks just before you leave for wOr k. yOu have the latest audio ready to ti

KOMO offers its content in various online formats
including podcast, Web browser or RSS feed.
"In fact, those who are offering podcasts are far outnumbered by those who
are hesitating, or too busy trying to
as,ciid dead air within their tight budgets to do anything," said Holland
Cooke, a news/talk specialist with
McVay Media.
"The crying shame is that podcasting
is free to radio broadcasters: You're
already producing the audio content,
arid if you have aWeb site, the cost of
hosting
RSS ( Really
Simple
Syndication) podcasts feeds is already
covered."

Adam Curry released ` iPodder'," afree
program that downloads audio files to
MP3 players, said Stan Orchard, assistant director of news and programming
for the Fisher Communications station.
"We already had an RSS feed available
on our Web site, and we were producing
lots of audio content for it, so Iedited
the feed slightly to match Curry's specs
and put it up."
Today, RSS/podcast fans can access a
range of KOMO features including local
news, Ken Schram's commentary, "Buyer
Beware "HealthWatch," Herb Weisbaum's

ALTRONIC RE

ashinoton

Welcome lo Me WTOP-Z104
Radio podcast update. Each
. _
_

55
arrenton

won't quote numbers; but he said in May
that the Podcast section was the fifth
most popular part of the Web site.
DC pioneer
At WTOP(AM) in Washington, "We
are offering two different kinds of content on our podcasts," said Steve Dolge,
director of Internet operations for
Bonneville International, which owns
four DC radio stations.
"One is based on the two- to threeminute live interviews that we do as part
of our 24 hour on-air news cycle. We've

presence," Dolge said. "As well, some of
our listeners can't download podcasts at
their offices, due to firewalls.
"Still, given how much demand we've
had for streamed audio since we
launched it in 1997, Ihave to believe that
podcasting will eventually become a
major part of what we do."
Toronto
In a bid to capitalize on its popular
"Roger, Rick & Marilyn" morning show,
Toronto's CHUM(FM) has started packSee PODCAST, page 32
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Ideal for HD Applications
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WTOP podcast subscribers can have updates
delivered to them automatically every afternoon.

Convection-Cooled Resistor Loads
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ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com
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PubRadio: Making Every Dollar Count
by Dan Odenwald
Facing new programming and digital
conversion costs in 2005, public radio
stations are exploring new ways to raise
crucial funds while refocusing their

selves more dependent on listener-sensitive income as the costs of doing business
are rising.
Think big
"One reason it's not all that easy to be
a station manager is having to manage
five or more disparate revenue streams —
individual giving, major donors, foundation grants, licensee or government subsidies, and underwriting sales," public
radio consultant John Sutton writes on
his weblog.

diversify their fundraising activities to
include e-fundraising, major gifts and
planned giving programs, he says.
With the exaggerated emphasis on
pledge, stations lean too heavily on gifts
at the lower end of the giving pyramid,
he believes. They need to start increasing
the number of gifts at the $ 1,000 level or
higher.
A growing number of stations are getting into the major giving arena, said
Dana Davis Rehm, vice president for
member and program services at

Ford Ballard

Y

ou have to ask for what you need.
Stations that haven't done well

financially haven't made that connection
with their community or stated their needs.
— Steve Ramsey, KBCS(FM)
Caryn Mathes
efforts on the basics.
As managers become increasingly
adept at asking for larger gifts from
major donors, for example, they're also
seeking greater efficiency from more traditional fundraising methods such as onair pledge and direct mail.
It's part of a revamped landscape in
which public stations are finding them-

"There aren't too many businesses that
require managers to be good at so many
different ways of generating income."
Public stations are still too reliant on
the two main fundraising warhorses: onair pledge and underwriting, argues Greg
Salustro, vice president of development
at Chicago Public Radio. Stations need to

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

National Public Radio. Stations are just
beginning to unearth community leaders
willing to give at those higher levels, who
can inspire their friends to do the same.
Grants from foundations are another
relatively untapped revenue stream, said
Caryn Mathes, general manager of

Podcast
Continued from page 31

It Might Not Hurt.
1. Write down the names of three prospects who knight buy anew or
/creative idea from you. (Three is agood number to start with.)
2. Visit gracebroadcast.com, check out the current "Sales Boosters"

a podcast. A new edition is
made available every morning at 5 a.m.,
so that commuters can download the
show and go.
How does CHUM post a morning
show podcast before it has gone to air?
"What we actually do is produce an
aging it as

WAMU(FM) in Washington. Though
those dollars are difficult to acquire,
they're worth pursuing, she said.
Yet even as stations diversify their
development activities, much attention
still needs to be paid to the fundamentals,
many public radio managers contend. For
example, stations could do abetter job at
converting listeners into members and
then renewing those donors, Mathes said.
On-air pledge practices also deserve
review, she added, particularly the dependence on premiums used to bait new
members. Tasty premiums entice people
to give, but create a trap of having to
offer ever better giveaways to lure those
dollars. As premiums become more
expensive, stations are netting less revenue.
Raising adollar is proving more difSee FUNDRAISING, page 33
mute to work by subway, aplace where
FM signals can't get through."
In future, CHUM plans to podcast its
vast archives of rock star interviews.
"We have stuff going back to the late
1960s, including interviews with Jimi
Hendrix, Janis Joplin and Elton John,"
Farina said. "Our people have been doing
agreat job of salvaging this material from
old tapes and transferring them into
sound files, where they will be accessed
through our server."

and download any demos that might appeal to these prospects.

en,
,

3. Put together apackage and present it with the audio demo to your
prospects. They might just say... Yes!
Questions? Call us at (r8 472-2388. The suggestion above is risk-free. And highly effective.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Sound Ideas for Building Business'.

Digital Weatherman

Never Dub Weather Agan

• Accurate weather forecasts 24/7
• Totally automated - no dubbing
• Works great with satellite or
voice-tracked stations
• Perfect for local sponsorship
For information
visit www.digitaiweatherman.com

SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call Tina For Details
1-773-472-2495

or call 800-391-5726

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldt readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Tina at 1-773472-2495.

Every weekday you can download highlights from CHUM FM's Morning Show
with Roger Rick and Marilyn to your MP3 player. Now you can listen to Roger
.
—

CHUM(FM) listeners can download highlights of the '
Roger,
Rick and Marilyn' morning show to their MP3 players.
up-to-date package of news, weather and
sports, and bundle it with highlights from
the previous day's morning show," said
PD Rob Farina.
"People can set their Web browsers to
download the podcast when it becomes
available, then listen to it while they corn-

"For years, I've been telling talent,
'Your day job is ameans, not the end,—
said consultant Cooke. "And I've been
telling stations, ' Your transmitter is merely one way to distribute your content.'
Now, thanks to the advent of podcasting,
we know where else to be."

e
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Continued from page 32

ficult today as new technologies like
podcasting and satellite radio steal listeners from traditional broadcasts, said
consultant Sheila Rue. In an increasingly on-demand world, listeners can tune
out pledge drives, which many find
annoying.
While larger, wealthier public stations
are expanding their fundraising activities
despite such threats, smaller, poorer stations face their own unique challenges.
Lack of staff is the chief impediment
at KRWG(FM) in Las Cruces, N.M.,
according to Development Director Ford
Ballard. For many years, he alone was
the fundraising department — responsible for bringing in more than $200,000 a
year in his economically depressed community. Now there are two people on
staff, he reports.
The capacity of any single fundraiser
in his market is about $ 150,000 ayear,
Ballard estimates. "After that, you just
don't have enough hours in the day."
"In more rural and depressed areas, it's
just that much harder to find the money,"
he said. "You have to be more resourceful for longer."
Other small stations, still in their
fundraising infancy, are just learning the
basics.
"Our challenge is in doing it for the
first time and to make it effective" said
Tom Crawford, GM of WMSE(FM) in
Milwaukee. Public stations in his market
have been doing pledge drives for
decades; his station is just gearing up.
A latecomer to the game, WMSE is
learning to talk to its listeners in new
ways to inspire contributions without
annoying them. Given the station's alternative music format, it's a tricky task
because listeners aren't accustomed to
the more traditional appeals for support
heard on other pubradio outlets.
New costs
Regardless of size, nearly every station
faces rising programming costs and the
bill for digital conversion, according to
Ken Mills, aprogramming consultant.
Nearly all news/talk stations will pay
more for programming now that Public
Radio International and Minnesota Public
Radio have parted ways. Programs from
PRI and American Public Media, the
Minnesota spin-off, now come with their
own costs rather than one neatly bundled
fee, in addition to fees already paid to
NPR for programming
The bump is forcing many stations to
make painful decisions about eliminating
certain programs, Mills said. With stations
facing a20 to 30 percent boost, there are
"real bottom-line cash flow issues."
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting
is helping defray the costs of digital conversion for many stations, but training costs on
the new equipment will add to station
expenses, Mills said. Because some stations
will launch multiple programming streams,
they must also absorb the costs of additional programming.
As potent aproblem as rising costs are
rising expenses at many stations, warns
consultant John Sutton. "Stations build
their budgets on what they want to spend,
not what they can raise."
New spending on local programming,
Web sites, administration and overhead is
wiping out the gains made in fundraising.
To cover the shortfall, Sutton said, stations are scrambling halfway through the
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fiscal year to add pledge days or drop
more direct mail. Sutton encourages stations- to set realistic three- to-five-year
financial plans and stick to them.
Even as stations develop new ways to
solicit money, the "ask" is still the most
important part of the process, says Steve
Ramsey, GM of KBCS(FM) in Bellevue,
Wash. " You have to ask for what you
need," he said. " Stations that haven't
done well financially haven't made that
connection with their community or stated their needs."
Ultimately, if public stations provide
listeners with avaluable service and ask
them to pay for it, they usually do.
"The challenge is to articulate what we
need and ask our listeners for it."
The author is afreelance writer based
in Washington. Reach him via e-mail at
dodenwald @ ancom.
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Name: Michael LeClair
Occupation: Chief Engineer, WBUR Group: Technical Editor,
Radio World Engineering Extra

C:=0

Certification: SBE Certified CPBE
Your mentor: Jim Bonney, an engineer at WBUR for more
than 40 years. His work ethic and attention to detail set the
standard for me.
Favorite station growing up: Early memories are of hit
stations like KDWB(AM) Minneapolis and WABC(AM) New York.
As FM came into its own I
was afan of experimental formats like WNEW(FM)'s.
Most rewarding project: Building amulti- studio complex for NPR show production.
Favorite technical toy: Spectrum analyzer; power inverter for the car.

Raclikif likelcJ.s

pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like Michael LeClair. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers

HD RADIO'?
I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right STL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.
àifor

With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q2SLAN, the first STL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.
Or add a bi-directional Ethernet LAN
extension and serial
data link to a new
or existing STL with
the license-free 900
MHz Lanlink 900D.
For Il lines or
license-free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starlink
SL9003T1 STL/TSL
transports bi-directional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.
Your best connection to the future is
asmart STL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD Radio" and the new digital
services of tomorrow.
Give the digital STL experts at Moseley
acall for more details.

Moseley
Dave Chancey

805 968 9621

Bill Gould

978 373 6303

www.moseleysb.com
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Promo Power

What Makes aGreat Promotion Director?
The owner had his feet up propped up
on his desk as we discussed acandidate
for promotion director at one of his radio
stations.
"Is it your belief that a person has
to be creative to be a great promotion
director?" he asked me. "Ireally liked
the redhead the best out of the three
we interviewed; but Ididn't get the
sense she could think really fast on her
feet."
Ianswered his question and we made
our plans. But Iwas surprised he didn't
pose the larger question: "What are the
qualities to look for when searching for a
promotion director?" Maybe he already
knew.

by Mark Lapidus

The answer to the first question is
"no."
A promotion director doesn't have to
be unusually creative to be successful.
He or she can compensate by building a
library of creative, successful promotions and keeping this library close-by
for easy access.
Build your library
Building this " promotion library"
does take time; it doesn't happen all at
once. The idea is collect promotion
names and details and put them into a
folder.
For example, several times a year, I
write an article in Radio World that con-

SO El

Organization
Now, what qualities should you look
for when hiring apromotion director?
Part of the answer depends on market
size and the actual job description.
Some promotion directors are strictly
event managers. Others also function as
marketing director and need to know
how to place outside media. That's a
wide range.
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In your buying experience?

Then you should speak to the pros.
The pros at Full Compass offer the best
buying

experience

in
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your options and capabilities using the
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pricing

available.

industry. Serving our customers

Serving the audio and video industry

for 28 years, we offer knowledge,

for 28 years, Full Compass is proud

loyalty and long-term service. Our
honest personal consultants reveal

//Services we offer:\
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I
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to offer the most extensive selection
of products and services in the nation.

Full Service Consultation
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WHERE THE PROS ARE.
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Monday- Friday 9-5:30 CST
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disponibles en x1178 y x11641
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The most comprehensive catalog
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Request your free copy:
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tains various promotions for an entire
season. So take a pair of scissors, cut
out each idea you see here — like
"Father's Day 500" or "Fat Boy 500" or
"Diaper Derby" — and put it in its own
folder for easy reference. Sort the list by
time of year.
Look for promotion ideas in trade
magazines and radio station Web sites.
When you see something you like,
save it and file it in your promotion
library.
When you need ideas for annual planning, sales promotions or a spur-of-themoment promotion, you'll have a lot to
choose from.
Add to this collection often. Look for
ideas across formats. If your library
doesn't get a shot of new life every
month, you'll soon stop using it.

800-476-9886
M-F 8-8

Sat 10-4 CST

interview a
candidate, make
sure she's actually
listening. If she's
not tracking during
an interview
situation, you're
getting a large clue.
One quality both of these positions
require is organization. Your candidate
must have worked in a position that
tested his or her organizational skills.
If the candidate hasn't already managed various priorities in a previous
position, he or she likely won't be able
to handle the multi- level chess played
every day by a promotion director.
Have the candidate tell you what systems they've used to stay organized
with events, contesting, meetings and
task execution.
Great people skills are a definite
must. A promotion director has to be
able to finesse things internally
between a program director and sales
manager. They have to be able to train
an assistant and/or part-time promotion
workers.
If your new guy can't relate to other
people easily, he won't even understand
why he's failing when things go wrong
(which they always do).
Listening is a skill the candidate
must have mastered. It's easy to talk but
not so easy to take in information.
When you interview a candidate, make
sure she's actually listening. If she's not
tracking during an interview situation,
you're getting alarge clue.
How open is your candidate to new
See HIRING, page 37

MARANTZ PROFESSIONAL

>

Introducing the Marantz Professional PMD660
D&M Professional, manufacturer of the renowned

Designed for demanding field applications, the PMD660

Marantz Professional PMD family of professional recorders,

can operate for up to four hours on four AA batteries. The two

is proud to introduce their newest field recorder, the hand-held

built-in stereo condenser mics, two XLR microphone con-

PMD660.

nections with 48 V phantom power and stereo line I/O

This exceptionally rugged solid-state recorder uses

complete the comprehensive set of audio features.

inexpensive Compact Flash ( CF) media cards to record
Reliable and Economical

crystal-clear digital audio. Uncompressed .wav files can be

By virtue of its solid-state design, the PMD660 has no

recorded at 44.1 or 48 kHz, and high-quality mp3 files can be
recorded in mono (at 64 kbps) or in stereo (at 128 kbps). A
standard 1GB CF card can hold well over an hour of
uncompressed stereo audio, over 17 hours of stereo .mp3, and
almost 36 hours of monaural .mp3.

moving parts, and is, therefore, dramatically more reliable
than cassette, DAT or other tape or disc formats. This carries
the added advantage of eliminating periodic maintenance and
all of its related costs.
Broadcast professionals have come to rely on Marantz
Professional for durability, reliability and sonic quality. The
PMD660 delivers this and more.
In addition to its outstanding performance and field
functionality, the PMD660 offers editing capabilities
unmatched by any competing field recorder. Included in the
firmware

are two editing modes. "Copy Segment" editing

uses nondestructive cut-and-paste-style editing to create anew
sound file, which canbe up/downloaded via the built-in USB
port. With Marantz's exclusive "Virtual Track" editing mode,
you can create an internal edit list enabling nonlinear playback

D&M Professional

ma rant z
PROFESSIONAL

of file segments, without using card memory to create anew
file. Ninety-nine virtual tracks can be created to compare
edits, set up multiple soundbites or to provide interview
segments of differing durations.
The optional RC600 wired remote control provides

Marantz Professional

1100 Maplewood Drive

Record/Pause control, track marking and peak metering from

Itasca, IL 60143

the microphone position, so a field reporter can concentrate

Phone: 866-405-2154;

on the story, and still run the show.

630-741-0330

Remarkably, Marantz's newest, most- portable, fully

Fax: 630-741-0652
E-mail: info@d-mpro.com

functional, professional solid-state field recorder is also the

www.d-mpro.com

most affordable solid-state PMD to date.
D&M Professional builds for professionals. Their designs
are based on generations of feedback by committed
broadcasters and skilled engineers. The new Marantz
Professional PMD660 is the culmination of over 20 years of
field recording experience.
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'Eight Major Myths About Radio'
that with shorter commercial breaks ( i.e.,
those having four or fewer ads), roughly
80 percent of the qualified audience was
still listening after the second commercial, and roughly 70 percent was still listening after the third spot.

This spring the Radio Advertising
Bureau issued asummary for journalists,
intended to dispel what it called major
myths about radio. This is the RAB 'stext.
1. Clutter
a. A Harris Nesbitt Study from
February, 2005 found that spot loads on
radio had been reduced by 13 percent in
the top 10 markets since October, 2004
b. Overwhelmingly, consumers perceive TV to have more commercials than
radio, according to an Arbitron/ Edison
Media Spot Load Study released in May
of 2005
c. Radio is the medium at the forefront
of addressing clutter with initiatives such
as Less Is More from Clear Channel and
various spot load restriction policies from
other radio groups
d. Listeners prefer more frequent and
shorter breaks, with 57 percent voting for
three breaks of four spots over two
breaks of six spots in the Arbitron/Edison
Media Spot Load Study
e. Less Is More is noticed by listeners.
Two studies from early in 2005, the

Hiring

2. Not Innovative/Not Cool/
Fearful/Slow To Change

Burke and the Navigauge Studies,
revealed that Clear Channel listeners
noticed fewer commercials, shorter commercial breaks and more music.
f. The Navigauge Study from January
2005 corroborated this finding. While
conducted in only one market, the study
supports the larger studies, confirming

a. HD Radio (
see RAB White Paper
for details)
— Multicasting: May 2005, Infinity
announces WUSN(FM) will broadcast
separate programming on second channel
using HD Radio technology
b. New Formats: Jack, Bob, Hurban,
Progressive Talk, Doug, Chill, Sam,

C 74 :FATIVE

USE

gCREASES

OF

Charlie
c. Webcasting
— Format Variation Streaming:
Infinity's K- ROCK, N.Y. streaming a
niche version of its broadcast format
— Clear Channel plans include webcasting videos of specially produced concerts on station sites
— Simulcast Streaming: more delivery
options for listeners (computer at work)
d. Visual Radio from Infinity: listeners
can tune in to local FM radio via their
mobile phones while simultaneously
receiving interactive information and
graphics that are synchronized with the
broadcast
e. Podcasting
—Infinity's KYOU, San Francisco: listeners submit their own podcasts
— Premier Radio Networks offers podSee MYTHS, page 39

DATA

LISTENERSHIP

Re-"-VENHP.

Continued from page 34

ideas and new ways of approaching
things? You're probably not going to
find this out during an interview. You'll
have to dig around a bit with previous
employers to discover the truth. It's
amazing how many people have convinced themselves they know the definite way to accomplish something and
that their way is the only way.
If you discover this type of thinking,
run. The best candidates have learned
that there are lots of ways to approach a
situation. •
Can your candidate multi-task? Does
he accept responsibility for his actions?
If he hasn't worked in an environment
where he's got five or more balls in the
air at once, he'll be struggling as promotion director.
Someone who looks for complete
closure on a project will not be happy
as a promotion director for very long.
The buck does often stop with apromotion director, so she must be able to take
solid responsibility for herself and those
she hires.
Is your candidate presentable? While
this isn't nearly as important as other
things we've covered, he does have to
able to represent you in front of clients,
non-profits and local agencies.
What work history should they
already have? Again, part of this
depends on market size and salary. In
general, apromotion director in amajor
market should have been an assistant
promotion director for a number of
years, or better a promotion director,
even if in asmaller market.
One more hint for managers or GMs
in major markets looking for more
advanced
marketing
directors:
Considering hiring a program director
from a smaller market who loves marketing and promotion. It's usually the
best part of their jobs in smaller markets.
Mark Lapidus is president of
Lapidus Media. Write to him at marklapidus@yahoo.com.
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media users. According to the
Simultaneous Media Usage Study by
BIG Research, 70 percent of consumers,
at one time or another, use media simultaneously

hours with all media)
7. Commercial Length
a. The Burke Study revealed that a
commercial's effectiveness is not depen-

casts of nationally syndicated shows to
"subscribers"
3. Youth Market
a. According to a Kaiser Family
Foundation Study released in 2005, 74
percent of 8- to 18-year-olds listen to the
radio. That's more than listen to aCD.
tape or MP3 player
b. The Kaiser Study also found that 84
percent of 8- to 18-year-olds have aradio
in their bedroom — that's more than have
aTV (68 percent) and a lot moré than
have acomputer (31 percent)
c. Over one-third of 12- to 24-yearolds noticed stations playing fewer commercials (36 percent) and shorter breaks
(39 percent) in the Arbitron/Edison
Media Spot Load Study

°Two studies from early in 2005 ... revealed
that Clear Channel listeners noticed
fewer commercials, shorter commercial
breaks and more music.
d. According to the Veronis Suhler
2004 Communications Industry Report,
consumers are spending more hours per
year with radio than other media (over
1,000 hours; over 28 percent of total

dent on length. Creative, well-executed,
relevant spots generate strong recall.
b. In that same study, a significant
number of 30- and 15- second commercials had recall scores equal to or greater

than many 60-second commercials, suggesting that recall and impact relate to
things other than commercial length
8. Schedule Integrity
a. Advances in EDI
— Over 25,000 invoices monthly are
delivered electronically from the rep
firms and the station traffic systems. That
figure was only 1,000 in 2003 and should
triple or quadruple at arapid pace
b. AAAA/RAB: Radio Buying/Selling
Guidelines Task Force
c. Fox Network-24/Clear Channel
Case Study: unique, serialized campaign
demanded accurate implementation of
the schedule
d. Susquehanna Guarantee
— Two for one make goods for elite
customers
—Promotional recaps within 10 days..

T

he Kaiser
Study found

that 84 percent of

RLM24

8- to 18- year-olds

High density Digital Audio Metering*

have a radio in
their bedroom —
that's more than
have a TV and a
lot more than have
a computer.
d. The same Spot Load Study found
that younger listeners ( 12 to 24) are more
likely to increase Time Spent Listening
to radio when adecrease in spot loads is
perceived
4. Creative
a. Mercury Awards have encouraged
and rewarded radio creative excellence
and brought more awareness to agency
creative departments
b. Mercury Creative Workshops have
elevated level of radio creative
c. The 2005 Cannes Advertising
Festival added radio as acategory
d. Clear Channel's Creative Services
Group has helped national and local
clients develop successful creative
e. The Wirthlin Study revealed that
advertising and programming are part of
the same experience for listeners. Radio
ads work best when they are compatible
with their surroundings and are formatand lifestyle-specific.

The RLM24 provides 24 stereo VU/PPM
loudness meters in two rack units of space.

5. Not A Branding Medium
a. Motel 6
b. Budweiser
c. On Star
d. Snapple
e. Mt. Sinai
f. AT&T
6. Declining Listenership
a. Reach 94 percent of the population;
over 228 million unique listeners
b. Total number of listeners has consistently grown each year; over 25 million
new listeners in the past 10 years.
c. Drop in TSL is comparable to other
media, as consumers become multi-

Features include
Silence sensing with audible and visual alarms, individual channel
threshold anc(tirne delay, GPOs to trigger external devices.

CliMiteDCZI
455 Milner Ave., Unit 10

Toronto, ON, Canada

ward- beck systems

M1B 2K4

416.335.5999
800.771.2556

ward-beck.com

#1717

Products & Services

VoxPro PC
Fast, Simple, Co • I
Voice Phone Edith' .

Simply Simple.
Call or visit us online

SEMICONDUCTORS

gEttla

PASSIVES IINTERCON ,JECTS I POWEF IELECTROMECHANICAL I'EST. TOOLS & SUPPLIES

I!!

[MOUSER'

a

L
.E

New Products
New Suppliers.

atit company

New Technologies,
Available at most

(800) 346-6873
vvvvw.inouser.com

New Catalog Every 90 Gays!

broadcast distributors
206.842.5202 x204

name..

one/ Kau.

van

trbrldeurts « Kamer 1.100.101.1.

www.audionlabs.com

Efficient

You've been to Vegas.
You've seen all the toys.

4

TI-OPTELATOR NOW AVAILABLE!

Here's the toy
that really %modes.
0
RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing, your products and services.

The Pro Announcer 500PH
The amazing microphone
processor that eliminates
room noise and hollow room
syndrome, plus provides
absolute level control.

Fiber Optic Modem Protection

Tina Tharp ,'
773- 4727uest

For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038,

-re

Ph: 727-823-6100, Fax: 727-823-6044. For pricing and sales call
Hams, Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast

hR corp
www.aircorp.biz

For moi -einformation. contact

Light Protection that keeps on working!
Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RF Industry.

Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange
Brokers Inc., S.C.M.S., or your local distributor.
See our web page:

972-304-0455

RodLe WAi

www.opticshield.com li is for real'

The Ultimate

'

Network Control of Voice Processors?
5 200

.Symeter

t:
You bet.

PREV

NEXT

EXIT

ENTER

Digital

O

Voice

Processor

1
.2i71171

ALIUST

BYPgSS

HOME

Network control gives you the freedom to adjust processors while they're on he air - without
leaving your desk. Network control gives you the power to remotely manage programs

running on processors in multiple studios. Network control helps you realize the potential of digital audio
Give each AirTools 6200 Digital Voice Processor its own IP address on your station's LAN. Then you're in control.
Contact your AirTools dealer and see what network control can do for you.

alFrirdiss
Engineered by symetrix
AirToolsAudio.com
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people accept it. National Public Radio is
really making some inroads."
Jury said, "We see a lot of interest in
multichannel. People come by and play
with the radios. KTSJ has been demonstrating how you can go to amultichannel format. Isee alot of wheels turning
in people's heads."
When it comes to new audio opportunities such as 5.1 on FM, he added, "This
will be another way to capture the hearts
and minds of the audience by offering
them asurround sound experience.
Tom McGinley, director of engineering for Infinity Seattle and an adviser to
Radio World, seemed to capture the sense
of attendees on the topic of digital radio
when he said, "Contrary to what was
reported in Wired magazine, radio is not
dead yet. This thing is really going to
happen."4

Spring Show Attendees Seem Upbeat

medium-size group owners. They are saying maybe there is way that they can supAbout Recent Innovations in the Medium
port podcasting. Maybe they can integrate
don't like the huge long spot blocks. I into other venues and delivery systems."
by Jackie Broo
When it comes to the new capabilities
like to listen to the music."
offered by digital radio, interviewees
Her colleague Jeff Zigler, vice presiRadio industry people are radio listendent of sales/engineering, added, "It is a agreed that the possibilities are wide
ers, as well. And most seem supportive of
open.
great sign that radio is willing to examine
initiatives happening in radio to improve
"One of the big powers of local
itself." Zigler also cited podcasting as
its product, on both the programming and
AM/FM radio is that you have all this
possibly an alternative form of delivery
technology sides.
innovation on the local level:' Jury said.
for broadcasters. " It's another option,
Radio World queried attendees at the
"Everyone is thinking about how they
rather than putting everything on the
spring NAB show for their feelings as
transmitter. Good content is content."
can take advantage of these new features
radio consumers. To aperson, everyone
and really create extra content."
was encouraged by the changes.
Troje said of multicasting, "This one
Alternative delivery
Of Clear Channel's " Less Is More"
of those the 'chicken and egg' things. We
troje offered similar thoughts.
spot reduction program, Michael Troje,
want to see it work and we want to see
"I have heard some comments from
regional sales manager for transmitter
supplier Continental Electronics Corp.,
said, "From my own viewpoint, Iam glad
to see it happen. One of the problems that
Ihave had with consolidation is the fact
that programming becomes consolidated,
t
nk Satellite Automation.:.'
and you have fewer choices."
Troje thinks market forces are making
larger companies react to the wider variety of needs of their customers.

•
tli nk illemill

ONLY $ 100

41547/111111

PER MONTI",

tis a great sign
that radio is
willing to examine

mum

Xtreme
'SOFTWARE
powerful Windows PC software
for live air, automation, scheduling, and production

now snipping !!!

itself.
IMF

— Jeff Zigler, Prophet
Systems
"As we look to the future of radio, we
have to deliver more flexible content.
And Ithink the radio groups are starting
to take aserious look on how to do that."
Jeff Jury, COO of Ibiquity Digital,
said, "Iactually think the idea of trying
to be more responsive to the audience is
great; and it fits nicely with what we are
trying to do with HD Radio."
With HD Radio, he said, broadcasters
will be able to offer something better for
their listeners. "That can only be interpreted in apositive way if it is amuch
richer experience for the listener."
Options
Wyoming Public Radio Engineer Jim
Hereford said he thinks his organization
has benefited from the lack of diversity
among commercial broadcasters.
"Public radio is really alive in
Wyoming. We get excellent listener support:' he said.
"We do get Arbitron of our coverage
and watch our market closely. We really
are the largest media outlet in the state.
We have a large news department and
cover state news pretty effectively."
Attendee
Mike
Murrell
from
Knoxville, Tenn., said, "This is achance
to go back and look and say, ' What are
we really doing here? Are we serving our
listener? Or are we just putting out what
we want?"
As more channels hit the airwaves
with supplemental audio, he said, listeners are going to find the new channels
that they want.
Jackie Lockhart, vice president of
marketing for manufacturer Prophet
Systems, said, "Ido think that some of
them ( changes) are very important. I

The ' Bridge' hardware ..

No down payment

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio

Return at any time

sound cards, routing switchers, and con-

Free Factory training

trol logic so that the PC requires NO spe-

Free Hardware support

cial hardware or setup. This means that

Free Telephone support

the PC can be off- the- shelf, and unmodi-

Free Software upgrades

fied so that it is easily serviced locally.

Free Hardware upgrades

The Xtreme ' Solutions' program is per

Free PC and Network setup

workstation for complete redundancy

the XTREME '
Solutions' program

and backup. Imagine an AM/FM combo
with production room for only $ 300 per
month. With more than 15 years of

Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio
systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We

automation experience and thousands of
Arrakis automation systems in the field
around the world, Arrakis can provide
you with the solution that meets BOTH
your business AND technology needs.

supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that
you supply is the PC. Without alarge initial equipment investment
there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free
system configuration and training you receive the help you need
to make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means
you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you
with that too... also for free.

Xtreme ' HARDWARE'
a 16 x3stereo routing
switcher, dual PC sound
cards, St control logic

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

970-461-0730

www.arrakis-systems.com

now shipping !!!

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

CONSOLES

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

pqAcousticsFirst

U1,°.Z:888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-6876357.
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
Want to Buy

ANTENNAS

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EO's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Sell

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

Schafer TC500 xmtr remote
control, multiple unit capacity,
phone/STL compatible, $ 250/60.
Steve Kafka, PUB 8761, Omaha NE
68108. 402-706-8107.
Want to Buy

Want to Buy

Marti RPU equipment. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497,
contcomm@sbcglobatnet.

Want to Sell

HADDEN a ASSOC.
• Texas Class ACash
Flow-$ 975K

Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326

• Fla. Gulf FM C3
25KW-$975K
• SE TV FullPower
CashFlow-53.5M
407.699.6069
Maddenws@aol.com
Web: Haddenonline.COM

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
MUM RION» AM RAM BOOM
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Horns, CCA, CSI,

McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435
Mooderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
Want to Buy
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Broadcast Electronics AudioVault
8.40 Hot AC Library on hard drive,
removed from service 9/1/05,
$4000/130. Jerry Evans, KPTL,
1960 Idaho St, Carson City NV
89411. 775-884-8000.
Enco
DADpro32
y 4.2m
automation system, upgraded in
'04. On-air & production unit,
removed from service 5/1/05,
$3500/130. Jerry Evans, KPTL,
1960 Idaho St, Carson City NV
89411. 775-884-8000

I'm looking for San Francisco Bay
area radio station recordings from
the 1920's- 1980's. For example:
Top 40 radio show newscasts, live
band remotes, sports recordings,
talk shows, R7B, religious, etc.
From stations like: KSFO, KTAB,
KFRC, KNBC, KNKB, KOW, etc. I'll
pay for copies, 415 383 6216.

Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

Toll Free:

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
877 -722 -703/ • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountiy.com

NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES

S

CCA HELP

•Rotron Blowers • Rebuilt Plate Blockers • Tubes
•Tube sockets/parts • most all transmitter parts
•rebuilt tuning line assemblies
Goodrich Ent. Inc
402-493-1886
www.gooclrichenterprises.com
cgoodrichetconl.corn

S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STI:s Studio & Test Equipment

iennrucieoic
m
o

Know We Know Radio" S

Continental Electronic 3i5R-1 (828E-1).
Includes
several
replacement cards. Unit has been
well maintained and was in good
working order when removed from
service recently. $5,000.00/130.
Timothy Crews,WCRK, 204 Brown
Ave, Morristown, TN 37814. 423586-9101.
McMARTIN BF- 5K, 5kW
Factory rebuilt in perfect,
new condition, includes
tubes, tested & tuned on
frequency.
Guaranteed,
adjustable from 0 to 5.5
Goodrich Enterprises Inc,
493-1886.

r

'

ea_

Member of BBB

REMOTE 6.

TAPES/CARTS

MICROWAVE

/REELS/CD's

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

Gentner Microtel remote telephone
broadcast unit. One channel battery,
$15. Peter Russell, PUB 443,
Topsham ME 04086. 207-833-5473.

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

FM.
like
new
your
fully
kW.
402-

Broadcast Electronics
30KV FM Transmitter
For Sale
From

World Leader

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040

S "You

Wow irt our 34tit y
r
.,.

In
AM - FM
Transmitters

GELECO

416-421-5631
Fax: 416-421-3880
Email:
info@gelecoelectronics.com

AM 8 FM Pre-Owned
Units In Stock
All Powers • Manufactures • Instruchon Books
•Spares & All Complete

our Websrte
www.besco-int.com
Visit

Cr Call Rob Malany. National/111V! Sales

at 321-960-4001
McMartin TBM3000 FM frequency
monitor, $ 75/80. Steve Kafka,
PUB 8761, Omaha NE 68108.
402-706-8107.

1111111 Online

Moseley 10 watt stereo FM
xmtr/exciter. H62H2 FM gen 4 RF
unit, H6240 10 watt amp, SCG-3
stereo generator. Working when
removed from service, up to spec,
$500/B0. Steve Kafka, POB 8761,
Omaha NE 68108. 402-706-8107.

Want to Buy
AM Phasors, phasor parts, AM- 19
phase monitors, RF switches, AM
xmtrs.
Continental
Communications,
314-664-4497,
ccontcomm@sbcglobatnet.

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!

Your Company

To advertise, call 773-472-2495
or e-mail: ttharpeimaspub.com

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Want to Buy
AMs, FMs, CPs or Translator, LPTV
CPs in RI, CT, MA & FL. No station to
small, will consider partnership. Also
cash waiting. Also LPTV, CP or lic
ones. Michael Cardillo, 151 Morgar
St, Cranston RI 02920. 401-9428341 or mondmikeradio@aol.com.

BUY - SELL - TRADE

FACILITIES

SCMS, Inc. (
800) 438-6040
'You Know We Know Radio S

1,000 watt AM station in North
Central,
NY
state.
Harris
transmitter along with 12.2 acres
of property included. Has CP to
raise tower height and Mail
Studio Waiver. Please visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale for mor3
information as well as information
on five satellators for sale in the
Midwest. Contact Mike Raley at
mraley@bbnradio.org or call
(704) 523-5555.

RAY COUNTRY !BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

Want to Sell

STATIONS

Television & FM

3-1/8" & 1-5/8" coaxial relays.
Continental Communications,
contact us at 314-664-4497,
contcomm@sbcglobatnet.

TRANSMITTERS

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

MICROPHONES

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Check out the web site!

If we don't have d, we will get
it! SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio

Seerier Ikeezeicaet Koduce,

Want to Buy

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

S

www.acousticsfirst.com

/TOWERS/CABLES

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

Collector is looking for 10"
music
tapes
from
Drake
Chenault, TM, Century 21, Peters,
etc. Must be announced. Please
reply to: zenithfan@aol.com.

eB

cast Ind

Transmitters and
1.5 KW
3.5 KW
5KW
6KW
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
50 KW

1987
1992
1982
1995
1995
1980
1988
2001
1978
1991
1980
1982
1986
1982

1Kw
1KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
50 KW

1983
1986
1985
1996
1982
1986
1985

Used FM Transmitters
BEFM1.5A
Harris HI3.5
Harris FM 5K
Henry 6000D
BE FM 10B
CCA 12,000E
Harris HTIO
Henry 10,000D-95
Collins 831G2
Harris HT 20
CSI- 25- FA (Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher
Used AM Transmitters
Harris MW1A Solid State
Harris SX1A Solid State
Continental 315R1
Harris Gates 5Solid State
Harris MW5A
Harris MW1OB
Continental 317C2

I
, since 1.9
Television
Erciter5
Used Continental 802E1
•New' 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitlers Analog and Oizital
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF
IV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
IV STL
Used TV Transmitters
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA Tr11-30-A, CH 50
Used Misc. Equipment
Audio Amplifiers:
BGW 85
Crown D-75
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19 w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our web site for current listing's

800-441-8454 * 215-938-7304 * FAX: 215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com
E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

WI% EVANS

( ,
\pplir «Mons and Field Engineering

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

ASSOC1/1111,

•Inluency Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•[ MC Test lab- FCC and European ( IL(

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
I . rna

651-784-7445

infon ' mg.( tim

5844 Hainkina Av.. N., Shoreview, MN 55128

C

k•C•0

K,

•

BROMK 4S ITi,c usic 4i Cohst.ii Vs is
Full Service From Allocation in

ledlet•ING COW

AM. FM, TV coverage

8 Upgrt •

Broadcast transmission Wild,
design
"
FCC applications preparation
construction permit and ficens ,:
enalneering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrah,

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Facilitich Deign

4

Over 45 rears engineering
and turricitin,se experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

Market Analysis
Engineering Software

101

info@dataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

orld.com
81)0-368-5754

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

Doug Vernier

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting

ALLOCATION STLEIIE5

AMIFM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

ittdil: link (festtreilm.com

web: www.stircom.coiti

Ne

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY
•AM
411
•
antenna estrivall
meamucswee & Mod •
•tidDRA/
utortkveritsulatee
thrly.s ‘r,', •
HA/at: • • • " •
Testr

ft

ftZare ior your fiC

(800) 743-3684

11418
44

re toua

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSHA measurements
384-258-7921

N1

PROMOTE YOUR

Radio World

22(5 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

Visit us en ea web at wanuenneettcern
Oommrst Sq., OE, Mamie OA - 70e-775-mil

www.v-soft.com

To advertise in

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

9049 Shady Grove (our
Gaithersburg,MD208 7
(301) 921-01!
Ingincering. Inc.
Far ( 3011590-97, •
Member AWE
muilaneymullenquo,.

Telecommunication Consultants

Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full- color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

It

FASTER__

Fickl %inic:Antrnna and

Lwww.corrmiteclirf.c -ot 11

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Operation AM/I'M/TV/Al 'X tiers ices:

PO Box 1130
Tel (85E085- '
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax (8561985-- .

datsweple

I

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

MMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES

FROM STOCK

210 S Main St. Thiensvrtle, WI 53092. (262) 242-6000. FAX (
262) 242-6045
tittp_riwww evansassoc corn
Member AFCCE

Fax 051) 784 7541
si• tar" vii

CORNELL-DU BILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS IN.
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Fax 304-258-7927

Distributor?

Celenza

Communications Consultants
FM-AM-TV-LFTV-LPFM

BUSINESS!

e-mail:

ADVERTISE HERE!

Applications. Amendments.
llpgrades, Frequency Searches.

atharpl@aol.com

Space is available.

Directional Antennas
Ikid Work (Station Inspections)

ADVERTISE!
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For more information,
call Tina Tharp

Kathleen Cracent, Comm

N.Y.

11727

MO Online

at 773-472-2495

Zoe liemitot

Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

516-429-8340
celenza@prodigy.net

631-965-0816 or

mine!

Rodize Waneld
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA
PHONE: 773-472-2495

January 1, 2005

deadlines, fax Tina Tharp at
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we now accept VISA,
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POWER TUBES
REBUILT

1/2 THE COST
NEW

OF NEW!

TUBE

June 22, 2005

TEL: 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX + 1-530-666-7760
WWW.ECOnCO.C OM
SE HABLA ESPANOL

NEW TUBE

TUBES & COMPONENTS
FOR THE BEST PRICE

Hr service on transmitting tubes
sockets/parts, new &rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-493-1886
day
or
night,
www.900drichonfeeptusettem.

D

& 24

EMPLOYMENT

C Electronics
An International

Distributor of RF Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS.
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

HELP WANTED

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

CAN •

4anieL5

ISO 9001 Certified

ammtoniratwee ePower Melearry.

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

fl

NEW POWER TUBES
tee ? Fee

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Availability

EEV

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Worldwide

Pro-Tek®

To Order:
1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

311:

Blvd.
Spring Hill. FL 34609
3089 Dellinta

BEST SERVICE
Welexitei w...dandcelectronics.coto

I.

.•

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
— -

EIMAC
Motorola

Se Habla Esoailoi

1•••••••
c__e Paw. ibulrrnet

760-

TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA

Toshiba

Have you ever thought about
moving to the Big Sky Country of
Montana? The Northern News
Network, a 30 year family- run
business
headquartered
in
Billings, is looking for an experienced
fulltime
news
director for our statewide news
delivery.
This
is
your
opportunity to leave the stress
filled life of the big city and live
in the Wild, Wild West! In
Billings you're just ashort drive
to the mountains and to the
nation's first National Park:
Yellowstone. Plus, if you ski or
golf...well, in the Billings area
you can sometimes do both in
the
same
day.
Salary
is
negotiable
depending
on
experience and qualifications.
You'll have the opportunity to
become the News Voice of the
nations 4th largest state! For
more information or to submit
your resume, email: rerickson
@northernbroadcasting.com.

SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

800-737-2787
ail: rf

rts.com
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POSITIONS WANTED
Fresh ABS graduate looking for
promotions, production, or on-air
position. Great voice, with an
extensive knowledge of Rock-nRoll, both classic and alternative.
Will travel. Will, 580-748-1011.
Air personality, strong voice, easygoing, young and exciting seeking
aposition in sports, music, behind
the scenes, or sales. Grant:
gpearce10@yahoo.com or 469371-0813.
Energetic,
creative,
hard
working! Great writing, show prep
and master of basics on
mic/behind scenes. Good sense of
humor, plus quick witted. Dan,
whatadan@hotmail.com,
940531-0878.
Former sailor willing to cross
borders and push boundaries.
Opinionated, and articulate with an
outside-the- box mentality. Raw,
realistic and ready to broadcast
anywhere. Dave, 405-525-9603.

Recent ABS graduate who is
willing to travel. If you want
improvisational skills, multiple
voice talent, and creative writing,
I'm the man you're looking for.
Chris,
405-495-5803
or
ranger74@cox.net.
Young
radio
broadcaster
seeking employment at your
radio station. Can do digital
production,
on- air,
board
operations, news, and traffic.
ABS trained. Will relocate.
Elmer, 405-779-0694.
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified,
Commercial
FCC
License with radar, NABER
Certified
two
way
radio
technician, amateur radio extra.
seeks CE, asst. CE, FIT, P/T,
Contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell
Rakoff,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com ( 718)
969-5224 or write: 110-64
Queens Blvd. PMB# 494, Forest
Hills, New York 11375-6347.

To advertise, call 773-472-2495
or e-mail: tinatharol@aol,com.
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio Wocles Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only. M other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your lisbngs to as by filling out the form below Please be aware that rt takes one month for ', stings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmqted in order to run again. Thank you.
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Don't Kick AM Radio
When It's Down
The 5 kHz Bandwidth Reduction Trashes
A Struggling Service — and Listeners Do Notice
by Marvin Walther
While Iunderstand the premise of the
decision to reduce AM bandwidth to 5
kHz — and all too well — Istill have a
problem with the mathematics and psychology of it all.
I've been in this business for over 20
years and engineered for a good many
years of that. Never since the discussion
of NRSC have Iseen such venom spat by
the different factions on the subject of
bandwidth restriction.
First off, what happened to the expanded AM band? There was atheory kicked
around that the AM broadcast band could
be "thinned" out to reduce congestion.
That never really materialized; the radios
are readily available to the listener, but
hardly anything is there to listen to.
Second, when Iwas taught AM transmission theory at Valparaiso Technical
Institute in Valparaiso, Ind., Ilearned that
the modulation bandwidth was 10 kHz
above and below the carrier frequency,
with a 10 kHz protection on either side.
That makes astation's occupation at one
spot on the dial 40 kHz wide!
Now, Idon't know who put wax in the
ears of the proponents of 5 kHz bandwidth, and who talked them into the idea
that the listener won't notice adifference;
but Ido notice ahuge difference in the
freshness of the highs on my AM stations
when the highs are severely rolled back.
Does this mean we scrap NRSC,
which complicated sideband splatter and
harmonic problems and never should
have been implemented?
Too much 'woof'
Ask me, and 1would say roll back AM
audio to flat EQ and 10 kHz bandwidth
again, spread the stations out as originally
intended and make receivers good enough
to give appreciable audio quality. The
problem would be solved for analog AM
radio.
But Iwould also have to agree that it's
time to move on, technologically speaking. Ijust think that it should be done like
TV: Move AM service to anew piece of
spectrum for digital, and quietly legislate
the forcible removal of analog service
from the existing AM band or give it up
to something else.
But please don't trash aservice that's
already suffering at the hands of cheap
radios with bad circuits. Idefinitely don't
want to be listening to AM audio that
sounds like mud and makes the speakers in
my car rattle because of too much "woof?'
Besides, if listeners don't notice the
audio quality at 5 kHz, why do they
notice the difference in FM audio? Why
do they notice that CDs sound better than
FM? Could it be that high frequencies in
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the audio create interference patterns in
the lower frequencies, making the audio
more "hi-fi"?
Ithink Doctor Bose would at least
agree that even frequencies we can't hear
have an impact on those we do. Why else
build microphones that have supersonic
capture ability? Why do we have digital
recording with super- high sampling
rates? Because highs in the audio do matter. Ineed highs in my AM audio to
understand what's being played by the
station in order to overcome the road
noise of my car. If it's too muddy, it
sounds like the road noise.
By the way, if you want to reduce sideband interference, why not go Single
Sideband? The receivers can be easily
modified with a beat oscillator adapted
from the heterodyne circuit — apiece of
cake for most transistor and IC- based
radios today. But Idigress in sarcasm
here.
Full-throated AM
Not every market is beset with sideband interference issues. In fact, Iwould
venture a good guess that those stations
are in the minority, although it doesn't
seem like it to the big- city guys who
seem to set policy for the rest of us out
here because they're the ones having
problems because of too many licensees
in agiven market.
Based upon the logic of several proponents I've heard, maybe those stations
experiencing the interference should roll
back their highs. But most of the rural
stations, especially Class As, are still
doing fine with NRSC at 10 kHz (upper
and lower sidebands). And our listeners
do notice. I've heard it straight from their
mouths.
Iam proud of afull-throated sound of
my AM stations and intend to keep it
that way as long as possible. And if technology supplants analog service, Iwelcome the day. But until everybody can
make up their cotton-picking mind hov,
,
it's going to be done, please don't trash a
service that's already struggling with its
identity.
Iknow some of you out there don't
see it this way, and that's the wonderful
thing about America and Radio World's
Reader's Forum; at least we can agree to
disagree. But I, at least, have alegacy of
old engineering practices dating back for
more than 80 years to help me decide
what's the right thing. And 5 kHz audio
equates to going back to the days when
we used carbon microphones and
mechanical oscillators.
At least the audio will truly sound
"retro."
The author is chief engineer for
WIOS(AM) 1480 in Tawas City, Mich. t
o
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ers have something to say
"No superfluous information, only

reliable industry trends, great technical
information, timely equipment reviews
and opinions from people you can
trust. You're #1! 55
Greg Muir
Principal Engineer
Wolfram Engineering, Inc.
.
Great Falls, MT
Ink

www.heilsound.corn
Shown .Heil PR40 taige-Dionieter Dynomk Studio Microphone.
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No Need to Wait for IBOC to
Examine AM Improvement

Lights Out in
Smallville
Why has the FCC allowed Ibiquity to
rape the small-market stations with exorbitant license fees, not to mention huge capital investment with little or no return?
What happens when the commission
mandates IBOC implementation by aparticular date?
Soon the flashing red lights standing
sentinel on the outskirts of Smallville, USA
will be extinguished. But not to worry; in
addition to the large-market signals from 50
miles away, you'll have XM and Sirius,
which will no doubt soon offer free service
supported by — surprise! — commercials.
Tom Andrews
President
Lake Cities Broadcasting Corp.
Angola, Ind.

AM Is Hardly Dead
Imust ring in on "TV ' Must Carry'
Offers Lesson for Radio" (April 27). The
author can't be serious when he claims that
radio reception for HD could be "dumbed
down." Could he be any more vague?
Fact is, AM radio has never been more
realized for its superior quality — from
state-of-the-art audio source, STL equipment, and finally, the best transmitters
available in the analog market. It pushes the
bandwidth to the maximum envelope with
the best technology ever. Iappreciate this
every time Ipower up my GE Super Radio.
Iwish the author would say, "This is
my opinion," as it certainly is not fact. I
cut my teeth, almost literally, on the air
on AM radio when Iwas but achild. I
knew that the changing market would
affect all audio bands, but AM is hardly
dead — quite the contrary. It enjoys coverage and popularity it has not known in
decades due to news/talk, sports and
valuable information you can't get on
satellite audio. It enjoys one of the largest
audiences it has known in its existence.
Read the Arbs.
Many of us have not had the FM band
on our rigs for years. Why? No intelligent life here. Remember the song Queen
song "Radio Ga Ga" in the ' 80s? But I
digress.
Digital audio quality, either terrestrial or
satellite, may not be as important to the
consumer as analog signals once were, only
because of the technology inherent to digital. Oh, to think of the many times I

watched modulation monitors in Las Vegas
at the National Association of Broadcasters
conventions, their needles constantly riding
in the "illegal" zones while monitoring
audio from the local FM stations.
The audio was breaking up and as irritating as fingernails on the chalkboard
Since when do consumers not want the
best quality receivers? Iconstantly read and
hear about consumers that demand the best
from their equipment. Take alook at the sea
of reports, consumer information and technical journals. From what I've seen and heard,
it's quite the opposite of the author's claim.
It is the consumer who should and does
dictate what they want rather than those
who would presume to speak for them. It is
morally wrong to tell the consumer and
market what they want and should air.
That's what the free market is for — be it
analog, digital, satellite, terrestrial or otherwise. If anything is lacking, it is programming and mega-conglomerates — are you
listening, Clear Channel and Infinity? —
and too much emphasis on trash rather than
quality programming.
Itake no exception to developing good
over-the-air signals and state-of the-art
receivers, but Ido suggest checking the
facts, which speak for themselves. AM is
still hot and thriving and will be for along
time to come. This year's NAB proves this
all the more.
It should be the consumer who has the
choice to view and listen to what they want
rather than some powerful ad entity dictating thus.
John Curtis
Baywood Park, Calif
In the article, "TV 'Must Carry' Offers
Lesson For Radio," the author seems to
have missed the most important factor and
assumed technology is the big problem. He
overlooked how the "bean counters" who
dominate the major TV empires have sacrificed the future of the entire industry for
short-term revenue. They tried to target the
same audience and went for highest ratings.
So broadcast TV became the same.
From the viewer's perspective, broadcast
TV became boring. But along came cable,
which offered acornucopia of program
options — not more broadcast stations, but
alternative programming that appealed to
individual interests. Such channels are not
pushing for the highest rating; they're content to focus on doing what they do with
high quality.
TV is no longer "one size fits all."
Viewers now have more choices than Bad
TV vs. No TV.

AM stations making the IBOC transition must scrutinize their antenna systems and
transmitters to determine if they are capable of accommodating the technical criteria
the IBOC signal demands. In many cases modifications to the coupling system must
be implemented, especially in directional antenna arrays.
Many will recall this scenario when AM stereo was introduced. The first published
presentations addressing AM antenna bandwidth date to July, 1949. Whether your station is directional or non-directional, AM stereo or IBOC, the antenna system is an
important factor in coverage and audio fidelity.
There is no need to wait for IBOC to determine if you can improve your coverage.
The first step in AM improvement is to examine your coverage area. Is your signal
reaching the intended audience? Is it adequately serving rated market areas?
Perhaps your directional transmitter site was chosen long ago, when nulls fell over
pasture or unpopulated regions, or anon-directional tower was placed on the outskirts
of town. Today there may be condos or shopping malls in the nulls; or perhaps the
population has shifted away from your tower site.
Is it possible to relocate your transmitter site to realize asignal improvement or
profit from valuable real estate? Is there another station you could purchase and turn
dark, allowing you to increase power or improve coverage? Have you considered
diplexing with another station?
All of these are possibilities to explore. An experienced consulting engineer can
examine your allocation and determine if such improvements are possible.
Some directional antenna systems have been improved greatly by dropping one or
more towers and meeting FCC limits with fewer sticks. Other antenna systems may
require considerable reworking to meet IBOC requirements or coverage improvements. Directional antenna systems must be analyzed for pattern and impedance bandwidth. Any improvements made to your transmission system will result in better coverage, increased listenership and revenue. In some cases, it may be possible to reduce
tower height and extinguish tower lighting requirements.
There is no reason to wait for IBOC to begin your examination. Your business may
profit greatly from it.
— RW
As the major players in the radio industry struggle for higher ratings by targeting
formats with the highest audience appeal,
radio programming also is becoming boring. Satellite radio, LPFM and Internet
"radio" are ready to offer another cornucopia to the masses of bored radio listeners,
who are ready to spend money in order to
hear something worth listening to.
We frequently hear from listeners in our
fringe areas who struggle to pick up our
signal. Yet they prefer "us" over "them,"
even though "they" have astronger signal.
It proves listeners will put up with noise,
static, fading, interference and even buying
new radios, if they find something worth
listening to. Radio needs better programming more than it needs better technology.
John Stortz
Chief Engineer
Moody Radio
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Lasting Imprint
My thanks and regards for the wonderful
treatment given to Midcontinent Radio
Chairman Larry Bentson ("Out of Radio
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After 52 Years," Feb. 2).
His imprint here will last long after his
official departure. Mr. Bentson has been
successful in the media/entertainment business, first with movie theatres, then radio
and television stations. Your astute reporter
aptly captured Larry's considerable passion
for radio in his article. Thank you for that
tribute.
Larry refers to his properties here as "my
beloved radio stations," and he struggled
mightily with the decision to separate from
them. He has been an outstanding contributor to the radio business, and generous to
the many talented people in it. Larry
receives the heartfelt best wishes of all
those who know him.
I feel fortunate to have managed
Midcontinent Radio properties for him
since 1996. During that period Ilearned the
numerous people who do know Larry
Bentson say two things about him. They
either like him or they love him — mostly
the latter.
Mike Costanzo
VP, General Manager
Midcontinent Radio
Sioux Falls, S.D.
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The Wheatstone GENERATION-S
has the POWER and FEATURES
Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS Mores
Our Generation- 5 provides your operators
with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system-wide source, mix and
destination control (any signal anywhere), apowerful
mix- minus section and acomplete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
coerations center.
And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
its DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digital while converting analog sources to switched
digital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remote and telcom functionality on any input fader
without fear of feedback— areal plus in back-to-back

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just aglance. And since
•the entire system is software based, you can accommodate any format with apress of abutton.
Like all our Generation Series consoles, the G-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automatic fail- over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We can even provide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
routing system.
At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thousand digital audio consoles. The G-5 is a
culmination of all that experience. Benefit from our
expertise— choose WHEATSTONE!
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500 Indusi-r
7
a1 Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
252-638-7000 / / salesewheatstone.cDm
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How Would You Like Your SOUND?
HOW DO YOU WANT IT in MIAMI?
How about NEW YORK? Should Chicago
be the same as Houston? What about
Boulder versus LA?
YOU GET THE POINT: today's market
sound is dynamic; formats and personalities can change on adime. Keeping up
with what the competition's doing can be
afulltime job.
Our VORSISTM AP3 processor incorporates multi- band compression, parametric
EQ, high/low pass and notch filters,
expansion, de-esser, AGC and a host of

vvww.vorsis.com / tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com

system and output settings that let it
perform as a dual- channel mic processor
OR astereo signal processor—perfect for
in-house rack use or that final HD radio
signature sound shaper.
And you don't have to fly from city to
city ( or room to room) to stay on top —
VORSISTm ethernet protocol lets you
control all settings right from your
laptop— anywhere there's an internet
connection.

VORSISTM

Get the POWER!
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copyright © 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation

